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and peace of mind, what is critical is not just improving data
communication’s speed and capacity. Also important is ensuring the
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basic quality of mobile communication systems with criteria such
as “connection” and “without interruption,” especially for message
and voice communication. Our mission as mobile communication
system developers is to respond to these demands by incessantly
advancing the sophistication of networks.
We are now in the era of LTE. Together with the advent of this
standard, high-speed technologies such as MIMO and carrier aggregation and various interference-reduction technologies have
been developed as devices have evolved. Mobile communication
networks have dramatically progressed. Technologies have also
advanced to allow customers to securely use mobile phones. Examples include traffic control technologies so that more customers
can communicate even during extremely crowded conditions, such
as during a disaster and in an event space. However, even as such
new technologies are being created, it is also effective to create new
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value by making ingenious use of current technologies and combining multiple technologies to improve the efficiency of network performance. An example is NTT DOCOMO’s proposal of advanced
C-RAN for the deployment of LTE-Advanced, which it then devel-

“Anytime, anywhere, with anyone” . . . I was taught this phrase

oped. This system combines two technologies – carrier aggregation

as keywords summarizing the target qualities of mobile commu-

and heterogeneous networks – to provide high-speed and high-qual-

nication systems by my superiors and senior co-workers about 20

ity network services. NTT DOCOMO is able to pioneer this system

years ago when I joined NTT. Soon after I entered the company,

precisely because it intimately understands communication systems

2.4-kbps circuit-switched data communication service using the

from its experience in network operations and standardization ac-

PDC standard began. At that time, the service was called “non-

tivities. We wish to continue to leverage this know-how and thor-

telephone communication,” indicating the fact that voice calls direct-

oughly exploit such existing knowledge going forward.

ly between customers made up almost all mobile communication.

We have strengthened networks to meet the proliferation of

“With anyone” was expressed vividly by that trend then. How the

services and terminals such as i-mode and smartphones. These tech-

times have changed. Afterwards, 28.8-kbps packet communication

nologies have brought about major changes to mobile communica-

service appeared in the form of the PDC-P protocol in 1997, and

tion traffic. In the coming Internet of Things (IoT) era, communica-

services utilizing data communication in mobile environments grew.

tion traffic different in character from those of today’s mobile com-

The standards then proceeded to W-CDMA and HSPA and LTE.

munication networks will be produced by the arrival of terminals

We began PREMIUM 4G™*1 in March this year as an LTE Ad-

with even more diverse forms of communication. To flexibly adapt

vanced service, ushering in the era of speeds greater than 225 Mbps.

to these changes and demonstrate high performance, we must re-

With the realization of high-speed data communication, services

spond with a fine balance of “developing new technologies” and

dealing with high-volume contents, such as high-resolution video

“taking advantage of existing technologies.” We also wish to max-

distribution and cloud services, have grown. At the same time, real-

imize our utilization of the wireless spectrum, a limited resource,

time message communication services are also expanding. Further-

and continue to build robust yet flexible networks so that our

more, as represented by the VoLTE service, launched last year, and

customers can conveniently use mobile systems “anytime and any-

the flat-rate system for voice calls, one can sense that even the con-

where.”

ception of service for voice communication, the original point of
mobile communication, is coming under review. So that customers
can use such evolving and diversifying services with convenience
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

*1

PREMIUM 4G™: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO.
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Special Articles on PREMIUM 4G―Introduction of LTE‐Advanced―

LTE-Advanced, which was launched in March 2015 as
even higher bit rates and system capacity. NTT DOCOMO

Communication Device Development Department

Sadayuki Abeta
Toshiro Kawahara
Toshiyuki Futakata

has developed Advanced C-RAN and terminals supporting
LTE-Advanced to make the most of LTE-Advanced features
and improve transmission data rates and radio capacity.
Advanced C-RAN provides stable high-speed communications even in areas with particularly high traffic such as
train stations and large commercial complexes thereby supporting an effective rollout of the LTE-Advanced system.

1. Introduction

by Japan’s mobile communications op-

delay to be reduced to approximately one-

erators.

fourth the existing levels compared to the

Mobile data traffic is increasing at a

In December 2010, NTT DOCOMO

High Speed Packet Access (HSPA)*2

dramatic rate driven by the popularity of

introduced LTE featuring “high-speed,”

specification in use at that time. These

smartphones and new ways of using the

“large-capacity,” and “low-delay” to im-

improvements significantly enhanced

mobile network as represented by social

prove the customer experience, increase

the convenience of using smartphones

networking and video streaming. Accord-

transmission data rates to open up new

and other smart devices.

ing to a report issued by the Ministry of

possibilities in services, and support the

As of March 2015, LTE was operating

Internal Affairs and Communications

continuously increasing volumes of mo-

in approximately 150 countries by more

(MIC) [1], mobile traffic in Japan in-

bile traffic. The introduction of LTE en-

than 300 operators—it had been intro-

creased by approximately 1.5 times in a

abled data rates to be increased by ap-

duced at an extremely fast pace around

recent one-year period generating a prob-

proximately ten times, capacity to be ex-

the world compared to any other stand-

lem that must be addressed in common

panded by approximately three times, and

ardized mobile system to date. The en-

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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PREMIUM 4GTM*1, is an LTE-based mobile system with

*1
*2

PREMIUM 4GTM: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO.
HSPA: A specification for increasing packetdata rates in W-CDMA, and a general term encompassing High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA), which increases the speed from the
base station to the mobile terminal, and High
Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA), which
increases speed from the terminal to the base
station.
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hanced form of LTE is LTE-Advanced,

vanced as an enhancement of LTE began

must exhibit a significant improvement

which holds promise of being a vitally

in June 2008 and LTE-Advanced re-

in performance when connected to the

important and influential technology in

quirements were subsequently compiled

LTE-Advanced network while being able

society.

in a 3GPP Technical Report [5]. In addi-

to connect to the LTE network as well.

NTT DOCOMO launched LTE-Ad-

tion to coexistence with LTE, migration

2) Improvement in Peak Data Rate,

vanced as a commercial service under

scenario from LTE, and improved per-

Spectral Efficiency, and Cell Edge

the name “PREMIUM 4G” in March

formance, a reduction in power and oper-

User Throughput

2015. In this article, we present an over-

ating costs was also included as one of

LTE-Advanced must provide a dra-

view of LTE-Advanced technologies and

the requirements. Main requirements for

matic improvement in basic system per-

of our newly developed Advanced Cen-

LTE-Advanced are described below.

formance over LTE. The requirement for

tralized Radio Access Network (C-RAN),

1) Coexistence with LTE

peak data rate is 1 Gbps in the downlink and 500 Mbps in the uplink.

which enables Carrier Aggregation (CA)

LTE-Advanced is, of course, expected

between cells, improves throughput while

to surpass LTE in system performance,

Additionally, LTE-Advanced is re-

maintaining mobility characteristics, and

but it must also enable a smooth migra-

quired to improve spectral efficiency by

increases capacity. Other special articles

tion from existing LTE. In short, back-

approximately 1.5 times over LTE. Con-

in this issue provide details on control

ward and forward compatibility with

sidering that LTE-Advanced require-

schemes and equipment in Advanced C-

LTE is a key requirement.

ments were established right after the

RAN and on mobile terminal technol-

Here, we define backward and for-

approval of LTE itself, this requirement

ogies supporting LTE-Advanced [2]–[4].

ward compatibility in terms of terminal

for improved spectral efficiency was a

capabilities as shown in Figure 1. First,

very challenging target.

2. LTE-Advanced
Requirements
A specifications study for LTE-Ad-

LTE terminals must naturally be able to

Cell edge user throughput was also

connect to the LTE-Advanced network,

taken up as an important performance

and second, LTE-Advanced terminals

index. This is because throughput at cell

LTE base station

LTE terminal

LTE-Advanced station

EPC

LTE terminal

LTE-Advanced terminal

LTE-Advanced terminal

LTE and LTE-Advanced compatibility
LTE base station

LTE-Advanced station

LTE base station

LTE

LTE

LTE-Advanced terminal

LTE

LTE-Advanced

EPC : Evolved Packet Core

Figure 1
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edge is an important factor in providing

[6]. The use of CA enables higher data

(HetNet) is also attracting attention.

a sufficiently satisfactory service to a

rates to be achieved while maintaining

HetNet appropriately deploys and coor-

cell-edge user whose received quality is

backward compatibility with existing

dinates base stations of various form fac-

low due to a weak radio signal and in-

LTE. It also enables instantaneous load

tors and power levels including the small

terference from other cells. In LTE, as

balancing*4

cell*11 with the aim of lowering costs.

well, cell edge user throughput is an im-

to improve spectral efficiency.

between frequency bands

Radio interfaces that can efficiently sup-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

portant index, but in LTE-Advanced,
technologies that could improve throughput especially in such a cell-edge envi-

3.2 Advanced Multi-antenna
Technology

ronment were a focus of study.

junction with CA, enhanced Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination (eICIC) that

MIMO*5

mitigates intra-frequency interference,

multiplexing for up to 4 layers* in the

and such have been specified for HetNet.

LTE supports single-user

6

3. Main Technologies of
LTE-Advanced

downlink but supports no MIMO multi-

To satisfy the requirements described

Advanced supports single-user MIMO

above for LTE-Advanced, further ad-

multiplexing for up to 8 layers in the

Although further advancements in

vancements in radio interface technolo-

downlink and up to 4 layers in the uplink

data rates can be achieved using CA as

gies were proposed as described below.

to satisfy requirements for peak spec-

one of the main technologies of LTE-

plexing in the uplink. In contrast, LTE-

tral

efficiency*7.

4. Features of Advanced
C-RAN Architecture

In addition, multi-user

Advanced, technology than can increase

has been enhanced in LTE-

capacity for the environments with ex-

For a maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz,

Advanced to improve system capacity.

ceptionally large volumes of traffic, such

LTE achieves a peak data rate of 300

Furthermore, to improve cell edge user

as the neighborhood surrounding a major

Mbps in the downlink by supporting

throughput, Coordinated Multiple Point

train station, is particularly important.

4×4 Multiple Input Multiple Output

transmission and reception (CoMP) tech-

Such an environment requires not only

(MIMO)*3

technology. In contrast, a

nology has been proposed as a means of

the use of more frequencies to accommo-

peak data rate of 1 Gbps in the downlink

performing transmission and reception

date traffic but also an increase in an

and 500 Mbps in the uplink has been

via multiple cells working in coopera-

area capacity by deploying small cells,

specified as a requirement for LTE-Ad-

tion [6].

as part of HetNet. However, user move-

3.1 CA

MIMO*8

ment in such an environment increases

vanced, so the provision of even broader
bandwidths is needed. LTE-Advanced,
however, must also ensure backward

3.3 Base Station Coordination
in HetNet

compatibility with LTE. For this reason,

HandOver (HO)*12 occurrences either
between small cells or between a macro

In LTE-Advanced, lowering the cost

cell and small cell, which may cause

CA was proposed as a means of band-

of the Radio Access Network (RAN)*

width extension achieved by combining

is also an important requirement. In ad-

Moreover, while higher transmission

multiple frequency blocks, each of which

dition to the conventional deployment

data rates and improved user throughput

9

higher probability of call drop.

is called a Component Carrier (CC)

of macro

base stations, imple-

by load balancing between frequency

having a bandwidth supported by LTE

mentation of a Heterogeneous Network

blocks can be expected with introduction

MIMO: A technology for achieving high-speed
transmission by simultaneously transmitting different signals from multiple antennas.
Load balancing: The process of reducing load
between frequencies or cells by moving users
accordingly.
Single-user MIMO: Technology that uses MIMO
transmission over the same time and frequency
for a single user.
Layer: In MIMO, each layer corresponds to a

stream—multiple streams may be simultaneously
transmitted.
Peak spectral efficiency: Maximum spectral
efficiency that can be achieved according to
specifications. Maximum rate efficiency.
Multi-user MIMO: Technology that uses MIMO
transmission over the same time and frequency
for multiple users.
RAN: The network consisting of radio base stations and radio-circuit control equipment situated

between the core network and mobile terminals.
*10 Macro cell: An area in which communication
is possible, covered by a single base station,
and with a radius from several hundred meters
to several tens of kilometers.
*11 Small cell: Generic name for a cell covering a
small area and having low transmission power
relative to a macro cell.

*3

*4

*5

*6

6

port inter-frequency coordination in con-

*7

*8

*9

cell*10
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lizing CA and HetNet features.

fic frequency resources to perform CA

(1) High-speed transmission through CA

(3) Greater capacity through add-on cells

are likely to be completely utilized, which

Increases transmission data rates

Improves user throughput in both

makes it difficult to achieve a significant

in a flexible manner depending on

macro cells and small cells by ar-

improvement in spectral efficiency.

the current traffic environment by CA

ranging add-on cells effectively in

In light of the above, NTT DOCOMO

between macro cells and between

areas with high traffic and offloading

proposed Advanced C-RAN architec-

macro cell and multiple add-on cells.

traffic as needed thereby increasing

ture (Figure 2) in March 2012 [7] and

(2) Comparable mobility characteristics
as a conventional macro cell

commenced its development in 2013.

capacity over the entire area.

5. Rollout Scenario

Advanced C-RAN architecture adds a

Maintains the same rate of HO

number of small cells on top of a macro

occurrence as in a conventional con-

Since 2009, NTT DOCOMO has

cell (hereinafter referred to as “add-on

figuration with only macro cells by

been deploying an centralized RAN (C-

cells”) and coordinates the add-on cells

adding or deleting add-on cells while

RAN) architecture for LTE in which

and the macro cell through CA.

maintaining macro-cell connection.

baseband*13 processing is performed in

Advanced C-RAN architecture has

This scheme achieves conventional

central node, and radio units may be

the following features achieved by uti-

mobility performance even in an en-

distributed in different location connect-

Achieves CA between a macro
cell and multiple add-on cells
by adding small cells inside the
macro cell in a high-traffic area

Consolidates baseband
processing to perform
control operations
Achieves CA by
overlapping macro
cell

Frequency bandwidth

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

vironment with add-on cells.

of CA, at the base station with high traf-

CA

Compact radio unit

CA

HO

Figure 2

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

CA

HO

Macro cell

*12 HO: A technology for switching base stations
without interrupting communications when a
terminal with a call in progress straddles two
base stations while moving.

Achieves CA by spot
deployment of a small
cell

Small cell

Baseband unit

Advanced C-RAN architecture

*13 Baseband: The circuits or functional blocks
that perform digital signal processing.
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ed to the baseband unit via optical fiber

radio unit operates on one of these car-

[8]. This made it easy to construct a net-

riers, and since these radio units are in-

work that can make the most of the fea-

dependent of their common baseband

This article presented an overview

tures described above by simply replac-

unit, it is relatively easy to combine any

of LTE-Advanced technologies reflect-

ing the baseband processing unit with

of these carriers. At the time of LTE-

ing the ongoing evolution of LTE and

new equipment supporting Advanced C-

Advanced introduction, a total band-

introduced Advanced C-RAN as network

RAN without touching the existing radio

width greater than 30 MHz could be

architecture for making the most of

units.

achieved by combining the 800 MHz

LTE-Advanced features. Approximately

We have also been developing radio

and 1.7 GHz carriers or the 2 GHz and

five years after the introduction of LTE,

equipment for add-on cells that is far

1.5 GHz carriers making for a maximum

NTT DOCOMO launched LTE-Advanced

lighter and smaller than existing equip-

throughput greater than 225 Mbps.

services under the banner of PREMIUM

6. Conclusion

ment [3]. Specifically, we have been able

Going forward, the plan is to use a

4G in March 2015 to improve the user

to reduce the size of this equipment to

combination of three component carriers

experience even further. Looking to the

1/5 that of existing units, which has the

(3CC) in conjunction with Time Division

future, NTT DOCOMO aims to con-

effect of relaxing installation conditions

Duplex

on the newly allocated

tribute to society by expanding the service

for these radio units and broadening their

3.5 GHz carrier and to apply advances

area and enhancing its lineup of mobile

scope of application.

in MIMO technology to achieve even

devices, and by providing a new and

NTT DOCOMO had already been

higher transmission data rates and greater

fertile social infrastructure as a Smart

operating LTE on four carriers, and these

capacities. The ultimate goal here is to

Life Partner.

frequencies have to be used effectively.

improve the user’s quality of experience

In Advanced C-RAN architecture, each

(Figure 3).

(TDD)*14

More advanced LTE
Peak throughput

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

LTE-Advanced as Further Evolution of LTE for Smart Life

・Use of 3.5 GHz band
・3CC CA –
Full LTE
(2×2 MIMO)
150Mbps
112.5Mbps
LTE service launched
37.5/75Mbps

Dec. 2010

・4×4 MIMO –

LTE-Advanced introduction
225 Mbps and greater
Mar. 2015

Figure 3

Toward more advanced LTE

*14 TDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive system.
It achieves bidirectional communication by allocating different time slots to uplink and downlink transmissions that use the same frequency
band.
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Special Articles on PREMIUM 4G―Introduction of LTE‐Advanced―

In March 2015, NTT DOCOMO launched the PREMIUM
form of the LTE mobile communications system. This deployment includes the introduction of Advanced C-RAN

Kohei Kiyoshima
Takahiro Takiguchi
Yasuhiro Kawabe
Yusuke Sasaki

architecture that combines macro cells and small cells through
CA to increase transmission speeds, expand capacity, and
provide stable communications for a more satisfying user
experience. In this article, we overview the features, effects,
and control procedures of Advanced C-RAN architecture.

for the LTE-Advanced*2 system to im-

chitecture in February 2013 toward com-

prove the speed and capacity perfor-

mercialization [2]. Then, in March 2015,

Recent years have seen a dramatic

mance of LTE and extend LTE functions.

NTT DOCOMO introduced LTE-Ad-

increase in network traffic thanks to the

As a result of these efforts, standardi-

vanced using Advanced C-RAN archi-

expanded use of smartphones and the

zation of LTE-Advanced was completed

tecture and began the commercial pro-

popularity of large-capacity content such

in 2011 [1].

vision of high-speed transmission in the

1. Introduction

as images and video. The need has there-

To achieve an effective rollout of the

downlink at a maximum data rate of 225

fore been felt for even higher commu-

LTE-Advanced system, NTT DOCOMO

Mbps under the name of PREMIUM 4G.

nication speeds and greater capacities

proposed Advanced Centralized Radio

Advanced C-RAN architecture achieves

in the radio network. The 3rd Generation

Access Network (C-RAN) architecture

high-speed and large-capacity commu-

Partnership Project (3GPP) began work

and commenced development of base

nications by combining two key tech-

in 2008 on formulating specifications

station equipment supporting this ar-

nologies of LTE-Advanced: Carrier Ag-

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
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Radio Access Network Development Department

4GTM*1 service in Japan using LTE-Advanced as an evolved

*1
*2

PREMIUM 4GTM: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO.
LTE-Advanced: Name of IMT-Advanced in
3GPP. IMT-Advanced is the successor to the
IMT-2000 third-generation mobile communications system.
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gregation (CA) and Heterogeneous Net-

and small

tion equipment and decreasing facility

also being studied as a basic architecture

cell* added to that area (hereinafter

investment. NTT DOCOMO has been

mobile

referred to as an “add-on cell”). CA

operating C-RAN architecture since

communications system now attracting

requires coordination between cells that

2003 [5]. Furthermore, by leveraging

attention throughout the world [3]. In

a terminal is to be simultaneously con-

the features of this C-RAN architecture

this article, we overview the features,

nected to, and as a result, specifications

and adopting a new architecture that

effects, and control procedures of LTE-

dictate that the same base station be

accommodates a macro cell and multiple

Advanced based on Advanced C-RAN

used to control those cells. Consequently,

add-on cells in the same baseband pro-

architecture.

to increase capacity and improve sta-

cessing unit, flexible coordination be-

bility through add-on cells, macro cells

tween a macro cell and add-on cells

and add-on cells installed at different

through CA has become possible. This

points must be controlled by the same

new architecture is called Advanced C-

5G*4

2. Advanced C-RAN
Architecture
As stated above, CA is a key tech-

cell*5

the space needed for installing base sta-

connect to a macro

for the next-generation

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

by enabling a terminal to simultaneously

work (HetNet)* Advanced C-RAN is

3.

6

eNodeB

RAN architecture (Figure 1), which is

(eNB)*7.

nology of LTE-Advanced enabling a

To this end, while base station

facilitating a smooth rollout of LTE-

terminal to simultaneously connect to

equipment normally consists of a base-

Advanced and an expansion of radio

multiple LTE carriers (component car-

band*8

capacity.

riers) operating on different frequencies.

NTT DOCOMO separates the baseband

Achieving bandwidth extension in this

processing unit from the base station

C-RAN

way makes for higher communication

leaving only the radio unit to be installed

following three effects, each of which

processing unit and radio unit,

We consider the use of Advanced
architecture

to

have

the

are described below.

speeds [4]. Furthermore, in addition to

at the base station

increasing the data rate, NTT DOCOMO

tecture consolidates multiple baseband

• Higher transmission speeds and im-

also uses CA to expand radio capacity

processing units in high-density baseband

proved spectral efficiency by CA

and improve communications stability

processing equipment thereby reducing

• Expanded capacity by add-on cells

site*9.

C-RAN archi-

Higher speeds by CA
C-RAN
architecture

Advanced C-RAN
architecture

Increased capacity
by add-on cells

Figure 1

*3

*4

HetNet: A network configuration that overlays
nodes of different power. A network that mixes,
links, and integrates base stations of relatively
low transmission power.
5G: A next-generation mobile communications
system succeeding the 4G mobile communica-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

*5

*6

Overview of Advanced C-RAN architecture

tions system.
Macro cell: An area in which communication
is possible, covered by a single base station, and
with a radius from several hundred meters to
several tens of kilometers.
Small cell: Generic name for a cell covering a

*7
*8

small area and having low transmission power
relative to a macro cell.
eNB: A base station for the LTE radio access
system.
Baseband: The circuits or functional blocks
that perform digital signal processing.
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• Improved stability in communications
Additionally, while CA is assumed

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

between a macro cell and add-on cell as

regard, 3GPP specifications call for a

1) Simultaneous Connection to Multiple

carriers, but this specification is for a

maximum downlink speed of 300 Mbps
by simultaneous connection to two LTE

described above, Advanced C-RAN also

Carriers

total frequency bandwidth of 40 MHz.

supports CA using two macro cells. For

Since the launch of NTT DOCOMO’s

NTT DOCOMO, however, uses either

example, in a suburban area having no

LTE-Advanced service in March 2015,

of two combinations of carriers to

need of extending radio capacity by in-

CA has been achieved by simultaneous

achieve a total frequency bandwidth of

stalling add-on cells, the goal may be to

connection to two LTE carriers. Maxi-

30 MHz, that is, the 2 GHz (15 MHz

provide users with higher transmission

mum transmission speed in the downlink

bandwidth) + 1.5 GHz (15 MHz band-

speeds by CA using macro cells. Ad-

is determined by the total frequency

width) bands or the 800 MHz (10 MHz

vanced C-RAN can be applied in a flex-

bandwidth of these simultaneously con-

bandwidth) + 1.7 GHz (20 MHz band-

ible manner according to area conditions.

nected LTE carriers (Table 1). In this

width) bands. The standard calls for a

Table 1

maximum downlink speed of 225 Mbps

Improved throughput by CA

Total frequency bandwidth (MHz)

Maximum downlink speed (Mbps)

5

37.5

10

75

15

112.5

20

150

25

187.5

30

225

35

262.5

40

300

in this case. NTT DOCOMO has also
been conducting field trials in an outdoor
commercial environment using a total
frequency bandwidth of 35 MHz through
a combination of the 800 MHz (15 MHz
bandwidth) + 1.7 GHz (20 MHz bandwidth) bands. In those trials, it was found
that a maximum downlink speed of 240
Mbps could be achieved (Figure 2).
In addition, LTE-Advanced speci-

240 Mbps

Figure 2

*9
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2.1 Higher Transmission Speeds
and Improved Spectral
Efficiency by CA

Achieving 240 Mbps in a commercial environment

Site: The location installing base station antennas.
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fications prescribe CA for a maximum

tiple frequency bands should be con-

tion throughout the world as a means of

of five LTE carriers (total bandwidth of

trolled so as to connect as much as pos-

increasing the radio capacity of a system

100 MHz). Our plan is to extend CA to

sible to an LTE carrier with a low level

[6]. This is accomplished by offloading

three or more LTE carriers toward even

of congestion. However, in conventional

traffic within a macro cell to low-power

higher transmission speeds. Advanced

LTE, a HandOver

procedure is

add-on cells installed at spots where traf-

C-RAN architecture, which is capable

needed to switch cells, so if the degree

fic concentrates within that macro-cell

of accommodating and controlling many

of congestion fluctuates in short time

area. To link macro cells and add-on cells

cells with a single baseband processing

periods, switching that can keep up with

by CA in a HetNet, NTT DOCOMO uses

unit, has a configuration that makes such

such rapid fluctuation becomes difficult.

separate frequency bands for a “cover-

CA extension relatively easy to achieve.

In contrast, the use of CA means that

age band” that covers a macro-cell area

2) Load Balancing Between Cells

the terminal is already connected to mul-

and a “capacity band” for increasing

CA is effective not only for increas-

tiple carriers, which means that an LTE

radio capacity using an add-on cell. For

ing transmission speeds but also for

carrier can be instantaneously selected

example, the 2 GHz or 800 MHz band

between

according to carrier-congestion condi-

may be used as a coverage band and the

cells. In a commercial environment, the

tions even if those conditions are chang-

1.5 GHz or 1.7 GHz band as a capacity

distribution of users, imbalance in fre-

ing rapidly. An improvement in spectral

band.

quency bands supported by mobile termi-

efficiency can therefore be expected

1) Evaluation by Simulation

nals, difference in radio propagation

(Figure 3).

achieving load

balancing*10

(HO)*11

We here explain the results of computer simulations of the capacity-expan-

characteristics among frequency bands,
etc. can result in a bias in the degree of
congestion among frequency carriers.
Accordingly, terminals that support mul-

Add-on cell

2.2 Expanded Capacity by
Add-on Cells

sion effect of add-on cells. In this evaluation, coverage bands were arranged

HetNet technology is attracting atten-

only as macro cells, and capacity bands

LTE terminal

LTE-Advanced terminal

An LTE terminal cannot use a free
slot in the other band.

An LTE-Advanced terminal in either frequency
band can use a free slot in the other band.

Free slot

Free slot Free slot

Macro cell

Time

LTE terminal

Figure 3

*10 Load balancing: The process of distributing
traffic load among cells.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

Time

LTE-Advanced terminal

Load balancing by CA

*11 HO: The process of switching the base station
connected to the UE.
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capacities are normalized against that of

the same manner as coverage bands

Case 1 to reflect the capacity-expansion

(Case 1 in Figure 4) or as add-on cells

effect of add-on cells. For Case 2, a ca-

(Case 2 in the figure). We compared the

pacity-expansion effect of approximately

results of these two cases. In both cases,

2.5 times was obtained for an installation

As described above, cell capacity

the area covered by a single macro base

of four add-on cells showing that in-

increases by simply adding add-on cells,

station was divided into three sectors

creasing the number of add-on cells

but installing multiple add-on cells within

and the frequency bandwidth of either a

could increase capacity. Next, capacity

an area also means an increase in the

coverage band or a capacity band was

per add-on cell for Case 2 is shown in

number of cell edges. In such an environ-

10 MHz.

Fig. 6. These results show that capacity

ment, a moving user will frequently strad-

Furthermore, in case 2, multiple add-

per add-on cell decreases as the number

dle two add-on cells at their edges, and

on cells were positioned within a single

of add-on cells increases. This is because

if these add-on cells are installed without

macro cell and users were located in

interference between add-on cells in-

using CA, the user will experience a

the vicinity of those add-on cells. In

creases as more add-on cells are installed.

drop in communications quality at this

short, this evaluation was performed

As a consequence, the capacity-expan-

time owing to interference between those

assuming that such add-on cells could

sion effect and cost-effectiveness per

cells and HO processing. In contrast,

be installed exactly in areas where

add-on cell decreases if too many add-

Advanced C-RAN architecture enables

users would concentrate.

on cells are installed.

a terminal to be simultaneously con-

2.3 Improved Stability in
Communications

Given the conditions of this evalua-

nected to an add-on cell and macro cell

Evaluation results are shown in

tion, four or six add-on cells per sector

through CA, which means that stable

Figures 5 and 6. First, sector capacity

could be taken to be an optimal number.

communications can be ensured via the

(total of capacity of coverage-band cell

This value, however, could change de-

macro cell and noticeable degradation in

and capacity of all capacity-band cells

pending on the antenna configuration of

quality while moving can be suppressed.

within that sector) for Case 1 and Case

the add-on cells (beam width, installation

We here explain in detail the above

2 is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, sector

height, etc.), macro cell radius, and other

stability effect in communications using

2) Evaluation Results

Case 1: Deploy capacity bands as macro cells

Case 2: Deploy capacity bands as add-on cells

Coverage-band
macro cell

Figure 4
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conditions.

were installed either as macro cells in

Capacity-band
macro cell

Capacity-band
add-on cell

Simulation scenarios

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

300%

cells A and B, the LTE terminal experi-

Coverage-band macro
cell
カバレッジバンド
マクロセル
Capacity-band
macro cell
容量バンド
マクロセル
Capacity-band
add-on cell
容量バンド
アドオンセル

250%

ences a drop in throughput due to interference between the add-on cells and

200%

Nearly no capacityexpansion effect appears after 6 addon cells

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

150%

Capacity improved
by approximately 2.5
times compared to
Case 1

100%
50%

HO processing. The LTE-Advanced
terminal, however, though also switching between add-on cells A and B, is
simultaneously connected to the macro
cell, which prevents a dramatic deterioration in throughput and enables a
certain level of communications quality
to be maintained. In short, Advanced C-

0%
Case11
Case

1

2

4

6

8

No. of add-on cells per sector

RAN architecture enables flexible switching between add-on cells while keeping

Case 2

Figure 5

an LTE-Advanced terminal connected

Capacity-expansion effect of add-on cells

to a macro cell thereby achieving highspeed and stable communications. This
effect has been verified by tests per-

120%
Capacity per add-on cell
アドオンセル当りの容量

formed in an outdoor commercial environment (Figure 8).

100%

3. SCell Control in
Advanced C-RAN

80%
60%

In CA whereby a mobile terminal
connects to multiple LTE carriers sim-

40%

ultaneously, the primary carrier is called
20%

the Primary Component Carrier (PCC)
while the secondary carrier is called the

0%
1

2

4

6

8

Secondary Component Carrier (SCC).

No. of add-on cells per sector

In addition, the cells connected to the

Case 2

terminal via PCC and SCC are called
the PCell and SCell, respectively [7].

Figure 6

Capacity per add-on cell

Since multiple add-on cells can
exist within a macro cell in Advanced

Figure 7. At point 1 in the figure, an

add-on cell A, which means that it can

C-RAN architecture, a control process

LTE terminal connects to add-on cell A

achieve higher throughput than the LTE

is needed to select which of those add-

and achieves the throughput provided

terminal by simultaneously connecting

on cells is to be set as a SCell for a mo-

by LTE. An LTE-Advanced terminal, in

to those cells through CA. Now, on

bile terminal connected to the macro cell

contrast, lies in both a macro cell and

moving to point 2 at the edge of add-on

according to that terminal’s position.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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Furthermore, since the optimum add-on

add,” “SCell change,” and “SCell delete”

a SCell is shown in Figure 9 (1). First,

cell will change as the mobile terminal

procedures using mobile-terminal radio

the eNB commands the mobile terminal

moves, the terminal will switch to another

quality measurements and measurement

to make measurements to ascertain wheth-

add-on cell to be set as the SCell at such

reports to eNB as prescribed in 3GPP

er an add-on cell exists in the neighbor-

a time. Moreover, if no add-on cell can

specifications [8]. These procedures are

hood. If a neighboring add-on cell does

offer a sufficient level of quality making

described below.

exist, the mobile terminal returns a report
to the eNB on the radio quality of that

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

it useless for a mobile terminal to connect
to a SCell, the SCell setting will be de-

add-on cell. Now, if the reported radio

leted for the sake of battery savings on

For a mobile terminal in a state con-

quality satisfies certain conditions, the

the mobile terminal. NTT DOCOMO

nected only to a macro cell (non-CA

eNB commands the mobile terminal to

achieves the above controls by “SCell

state), the control procedure for adding

add that add-on cell as a SCell. On doing

LTE terminal

Point 1:
LTE throughput enabled
by connecting to an addon cell

LTE-Advanced terminal

Add-on cell B

Add-on cell A

Add-on cell A

Point 2:
Throughput degrades due to
interference and HO at cell
edge

Figure 7

Point 1:
High-speed communications enabled
by connecting to both macro cell
and add-on cell through CA

Add-on cell B

Point 2:
Stable communications achieved
by also connecting to a macro
cell through CA

Macro cell

Communications by Advanced C-RAN architecture

LTE terminal

LTE-Advanced terminal
Max. received data rate: 136.011 Mbps

Max. received data rate: 55.526 Mbps

Terminal is connected only
to an add-on cell resulting
in low throughput at cell
edge.

Figure 8
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3.1 SCell Add

Add-on cell switching point

Data rate drops on the add-oncell side, but low throughput is
avoided since the terminal is
also connected to a macro cell.

Comparison between LTE/LTE-Advanced terminals moving between add-on cells in a commercial environment

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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so, the mobile terminal enters the CA

section 3.1, the eNB commands the

A6 measurements as described above.

state, which enables it to be simultane-

mobile terminal to make measurements

On the basis of this report, eNB com-

ously connected to a macro cell and

(event A6 measurements) so that an

mands the mobile terminal to change to

add-on cell. In this way, the most opti-

eNB report can be made if a cell of the

add-on cell #2 having better radio quality

mum add-on cell can be set as a SCell

same frequency as the existing SCell

than the current SCell. The above pro-

according to the position of the mobile

and with better radio quality comes to

cedure makes it possible to keep up

terminal.

exist. Now, when the mobile terminal

with the movement of the mobile termi-

currently connected to the macro cell

nal and set the most optimum add-on

and add-on cell #1 moves into the

cell as the SCell.

3.2 SCell Change
Next, for a mobile terminal connect-

boundary area between add-on cell #1

ed to both a macro cell and add-on cell

and add-on cell #2, the radio quality of

(CA state), the control procedure for

the SCell (add-on cell #1) deteriorates

Finally, for a mobile terminal in CA

changing the SCell if the mobile terminal

while the radio quality of neighboring

state moving out of an add-on cell area,

should move into the area of another

add-on cell #2 improves. The mobile

the control procedure for deleting the

add-on cell is shown in Fig. 9 (2). At

terminal now reports the radio quality

SCell is shown in Fig. 9 (3). At the time

the time of “SCell add” as described in

of add-on cell #2 to eNB based on event

of “SCell add” as described in section

Add-on cell #1

Add-on cell #2

(1)

(2)

× (3)

SCell delete

SCell change

SCell add
Mobile
terminal

3.3 SCell Delete

eNB

Mobile
terminal

Non-CA state
Neighboring-cell quality
measurement command

Mobile
terminal

eNB

CA state

CA state

Neighboring-cell quality report (event A6)

SCell-quality-degradation report (event A2)

SCell-change command

Neighboring-cell quality report
SCell-add command (event A2/A6
measurement command)

eNB

SCell-delete command

SCell-change-complete response

SCell-delete-complete response

SCell-add-complete response

CA state

CA state

Non-CA state

Macro cell

Figure 9
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SCell control in Advanced C-RAN
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3.1, the eNB commands the mobile ter-
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minal to make measurements (event A2
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4. Conclusion

Journal, Vol.17, No.2, pp.19-24, Oct.
2015.
[3] NGMN: “5G WHITE PAPER,” Feb. 2015.

measurements) so that an eNB report

In this article, we described LTE-Ad-

can be made if the radio quality of the

vanced features with a focus on Advanced

NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf

existing SCell should deteriorate below

C-RAN architecture, presented capacity

[4] N. Miki et al.: “CA for Bandwidth Exten-

a specific threshold. These event A2

expansion effects on the basis of simu-

measurements are to be continued even

lations, and overviewed control proce-

if SCell should change. Now, if the mo-

dures. Advanced C-RAN architecture

[5] H. Ohyane et al.: “Base Station Support-

bile terminal currently connected to the

can increase radio capacity through the

ing IP Transport,” NTT DOCOMO Tech-

macro cell and add-on cell #2 moves

use of add-on cells while maintaining

nical Journal, Vol.9, No.1, pp.7-12, Jun.

out of the area of add-on cell #2, radio

high-speed and stable communications

quality will deteriorate. The mobile

befitting an LTE-Advanced system. The

terminal therefore reports to eNB that

net result is an improved user experience.

formance Evaluation of LTE-Advanced

the radio quality of add-on cell #2 has

Going forward, we plan to study means

Heterogeneous Network Deployment

deteriorated based on event A2 meas-

of achieving even higher transmission

urements described above. On the basis

speeds and improving radio spectral

of this report, eNB commands the mobile

efficiency.

terminal enters a conventional LTE communications state (non-CA state). Cancelling the CA state in this way when
appropriate can reduce the use of eNB
resources and save battery power on the
mobile terminal.

sion in LTE-Advanced,” NTT DOCOMO
Technical Journal, Vol.12, No.2, pp.1019, Sep. 2010.

2007.
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Special Articles on PREMIUM 4G―Introduction of LTE‐Advanced―

NTT DOCOMO began providing LTE-Advanced mobile com-

Radio Access Network Development Department

munication services under the name PREMIUM 4GTM *1 in
March 2015 as an evolved form of LTE. In this article, we
overview newly developed high-density BDE, SRE, and antennas for constructing small cells, all with the aim of achiev-
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Masahiro Fujii
Shingo Suwa
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ing and commercializing Advanced C-RAN architecture toward a full-scale rollout of LTE-Advanced.

achieve PREMIUM 4G and support

RE units can be centrally controlled by

an effective rollout of LTE-Advanced,

a single BB unit. This “optical remote

In March 2015, NTT DOCOMO

NTT DOCOMO has adopted Advanced

radio” configuration makes RE installa-

launched “PREMIUM 4G” mobile com-

Centralized Radio Access Network (Ad-

tion flexible and therefore speeds up the

1. Introduction

munication services using LTE-Advanced,

vanced

C-RAN)*3

architecture [1].

rollout of new services even in urban

a communication system that achieves

As in the case of conventional C-

areas with limited installation space at

even higher transmission speeds and ca-

RAN architecture, which was introduced

the cell site. In addition, CA and mobile

pacity than LTE. PREMIUM 4G applies

for the rollouts of the W-CDMA [2] and

control through such centralized control

a key tech-

LTE [3] mobile communication services,

enables advanced coordination between

nology of LTE-Advanced, to achieve a

Advanced C-RAN consists of a Base-

cells.

Carrier Aggregation

(CA)*2,

maximum downlink bit rate of 225 Mbps

Band

unit having signal pro-

To effectively implement Advanced

(reaching 262.5 Mbps in some areas) at

cessing functions and Radio Equipment

C-RAN architecture, NTT DOCOMO

the time of service launch, becoming the

(RE)*5

having radio-signal transmitting/

developed new high-density Base station

maximum transmission speed in Japan.

receiving functions. In this architecture,

Digital processing Equipment (BDE) as

The plan is to increase this bit rate to

the BB unit connects to RE via optical

a BB unit, low power Small optical re-

300 Mbps within fiscal year 2015. To

fiber in a configuration where multiple

mote Radio Equipment (SRE) as RE for

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.

† Currently Innovation Management Department.
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(BB)*4

PREMIUM 4GTM: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO.
CA: A technology that achieves high-speed communications through wider bandwidth while
maintaining backward compatibility with existing LTE by performing simultaneous transmission and reception using multiple component
carriers.
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small cell*6 use, and base-station anten-

BDE, SRE, and base-station antennas

remote-radio configuration. It is capa-

nas likewise for small cells. An image

for small cells.

ble of operating in LTE and LTE-Ad-

of service area rollout by Advanced CRAN architecture using the above equip-

High-density BDE corresponds to the

we provide an overview of high-density

BB unit in an Advanced C-RAN optical-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ment is shown in Figure 1. In this article,

RRE (macro cell)
High-density BDE

equipment has the features showed in
Table 1.

SRE (small cell)

Plane antenna
Optical cable
Rod antenna (with tilt)

Rod antenna (no tilt)

Gathering place (public square, station, etc.)

Figure 1

Service area rollout by Advanced C-RAN architecture

Photo 1

*3

*4
*5
*6
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vanced simultaneously (Photo 1). This

2. High-density BDE

Advanced C-RAN: Network architecture promoted by NTT DOCOMO using CA technology
to enable cooperation between macro cells and
small cells.
BB: The circuits or functional blocks that
perform digital signal processing.
RE: Radio equipment that connects to BDE via
CPRI.
Small cell: Generic name for a cell covering a
small area and having low transmission power

Appearance of high-density BDE

relative to a macro cell.
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2.1 Increase in Number of
Accommodated Cells and
Advanced Inter-cell
Coordination

for adjusting and synchronizing the trans-

systems. Here, TDD support requires the

mission timing of all connected RE (RRE

synchronization of transmission timing

and SRE). This makes it possible to per-

among all adjacent RE units. High-den-

form CA even between REs installed at

sity BDE supports GPS and Precision

One unit of high-density BDE can

different locations or REs having differ-

Time Protocol (PTP)*11 as time synchro-

accommodate a maximum of 48 optical

ent optical cable lengths for connecting

nization methods, and synchronization

fiber connections each over a Common

to the high-density BDE.

between high-density BDE units can be

Public Radio Interface (CPRI)

link*7,

achieved through synchronization with
GPS either directly or via a PTP network.

eight times that of existing BDE [4].

2.2 Greater Ease of Installation and
Longer Optical Connections

Centralized control of a large number of

High-density BDE makes the instal-

transmission path facilitates service ex-

cells enables more flexible inter-cell co-

lation of equipment easier by signifi-

pansion by TDD even in an environment

ordination and cell combinations for CA.

cantly reducing the installation space and

in which GPS antennas—which are or-

In addition, this equipment can connect

power needed per cell (installation space

dinarily used for TDD time synchroniza-

to SRE for small cells as well as existing

and power consumption approximately

tion—are difficult to install, such as un-

used in macro cells,

one-half and 40%, respectively, that of

derground complexes. In addition, high-

and thus realize CA with any combination

existing BDE). The optical-connection

density BDE supports TDD- Frequency

of cells without restrictions on frequency

length between the BB unit and RE has

Division Duplex (FDD)*12 CA [6] with

bands or RE types.

also been extended by approximately

existing FDD bands and 3CC-or-greater

To achieve higher peak speeds by

1.5 times that of existing equipment for

CA as further extensions of CA. It also

CA in a stable manner, receive timing

more flexible area expansion and cell

supports extension to higher order Mul-

difference between Component Carriers

accommodation.

tiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)*13

which means a maximum of 48 cells or

Remote RE

(RRE)*8

(CCs)*9 in the mobile terminal must be
kept to within a certain range for either

toward the realization of advanced des-

2.3 Future Extendibility

macro cells or small cells [5]. The highdensity BDE is equipped with a function

*8

*9

ignated base stations in the 3.5 GHz band

This high-density BDE also supports

[7].

3G and Time Division Duplex (TDD)*

10

Table 1

*7

This ability to synchronize via a PTP

Basic specifications of high-density BDE
High-density BDE

Existing BDE

Supported systems

LTE/LTE-Advanced

LTE

No. of CPRI links

Max. 48

Max. 6

Length of optical connection

Approx. 1.5 times existing BDE

―

Max. downlink speed (per cell)

225 Mbps (30 MHz bandwidth)
– 3 Gbps (future support)

50 Mbps (20 MHz bandwidth)

Power consumption

125 W (per cell)

200 W (per cell)

Size

Approx. 1/2 existing BDE (per cell)

―

CPRI link: Circuit between BDE and RE conforming to CPRI internal interface specifications
for standard radio base stations. High-density
BDE can operate a maximum of 48 CPRI links
enabling a maximum of 48 RE connections.
RRE: eNB antenna equipment installed at some
distance from an eNB using optical fiber or other
means.
CCs: Bundled carriers used for achieving CA.
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*10 TDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive system.
It achieves bidirectional communication by allocating different time slots to uplink and downlink transmissions that use the same frequency
band.
*11 PTP: A protocol for achieving high-accuracy
time synchronization among equipment connected to a network. In this protocol, equipment that
delivers time information (Master Clock) synchronizes with GPS, so by having high-density BDE

synchronize with the Master Clock, synchronization between high-density BDE units based on
GPS time can be performed.
*12 FDD: A scheme for transmitting signals using
different carrier frequencies and bands in the
uplink and downlink.
*13 MIMO: Wireless communications technology
for expanding transmission capacity by using
multiple transmit/receive antennas.
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3. SRE
SRE corresponds to compact, low-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

making it more advantageous for installa-

16

nent, Transmitter and Receiver (TRX)*

tion. Having a small cell radius and low

functional component, Transmission-Pow-

output power, SRE is conducive to high-

Low Noise Ampli-

density arrangements and installation on

the one-LTE-carrier, one-sector type us-

fier (LNA)*

(DUP)*19.

low-rise buildings relative to RRE and

ing a dual-antenna system. It comes in

SRE features are summarized below

can therefore be used to increase radio

two types: equipment supporting the 1.5

(Table 2).

capacity. Furthermore, as the maximum

output, optical-RRE for small cells of

GHz band as a capacity

band*14

er Amplifier

(T-PA)*17,
18,

and DUPlexer

transmit power of SRE is less than that

and

equipment supporting the 1.7 GHz band
(Photo 2).

3.1 Compact, Light, and
Low-power Configuration

of existing RRE, the degree of contribution of the TRX functional component to

Similar to existing RRE, SRE con-

SRE is smaller and lighter than exist-

overall power consumption is relatively

sists of a Transmitter and Receiver-INter-

ing RRE while consuming less power

larger than that of the T-PA functional

RRH: Remote Radio Head

Photo 2

Appearance of SRE (left: macro cell RRE; right: SRE (3 models))

Table 2

Max. transmit power

Basic specifications of SRE

1.5 GHz SRE

1.7 GHz SRE

(Reference)
Existing 2 GHz RRE

2 W / 15 MHz / branch

2 W / 20 MHz / branch

20 W / 20 MHz / branch

No. of branches

2

2

Size

Under 3 ℓ

Under 13 ℓ

Equipment weight

Under 3 kg

Under 11.5 kg

Power consumption

Under 30 W

Under 220 W

Power supply

AC 100 V/200 V

DC －48 V

*14 Capacity band: A band used mainly for increasing radio capacity.
*15 TRX-INF: Functional component that converts
IQ signals and maintenance and monitoring signals between BB and TRX to CPRI format for
transmission along optical fiber.
*16 TRX: Functional component having a function
for converting input BB transmit signals into RF
transmit signals through orthogonal modulation
and a function for performing A/D conversion

22

Face (TRX-INF)*15 functional compo-

on RF receive signals and converting result to
BB receive signals.
*17 T-PA: Functional component that amplifies RF
transmit signals from TRX to prescribed power
levels.
*18 LNA: Device that performs initial amplification
of signals received from an antenna. The noise
level applied at amplification is low and resulting
distortion is also low even for a weak received
signal.

*19 DUP: Device that separates and multiplexes RF
transmit signals and RF receive signals and connects to T-PA and LNA. Includes a function for
filtering frequency components other than RF
transmit components and RF receive components.
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component. The TRX functional compo-

times that SRE receives much interfer-

ments into account.

nent includes a distortion compensation

ence from mobile terminals connected

1) Rod Antenna (Two Types)

circuit for suppressing the distortion

to the macro cell, SRE still satisfies the

components generated during amplifica-

required receive dynamic

tion by T-PA, so adopting simpler imple-

bling high-quality reception.

mentations applicable to SRE maximum

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

transmit power for the distortion compensation circuit can reduce power consump-

range*20

ena-

4. Base-station Antennas
for Small Cells

Having an omnidirectional radiation
pattern*23 in the horizontal plane, this
type of antenna is installed on the wall
or ceiling of a building to form a service
area in its periphery. Two types of rod
antennas have been developed: one with

tion. Moreover, while existing RRE adopts

Specifications for base-station anten-

tilting for an interference-reduction ef-

a DC power supply, SRE adopts an AC

nas for use with small cells developed

fect and the other with no tilting for a

power supply that can generally be pro-

by NTT DOCOMO are overviewed in

compact configuration. The rod antenna

vided by a commercial utility to simplify

Table 3.

with tilting consists of multiple vertically

installation in an installation infrastruc-

These antennas feature dual polariza-

aligned antenna elements, the amplitude

ture different than the existing one. Re-

tion*21

and can be shared among the 1.5

and phase of each of which is adjusted

ducing power consumption in SRE means

GHz and 1.7 GHz frequency bands. A

to produce an electrical tilt. The tilt angle,

less heat dissipation compared to exist-

separately developed compact duplexer is

however, is predetermined.

ing equipment, so in addition to conven-

installed between the SRE and antenna to

2) Plane Antenna

tional vertical mounting (on a front or

separate and combine signals of these

This type of antenna has high gain*24

side surface), horizontal mounting can

frequency bands. The compact config-

while having a unidirectional radiation

also be considered since heat will still

uration of these antennas simplifies their

pattern making it applicable to installa-

be able to dissipate. These mounting op-

installation.

tion on high places like building roofs to

tions contribute to ease of installation.

When planning a service area by

form a service area in a spot-like manner.

placing small cells next to each other,

A plane antenna can be given a mechan-

3.2 Optimization of Transmitting
and Receiving Performance

deterioration in signal quality due to

ical tilt with a metal fixture to reduce

interference between small cells is an

interference.

There are also cases of operating

issue of concern. To resolve this issue,

small cells in the same frequency band

downward tilting*22 in the vertical plane

in an area that overlaps a macro cell. In

is effective to reduce the interference

In this article, we overviewed high-

such a case, SRE transmit power can be

caused by that antenna’s signals on adja-

density BDE, SRE, and base-station an-

increased to maintain each cell’s required

cent cells while also to raise the receive

tennas for small cells all newly devel-

radius. Additionally, since the installation

level within the antenna’s own cell. The

oped by NTT DOCOMO for imple-

height of SRE antennas is lower than

end result is improved throughput [9].

menting Advanced C-RAN. Looking to

that of existing RRE, the propagation

The following summarizes the features

the future, we are committed to raising

loss between a mobile terminal and the

of three types of antennas developed by

customer satisfaction even further by

base station is less than that of macro

NTT DOCOMO taking interference re-

increasing transmission speeds and ca-

equipment. Thus, while there may be

duction and diverse installation environ-

pacity in the radio network, such as

*20 Dynamic range: The range of input/output
signal that can be processed without distortion.
*21 Polarization: Direction of electric-field vibration. Vibration of the electric field in the vertical
plane relative to the ground is called vertical
polarization and that in the horizontal plane is
called horizontal polarization.
*22 Tilting: Inclination of an antenna’s main beam
direction in the vertical plane. There are mechanical tilt systems that physically tilt the antenna

and electrical tilt systems that control the amplitude and phase of antenna array elements.
*23 Radiation pattern: Expresses the strength of
radio waves radiated in different directions.
*24 Gain: Relative signal power in the direction of
maximum radiation.
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Table 3
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Antenna type
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Overview of base-station antenna specifications

Rod antenna
with titling

Rod antenna
with no tilting

(Reference)
Macro cell antenna [8]

Plane antenna

Appearance

Frequency band

1.5/1.7 GHz bands

0.7/0.8/1.5/1.7/2 GHz bands

Horizontal-plane directivity

Omnidirectional

Omnidirectional

Unidirectional

Unidirectional

Tilt type

Electrical tilt (no remote
control support)

No tilt

Mechanical tilt (no
remote control support)

Electrical tilt (remote control
support)

Size (mm)

Under φ55×340

Under φ55×150

Under 200×200×60

Under φ200×2,700

through the development of 3.5 GHz,
TDD-compatible equipment, and by improving the overall quality of communications.

2007.

Vol.17, No.2, pp.36-46, Oct. 2015.
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Special Articles on PREMIUM 4G―Introduction of LTE‐Advanced―

The growing popularity of data-intensive content is driving

Communication Device Development Department

the demand for even greater throughput in mobile communications. Studies have been performed on CA—a key technology
of LTE-Advanced—as a means of increasing throughput by

Product Department

Hidetoshi Suzuki †
Ryosuke Osawa
Yuki Nishino
Atsuto Miyata

enabling the simultaneous use of multiple frequency bands.
NTT DOCOMO has developed router-type mobile terminals
in two models to support the rollout of LTE-Advanced in
March 2015. With a maximum throughput of 300 Mbps on
the downlink, these terminals support LTE Category 6 CA.

1. Introduction

It has also developed new terminals to

according to the bandwidths that can be

support LTE-Advanced for this launch.

applied for CA. The LTE-Advanced mo-

The proliferation of data-intensive

In this article, we first give an over-

bile terminals introduced in this article

content such as movies and video clips

view of LTE Category 6 features and

can achieve a maximum throughput of

in recent years has raised expectations

router-type mobile terminals supporting

300 Mbps using the 40 MHz bandwidth

for LTE-Advanced, which can deliver

LTE Category 6 Carrier Aggregation

of LTE Category 6. However, at the time

higher transmission speeds and greater

(CA) (hereinafter referred to as “LTE-

of launching the LTE-Advanced service,

capacity while maintaining compatibility

Advanced mobile terminals”). We then

NTT DOCOMO operations allowed for

(RF)*2

bandwidth allocation up to 30 MHz only,

NTT DOCOMO has adopted LTE

configurations for achieving three com-

so throughput at that time was 225 Mbps.

Category 6 achieving a maximum data

binations of 2 DownLink CA (2DL

CA)*3

rate twice that of existing LTE Category

and present the throughput characteris-

4 and has been providing LTE-Advanced

tics we obtained through laboratory and

services featuring maximum throughput

field tests.

describe the Radio Frequency

with the existing LTE system.

2. Definition of Mobile
Terminal Categories
The 3rd Generation Partnership Pro-

on the downlink of 225 Mbps since March

We note here that the value of maxi-

ject (3GPP) defines categories of com-

4GTM*1.

mum throughput in the downlink varies

bined transmit/receive capability in LTE

† Currently of Network Department.

*1
*2
*3

2015 under the name PREMIUM

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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PREMIUM 4GTM: A trademark of NTT DOCOMO.
RF: The radio frequency circuit.
2DL CA: An LTE-Advanced technology enabling
high-speed communications by bundling two frequency bands on the downlink (from base station
to mobile terminal).
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mobile terminals [1]. Category 4 LTE

namely, 2 GHz + 800 MHz *4, 2 GHz +

in Figure 1 and their basic specifications

mobile terminals and Category 6 LTE-

1.5 GHz, and 1.7 GHz + 800 MHz. The

are listed in Table 2. These mobile ter-

Advanced mobile terminals are com-

2 GHz + 800 MHz and 2 GHz + 1.5 GHz

minals boast high-speed packet com-

pared in Table 1.

combinations are implemented through-

munications based on LTE-Advanced and

Existing Category 4 mobile termi-

out Japan while the 1.7 GHz + 800 MHz

feature stable communications. They are

nals support a maximum transmit/receive

combination is currently being used in

mobile Wi-Fi routers compatible with

bandwidth of 20 MHz. In contrast, Cat-

the Tokyo, Nagoya, and Osaka regions.

quad-band LTE*5. To make full use of

egory 6 mobile terminals can support

Since the maximum operating bandwidth

the high-speed features offered by LTE-

downlink bandwidths in excess of 20

at the time of LTE-Advanced service

Advanced, wireless LAN communica-

MHz up to 40 MHz by using two fre-

launch in March 2015 was 30 MHz,

tions between the mobile terminal and

quency bands simultaneously. This band-

maximum throughput on the downlink

Wi-Fi client adopt the Wi-Fi IEEE

width extension achieves a throughput

was 225 Mbps at that time. 3GPP spec-

802.11ac*6 standard, which makes it

of 300 Mbps, which is twice that of

ifications define a maximum bandwidth

relatively difficult for the client to be

Category 4 mobile terminals. However,

of 35 MHz for the frequency-band

affected by Wi-Fi signal interference

using only a single frequency band at the

combinations described above [2], so

while enabling high-speed communica-

time of transmission results in a maxi-

NTT DOCOMO foresees an eventual

tions of 876 Mbps. The idea here was to

mum throughput of 50 Mbps, the same

data rate of 262.5 Mbps.

make high-speed communications no-

as existing LTE mobile terminals.
The above description pertains to
Category 6 in general. But as a specific

on the LAN side as well.
In developing the two models of LTE-

implementation, NTT DOCOMO uses

The LTE-Advanced mobile terminals

Advanced mobile terminals shown here

three combinations of frequency bands,

developed by NTT DOCOMO are shown

(HW-02G and L-01G), NTT DOCOMO

Table 1

Comparison of Category 4 and Category 6 mobile terminals (Mbps)
Total Bandwidth (MHz)

Throughput
(theoretical
value)

20

25

30

35

40

Terminal category 4

150

―

―

―

―

Terminal category 6

150

187.5

225

262.5

300

HW-02G

L-01G

Figure 1

*4
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ticeable not only on the WAN side but

3. Overview of LTE-Advanced
Mobile Terminals

2 GHz + 800 MHz: Notation for CA using the
2 GHz and 800 MHz frequency bands in which
the “+” symbol is used to indicate that combination. Likewise, “2 GHz + 1.5 GHz” indicates
CA using the 2 GHz and 1.5 GHz frequency
bands and “1.7 GHz + 800 MHz” that using the

*5

*6

LTE-Advanced Wi-Fi routers

1.7 GHz and 800 MHz frequency bands.
Quad-band LTE: An LTE service using four
frequency bands: 2 GHz, 800 MHz, 1.5 GHz,
and 1.7 GHz.
Wi-Fi IEEE802.11ac: A wireless LAN standard
using the 5 GHz frequency band that can achieve

high-speed data communications of 433 Mbps –
6.93 Gbps through a maximum bandwidth of
160 MHz, a multi-value modulation signal
(256-QAM), and a MIMO system extension
(8×8 MIMO).

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

Table 2

Basic specifications of HW-02G/L-01G terminals
HW-02G

L-01G

LTE-Advanced

2 GHz+1.5 GHz/1.7 GHz+800 MHz/
1
2 GHz+800 MHz*

2 GHz+1.5 GHz/1.7 GHz+800 MHz/
1
2 GHz+800 MHz*

LTE

800 MHz/1.5 GHz/1.7 GHz* /2 GHz*

W-CDMA

800 MHz/850 MHz* /2 GHz*

800 MHz/850 MHz* /2 GHz*

GPRS*2

―

850 MHz/900 MHz/1,800 MHz/1,900 MHz

LTE-Advanced

DL：262.5 Mbps (Category 6)
UL：50 Mbps (Category 6)

DL：262.5 Mbps (Category 6)
UL：50 Mbps (Category 6)

DL：150 Mbps (Category 4)
UL：50 Mbps (Category 4)

DL：150 Mbps (Category 4)
UL：50 Mbps (Category 4)

DL：14.4 Mbps (Category 10)
UL：5.7 Mbps (Category 6)

DL：14.4 Mbps (Category 10)
UL：5.7 Mbps (Category 6)

Dimensions

Approx. 90 mm (H) × 35 mm (W) × 12.9 mm (D)

Approx. 115 mm (H) × 34 mm (W) × 5.0 mm (D)
(Max. depth: approx. 10.0 mm)

Weight

Approx. 110 g

Approx. 187 g

Wi-Fi (LAN side)*4

802.11a/b/g/n (2.4 GHz/5 GHz)/ac

802.11a/b/g/n (2.4 GHz/5 GHz)/ac

Battery capacity

2,400 mAh

4,880 mAh

Ethernet connection
(when using supplied cradle)

802.3ab (1000Base-T)

―

2

2

2
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Frequency

Max. data rate
(UE category)

2

LTE
HSDPA/
HSUPA

*12
*3
*4
*

2

2

800 MHz/1.5 GHz/1.7 GHz* /2 GHz* /
2 3
2.6 GHz* ，
2

2

Function addition by software update
Roaming support
TD-LTE support
Only 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi provided when placing in cradle (802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11n)

took into account the environments where

functions were enhanced in this model

built-in Wi-Fi chip is shut down and a

users would tend to use each model to

so that it could be used even in places

switch is made to the Wi-Fi chip on the

determine what functions to give to each,

where Wi-Fi signals are difficult to prop-

cradle side. Making an indoor Wi-Fi

as discussed below.

agate, such as spacious single-family

connection in this way enables high-

1) HW-02G

homes or condominiums in which Wi-Fi

power signals to be transmitted com-

The concept of the HW-02G Wi-Fi

clients may be located at a distance from

pared to what could be provided by the

router focuses on users whose indoor use

the router or behind signal obstructions

Wi-Fi router itself making it possible to

is relatively heavy. The design keeps the

such as doors, walls, and furniture. Spe-

use LTE-Advanced even in spacious

terminal small so that it can easily be

cifically, the cradle supplied with the

indoor areas.

placed on a desk in a study, on a tele-

HW-02G model is equipped with a chip

2) L-01G

phone stand in a living room, etc. thereby

for producing high-power Wi-Fi signals

The concept of the L-01G Wi-Fi

enabling Wi-Fi to be used just about an-

in the 2.4 GHz band. When placing the

router focuses on users whose outside use

ywhere in the house. To this end, Wi-Fi

HW-02G unit in the cradle, the HW-02G

is relatively heavy. Here, the design en-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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ables long-term use even if battery charg-

combinations of 2DL CA in one mobile

oped by NTT DOCOMO (Fig. 2 (b) and

ing cannot be performed while on the

terminal. Typical RF configurations for

(c)). The global configuration generally

go. The unit is equipped with a 4,880-

implementing CA are shown in Figure 2.

places the DIP directly under the antenna

mAh large-capacity battery to enable

To achieve CA, two frequency bands

to separate low-band frequencies (1 GHz

extended use when out and a function

must be separated and simultaneous com-

and lower) from high-band frequencies

enabling it to serve as an auxiliary bat-

munication by those bands must be ena-

(1.7 GHz and higher) and achieves CA

tery. As a result, the L-01G Wi-Fi router

bled. There are two methods for doing

by a low-band and high-band combi-

can be used not only for data commu-

so. The first method uses a DIPlexer

nation. However, to achieve the three

nications but also as a mobile battery in

(DIP)*10

situated directly under an anten-

types of CA combinations adopted by

the event that the user’s smartphone or

na as a filter for separating two frequen-

NTT DOCOMO, the 1.5 GHz band used

tablet runs out of power. It also sup-

cy bands with low loss (Fig. 2 (a) and (b)).

only in Japan presents a problem. This

ports 3G, General Packet Radio Service

The other method uses two antennas for

is because, when applying the DIP used

(GPRS)*7,

Frequency Division Duplex

separate and simultaneous communica-

in the global configuration described

(FDD)-LTE* for overseas roaming as

tion in two frequency bands (Fig. 2(c)).

above, the 1.5 GHz band corresponds to

well as Time Division Duplex (TDD)-

In the method using DIP, the technical

a stopband owing to DIP filter charac-

LTE*9

(2.6 GHz). As such, the L-01G

problem is how to suppress insertion

teristics with the result that filtering loss

Wi-Fi router is a product that meets the

loss and prevent drops in signal power,

becomes excessively large. For this rea-

needs of overseas travelers for high-

while in the antenna-separation method,

son, NTT DOCOMO has standardized

speed data communications.

the problem is how to minimize the an-

in 3GPP a specification that extends the

tenna installation space.

passband on the high-frequency side of

8

4. Overview of RF
Configurations for Three
Combinations of 2DL CA
4.1 Two Methods of Frequency
Separation
NTT DOCOMO implements three

4.2 RF Configurations

Consequently, by applying a configura-

2DL CA for global use (Fig. 2 (a)) dif-

tion that couples this DIP with another

fers from the RF configurations for the

lower DIP for separating the 1.5 GHz

LTE-Advanced mobile terminals devel-

and 2 GHz bands, or a configuration that

Antenna

Diplexer（～1G/1.7G～）

2G

*7
*8
*9

Antenna1

Diplexer（～1G/1.5G～）
Switch

800M

1.5 GHz band as shown in Fig. 2 (b) [2].

The RF configuration for achieving

Antenna

1.7G

Diplexer
（～1.5G/1.9G～）

800M

1.5G

2G

Antenna2

Diplexer（～1G/1.7G～）
Switch

Switch

1.7G

800M

1.7G

2G

1.5G

RFIC

RFIC

RFIC

(a) Global configuration

(b) 1-antenna configuration

(c) 2-antenna configuration

Figure 2
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the DIP directly under the antenna to the

GPRS: A packet switching service available on
GSM network.
FDD-LTE: An LTE system applying FDD technology.
TDD-LTE: An LTE system applying TDD technology.

Examples of RF configurations in mobile terminal

*10 DIP: A filter for separating two frequency bands
at low loss. It consists of a low pass filter (that
treats the low-frequency side as the passband
and the high-frequency side as the attenuation
band) and a high pass filter (that treats the highfrequency side as the passband and the low-fre-

quency side as the attenuation band).

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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uses a separate antenna to transmit and

nas within the same housing. Antenna

Mbps was measured. This figure agrees

receive signals only in the 1.5 GHz band

performance may therefore drop as a

with the theoretical value obtained by

as shown in Fig. 2 (c), it becomes possi-

result of size limitations and mutual cou-

subtracting the radio control signal need-

ble to achieve 2DL CA through a middle-

pling between antennas. To deal with

ed for our operation.

band and high-band combination (2

these problems, measures have been

We next performed a similar test in

GHz + 1.5 GHz). This is in addition to

taken in the LTE-Advanced mobile ter-

an field test environment, in which we

the 2 GHz + 800 MHz and 1.7 GHz +

minals that have been developed to en-

made measurements in a static state at a

800 MHz combinations achievable by

hance antenna structure and optimize the

location near the base station having a

the global configuration that separates

arrangement between transmit/receive

small amount of interference from other

low and high bands.

antennas and the arrangement of receive

base stations and mobile terminals. For

antennas.

a 35 MHz bandwidth, a throughput of

4.3 Problems and Countermeasures

238 Mbps was measured, which shows

5. Test Results for
Downlink Data Rates
in LTE-Advanced
Mobile Terminals

A multi-level DIP configuration as
shown in Fig. 2 (b) results in a decrease
in terminal usage time, an increase in
generated heat, and a drop in receive

that a throughput nearly the same as that
of the laboratory test environment could
be achieved.
In an actual commercial environment,

sensitivity owing to an increase in inser-

We performed maximum throughput

the base station varies transmission speed

tion loss. Achieving low-loss DIPs was

tests of LTE-Advanced mobile terminals

adaptively based on the number of con-

therefore considered. In contrast, sepa-

using actual base station equipment in

nected mobile terminals, the amount of

rating frequency bands through the use

both laboratory and field test environ-

interference, distance from the base sta-

of two antennas and performing simulta-

ments. For the laboratory test environ-

tion, and radio quality. Thus, while data

neous communications accordingly as

ment, the base station and mobile termi-

rates will differ depending on the usage

shown in Fig. 2 (c) does not generate

nal were connected by cable thereby cre-

environment, the results of these tests

the loss associated with the above multi-

ating an ideal environment having no

demonstrate that both the LTE-Advanced

level DIP configuration. However, a ter-

interference or fading in radio quality.

mobile terminal and base station exhibit

minal having the configuration of Fig.

In the test, data was transferred from a

sufficient performance.

2 (c) separates frequency bands using

file server to the mobile terminal and

different antennas while supporting a

throughput on the Medium Access Con-

2×2 Multiple Input Multiple Output

trol (MAC) layer*12 [3] [4] was measured.

In this article, we overviewed the

(MIMO)*11

configuration on the down-

Results are listed in Table 3. For a 35

specifications and features of the

link, which requires a total of four anten-

MHz bandwidth, a throughput of 241

NTT DOCOMO HW-02G and L-01G

Table 3

6. Conclusion

Theoretical values and test results for downlink data rate (Mbps)
Total bandwidth (MHz)
20

25

30

35

40

150

187.5

225

262.5

300

Laboratory test environment

135

166

205

241

―

Field test environment

―

―

199

238

―

Theoretical value
Measured value

*11 MIMO: A wireless communication technique
that utilizes multiple paths between multiple antennas at the transmitting and receiving ends to
exploit spatial propagation properties, causing
the capacity of wireless links to increase in proportion with the number of antennas.
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*12 MAC layer: A radio-interference protocol in
LTE and LTE-Advanced. As a sub-layer of Layer
2, it allocates radio resources, performs data mapping, and controls retransmission.
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Router-type Mobile Terminals for LTE-Advanced Category 6 Carrier Aggregation

Wi-Fi routers developed as LTE-Ad-

laboratory/field evaluations in multi-user

vanced mobile terminals for the LTE-

environments, heavy-interference envi-

Advanced (PREMIUM 4G) service

ronments, etc. toward improved perfor-

launched in March 2015. We also de-

mance. We also plan to develop mobile
＊

scribed the RF configurations for achiev-

terminals capable of 3DL CA (Category 9 )

ing three combinations of 2DL CA adopt-

that uses three frequency bands simul-

ed by NTT DOCOMO, explained the

taneously to increase throughput even

definitions of mobile terminal categories,

further. Our goal here is to achieve a

clarified throughput characteristics in

throughput of 300 Mbps at an operating

both laboratory and field test environ-

bandwidth of 40 MHz.

ments, and showed that throughput could
be obtained in line with theoretical values.
Going forward, we will conduct more
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Further Development of LTE‐Advanced―Release12 Standardization Trends―

The international standards organization, 3GPP, specified

5G Laboratory

the Release 10 specification for the LTE-Advanced standard,
which introduces advanced technologies of LTE. 3GPP has

Radio Access Network Development Department

Satoshi Nagata
Kazuaki Takeda
Hideaki Takahashi

continued to study technologies to further advance the functionality of LTE/LTE-Advanced, and has recently completed
the Release 12 specification. In this article, we describe the
main functionalities decided in Release 12.

functionality and increase performance

patibility with LTE, including Carrier

of LTE-Advanced, 3GPP published the

Aggregation (CA)*4, which enables ex-

The 3rd Generation Partnership Pro-

Release 11 specification in 2012, and

tending transmission and reception band-

ject (3GPP), which developed the spec-

Release 12 in March 2015. In this article,

width up to 100 MHz, and advanced

HSPA*2,

we describe background considerations

multi-antenna technologies, supporting

published the Release 8 specification for

and the main new functionalities intro-

up to eight transmissions on the down-

the LTE standard in 2008, to introduce

duced in Release 12, the latest specifica-

link and four transmissions on the uplink

a more competitive mobile communica-

tion for the LTE-Advanced standard.

[1]. Also, for Heterogeneous Networks

1. Introduction

ifications for W-CDMA* and
1

tions system able to meet the expanding
needs of smartphone users. Then, 3GPP
expanded and extended LTE to meet the

2. Release 12 Specification
Background Consideration

(HetNet)*5, which deploy smaller cells
in urban and other areas with more traffic,
a technology called Inter-Cell Interfer-

market need for higher performance and

Release 10, the first release of the

ence Coordination (ICIC)*6 was intro-

service diversification, publishing the

LTE-Advanced standard, introduced tech-

duced. Release 11 also introduced a tech-

Release 10 specification for LTE-Ad-

nologies to deal with increasing mobile

nology called Coordinated Multi-Point

vanced*3

traffic while maintaining backward com-

(CoMP)*7 transmission and reception

in 2011. Later, to further extend

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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*1
*2

.
HSPA: Standard that enables the high speed
packet data transmission in W-CDMA; collective
term for High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA) that speeds up the downlink (from base
station to mobile terminal) and High Speed
Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) that speeds up
uplink (from mobile terminal to base station).
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between cells on HetNet. Solutions for

expanding service areas, and (3) En-

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) services

hanced functionality based on network

such as smart meters (electricity and gas

operations experience.

meters) incorporating LTE communica-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Release 11 [2].

scenarios based on CA, deploying a
large number of small cells using different frequencies than the existing macro

3GPP has been fulfilling the market

The standard technologies mentioned

cells*9 in high-traffic areas. One reason

demands in these ways, based on recent

above were actively discussed with great

for this is that with many operators using

diversifying trends and requirements in

interest by the various companies par-

LTE with multiple frequencies, it is a

the mobile communications market. The

ticipating in the 3GPP, and an overview

way to use high frequencies (e.g., the

main functionalities in the recent Release

of the functionalities included in Release

3.5 GHz band) efficiently, by using CA

12 specification can be classified into

12 of the standard is shown in Figure 1.

to establish communication with macro

three main categories, which are: (1) New

Functions in each of the categories are

cells and small cells simultaneously. The

described in more detail below.

following six technologies for HetNet

technologies increasing user

throughput*8

scenarios using different frequencies

and capacity, (2) New technologies for

(1) New technologies increasing user throughput and capacity
★Technology
for CA between
TDD and FDD

★Dual connectivity
technology

Further advances
in downlink MIMO

(2) New technologies for expanding
service areas
★D2D
communication

★Advanced
technologies
for small cells

CoMP between
base stations

Terminal interference
suppression using
supplementary
network information

Etc.

(3) Enhanced functionality based on network
operations experience
★Communications
traffic control

M2M technology

Coordination with
Wi-Fi

Etc.

Radio quality
measurement

Mobility
improvement

Etc.

★ Technologies described further in other articles of this special feature

Figure 1

*3

*4

*5
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This study area focused on HetNet

3. New Functionality in
Release 12

tions modules were also supported in

3.1 New Technologies for Increasing
User Throughput and Capacity

LTE-Advanced: Name of IMT-Advanced in
3GPP. IMT-Advanced is the successor to the
IMT-2000 third-generation mobile communications system.
CA: Technology to simultaneously transmit and
receive signals from 1 user using multiple carrier
waves to enable wider bandwidths while maintaining back compatibility with existing LTE,
and achieve faster transmission speed.
HetNet: A network configuration that overlays

Main functionality decided in Release 12 specifications

*6

*7

nodes of different power. It typically includes
picocell, femtocell, Wi-Fi and other base stations
of lower power than conventional base stations,
mixing, linking and integrating multiple technologies.
ICIC: A technology that reduces the effects of
inter-cell interference by semi-statically allocating different time/frequency radio resources between cells.
CoMP: Technology which sends and receives

*8

signals from multiple sectors or cells to a given
UE. By coordinating transmission among multiple cells, interference from other cells can be
reduced and the power of the desired signal can
be increased.
User throughput: The amount of data that
one user can transmit without error per unit
time.
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attracted much interest at the 3GPP, and

countries, a new technology called Dual

12, user throughput and capacity can be

specifications were decided for them.

Connectivity was specified, which ena-

further increased using neighboring cell

1) CA between TDD and FDD

bles user throughput to be increased

and other supplementary information

CA was introduced from Release 10,

using the multiple LTE carriers provided

provided by the base station.

for increasing user throughput, but was

by different base stations. Dual Connec-

5) Further Advances in Downlink MIMO

limited to LTE carriers that use the same

tivity enables simultaneous communica-

Downlink Multiple Input Multiple

duplex scheme, either Frequency Divi-

tion on LTE carriers between any two

Output (MIMO)*15 technology, which

sion Duplex (FDD)*10 or Time Division

base stations that are connected by an

increases user throughput and capacity,

X2*14

interface. This will enable opera-

has been further advanced. Release 12

quency bands that can be used with the

tors to implement improved user through-

assumes multi-user MIMO*16 transmis-

LTE TDD scheme are increasing and

put in a variety of base station deploy-

sion using four orthogonal polarized

there was demand from operators in

ment scenarios.

antennas on the base station transmission,

Japan, the United States, and Europe

3) Advanced Technologies for Small

and specifies a codebook*17 able to re-

Duplex (TDD)*

11.

Considering that fre-

that have already adopted the LTE FDD

Cells

alize higher resolutions than Release 8.

scheme, CA between FDD and TDD

In studying small cell deployment

It also specifies new feedback modes,

frequencies was introduced in Release

scenarios, various technologies were

providing feedback information such as

12. This will enable user throughput to

adopted for densely arranged small-cell

Channel Quality Indicators (CQI)*18 from

be increased further by making it possible

environments, under the name, Small

terminals to the base station in sub-band

for operators to cooperate across different

Cell Enhancements (SCE). Advanced

units that partition the system bandwidth.

duplex schemes in various frequency

technologies for small cells include (1)

6) CoMP between Base Stations

bands through CA.

higher order modulation using 256QAM

CoMP in Release 11 assumed an ac-

2) Dual Connectivity

on the downlink, and (2) technologies

tive CoMP transmission and reception

backhaul*12

for small cell on/off switching and small

technology coordinating between macro

delay was assumed to be negligible when

cell discovery during CA, to reduce in-

base stations and RRE that are connect-

transmitting multiple LTE carriers sim-

terference between densely deployed

ed by a channel such as optical fiber, for

ultaneously, such as when transmitting

small cells when they are configured as

which transmission delay can be ignored.

them from the same base station, or if

Secondary Cells (SCells). Using these

In contrast, Release 12 assumed CoMP

transmitted from different base stations

technologies in small cell environments

transmission and reception between base

(e.g., a macro base station and Remote

is expected to increase user throughput

stations that are connected by a back

and capacity.

haul that permits delay, and defines back

are connected by optical fiber. However,

4) Terminal Interference Suppression

haul signaling for its operation. This

in many countries and regions, base sta-

Using Supplementary Network Infor-

makes semi-static interference control

tions are usually connected by a backhaul

mation

for interference between cells possible,

that permits delay, because the equipment

Release 11 specified interference sup-

allowing increased throughput, for users

is relatively less expensive. Thus, due to

pression that only uses information ob-

strong demand from operators in various

tainable on the terminal. With Release

Macro cell: Cellular communication area with
a cell radius of several hundred meters to several tens of kilometers mainly covering outdoors.
Antennas are usually installed on towers or on
roofs of buildings.
*10 FDD: A scheme for transmitting signals using
different carrier frequencies and bands in the
uplink and downlink.
*11 TDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive system.
It achieves bidirectional communication by al-

locating different time slots to uplink and downlink transmissions that use the same frequency
band.
*12 Backhaul: Indicates the route connecting a wireless base station to the core network.
*13 RRE: eNB antenna equipment installed at some
distance from an eNB using optical fiber or other
means.
*14 X2: A reference point between eNodeB, defined
by 3GPP.

In the operation of CA,

Radio Equipment

(RRE)*13),

that they

*9
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at the cell edge in particular.

*15 MIMO: A wireless communication technique that
utilizes multiple paths between multiple antennas
at the transmitting and receiving ends to exploit
spatial propagation properties, causing the capacity of wireless links to increase in proportion with the number of antennas.
*16 Multi-User MIMO: A technology that improves
spectral efficiency by applying MIMO multiplexed transmission to the signals for multiple
users.
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3.2 New Technologies for
Expanding Service Areas

34

ing (1) maximum data rates of 1 Mbps,

1) Communications Traffic Control Tech-

(2) FDD half-duplex, and (3) reception

nology

In addition to basic performance in-

with one antenna. New Power Saving

NTT DOCOMO began providing

creases in the typical mobile telephone

Modes (PSM) for M2M terminals were

VoLTE services within Japan early, in

system as indicated in Section 3.1, inter-

also specified, along with functionality

June 2014, and operators outside of Japan

est in Device-to-Device (D2D) commu-

that considers communication traffic and

are also introducing VoLTE commercial-

nication between terminals, M2M com-

frequency of

handover*21

when setting

ly. With the spread of VoLTE, the ability

munication for terminals such as smart

the time for maintaining communication

to implement flexible access control*25

meters, and coordination with Wi-Fi®*19

state.

of data and voice traffic is becoming im-

communications is increasing rapidly.

3) Coordination with Wi-Fi

portant for operation of LTE and LTE-

1) D2D Communication
One application anticipated for D2D

Wi-Fi is accommodated by Evolved

Advanced networks.

which are the

Considering this, Release 12 specifies

communication is for a public safety

core nodes of an LTE network, and

new technologies including (1) Smart

radio system. Direct communication

technology to off-load some traffic to

Congestion Mitigation, which controls

between terminals co-existing with the

Wi-Fi has been included since Release

voice (VoLTE) and packet traffic inde-

LTE network was supported, so that a

8. However, till now, traffic off-loading

pendently, and (2) SSAC in connected,

means of communication could be pro-

has been controlled using only infor-

a control technology that can regulate

vided even if base stations were down

mation obtainable on the core network,

voice (VoLTE) call initiation even when

due to large-scale disaster, or when in

such as traffic type and preconfigured

the user terminal is already communi-

the mountains or other areas outside of

priorities for LTE and Wi-Fi. Release

cating.

base-station coverage. Another applica-

12 specifies a technology to control off-

2) Radio Quality Measurement Tech-

tion of D2D is for commercial D2D prox-

loading between LTE and Wi-Fi, taking

nology

imity services, and a device-discovery

radio quality for both LTE and Wi-Fi

Mobile operators are operating more

technology was also introduced for

and the state of Wi-Fi

congestion*23

frequency bands for LTE in order to

receiving such services.

into consideration.

Packet Core

(EPC)*22,

handle the increasing mobile traffic.

2) M2M Technology

Because of this, it is becoming increas-

3.3 Improved Functionality Based on
Network Operations Experience

ingly important among operators for

M2M terminals to LTE is being

Functional improvements based on

quencies as possible and control opera-

widely considered. However, LTE mod-

the experience of operators of LTE and

tion so that the best quality frequencies

ules for M2M terminals are currently ex-

LTE-Advanced networks were also in-

are always being used. As such, Release

pensive compared to W-CDMA/HSPA

troduced. Examples of these include a

12 includes specifications enabling ter-

and GSM modules, so specifications for

traffic control technology that considers

minals to measure more carrier fre-

Migration of smart meters and other services using W-CDMA/HSPA or
GSM*20

(VoLTE)*24,

terminals to measure as many LTE fre-

quencies at the same time.

a low-cost module were desirable. As such,

Voice over LTE

Release 12 supports a new category of

quality measurement technology, and

terminal for M2M with features includ-

mobility improvement technologies.

scheme to increase the accuracy of Ref-

*17 Codebook: A set of predetermined precodingweight matrix candidates.
*18 CQI: An index of reception quality measured
at the mobile station expressing propagation
conditions on the downlink.
*19 Wi-Fi®: A registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.
*20 GSM: A Second-Generation mobile communication system used for digital mobile phones.
*21 Handover: The technique of switching from

one base station to another without interrupting
communication when a terminal moves between
base stations.
*22 EPC: An IP-based core network standardized
by 3GPP for LTE and other access technologies.
*23 Congestion: Impediments to communications
services due to communications requests being
concentrated in a short period of time and exceeding the processing capabilities of the service
control server.

*24 VoLTE: A function to provide voice services
over LTE using packet switching technologies.
*25 Access control: The restricting of locationregistration and calling operations in mobile
stations to effect an early recovery from a state
of congestion caused by a processing anomaly
or failure in Satellite-Base station Equipment
(S-BE) owing to an accident, disaster, or popular event.

a radio

It also includes specifications for a
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erence Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)

introduced here, “CA between TDD and

measurements.

FDD” in Section 3.1 1) [3], “Dual con-

3) Mobility Improvement Technologies

nectivity technology” in Section 3.1 2)

To improve the success rates for

[3], “Advanced technology for small

mization toward Smartphone and Machine Communications for Further
Development of LTE/LTE-Advanced,”
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, Vol.15,
No.2, pp.18-26, Oct. 2013.
[3] T. Uchino, et al.: “Carrier Aggregation

handover in HetNet environments using

cells” in Section 3.1 3) [4], “Terminal

the same frequency, functionality to ad-

interference suppression using supple-

just parameters related to handover for

mentary network information” in Sec-

individual cells was specified. A mech-

tion 3.1 4) [4], “D2D communication”

anism was also specified for terminals

in Section 3.2 1) [5], and “Communica-

[4] K. Takeda, et al.: “ Higher order Modu-

in a standby state to notify base stations

tions traffic control technology” in Sec-

lation, Small Cell Discovery and Interfer-

of their speed of motion (high/med/low)

tion 3.3 1) [6] are described in more detail

and a list of cells on which the UE has

in other articles in this special feature.

recently camped together with how long

Initiatives to create Release 13 are

the UE was camped on the cells, for use

also in progress, to further extend func-

in adjusting mobility-related parameters.

tionality of LTE-Advanced.

4. Conclusion
In this article, we have described
background study and the main new
functions introduced in Release 12 of
LTE-Advanced. Of the main functions

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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In 3GPP Release 10 of LTE-Advanced, CA was introduced as
introduced commercially around the world. In Release 12,

Research Laboratories

Toru Uchino
Kunihiko Teshima
Kazuki Takeda

new functionalities were specified to further increase user
throughput and capacity and to realize more flexible deployment: CA between LTE carriers using different duplex modes,
RF requirements for CA with more LTE carriers, and DC,
which enables a UE to connect with multiple base stations
simultaneously.

ize increased radio capacity using small

(TDD)*6, and the Radio frequency (RF)

cells while maintaining stable commu-

requirements for CA using more LTE

As smartphones have spread, traffic

nication [1]. NTT DOCOMO is actively

carriers. It also specifies a new technolo-

on wireless networks has increased. To

studying how to expand the regions

gy called Dual Connectivity (DC), with

increase the capacity of wireless networks

where add-on operation is used, and

which UE is connected to multiple evolved

and handle this increase, the 3GPP has

other companies in the 3rd Generation

NodeBs (eNBs)*7 using multiple LTE

been studying Heterogeneous Networks

Partnership Project (3GPP) are also ac-

carriers. This article describes these tech-

(HetNets)*1,

cell*2

tively studying how to achieve higher

nologies.

radio traffic to small cells* with relatively

throughput using multiple LTE carriers

low transmission power. NTT DOCOMO

and more-flexible operation. Based on

has been proposing a technology for and

this background, the Release 12 standard

planning the deployment of “add-on cell”

specifies TDD-FDD CA which aggre-

2.1 CA between LTE Carriers
with Different Duplex Modes

operation, which applies Carrier Aggre-

gates LTE carriers using different du-

Release 12 specifies a TDD-FDD CA

plex modes, Frequency Division Duplex

for CA between LTE carriers with dif-

(FDD)*5

ferent duplex modes, FDD and TDD, so

1. Introduction

which offload macro
3

gation

(CA)*4

on HetNets, as specified

in the Release 10 specification, to real-
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a promising way to increase user throughput and it is being

and Time Division Duplex

2. CA Extensions

*1

*2

HetNet: A network deployment that overlays
nodes of different power. It typically mixes-in,
links and integrates base stations of lower transmission power than conventional base stations.
Macro cell: An area in which communication
is possible, covered by a single base station, and
with a radius from several hundred meters to
several tens of kilometers.
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that a wider variety of frequency bands

TDD in LTE is shown in Figure 1.

with FDD allowing transmission and

can be aggregated by CA. The FDD and

With FDD, different frequencies are

reception at any time, while TDD has

TDD specifications are mostly compat-

used for the UpLink (UL) and DownLink

constraints on such timing. For this rea-

ible, but some control signaling proce-

(DL) (pair band). Conversely, with TDD,

son, differences arise with control sig-

dures specifying transmission/reception

the UL and DL use the same frequency,

nalling procedure that requires specific

timing are designed differently, such that

but transmitting and receiving switches

timing, such as Hybrid Automatic Re-

they fit with their respective frame struc-

in time, between the DL and the UL.

transmission reQuest (HARQ)*10. With

tures. It is difficult to perform CA with

Note that when switching from DL to

HARQ control, the User Equipment (UE)

both FDD and TDD carriers utilizing

UL, a Special

is inserted,

attempts to receive data on the Physical

such duplex-mode specific operation,

incorporating a DL reception period

Downlink Shared CHannel (PDSCH)*11

since CA requires coordination between

Downlink Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS), a

allocated to itself, and transmits the

so a new

Guard Period (GP), and an UL trans-

decoding result (ACKnowledgement

control signaling procedure was speci-

mitting period Uplink Pilot Time Slot

(ACK)*12 or NACK) as a HARQ feed-

fied for TDD-FDD CA.

(UpPTS). In LTE, seven UL/DL config-

back signal in a prescribed UL subframe.

The control schemes for both FDD

urations with different subframe up-

In CA aggregating multiple LTE carriers,

and TDD in LTE, as well as TDD-FDD

down ratios and different UL/DL switch-

the HARQ feedback signals for data

CA are described below.

ing periods are specified (Table 1).

received on a Primary Cell (PCell)*13

Component Carriers

(CCs)*8,

As mentioned earlier, the frame struc-

and Secondary Cell (SCell)*14 in the

tures for FDD and TDD are different,

DL are sent together on the Physical Up-

1) FDD and TDD
A conceptual diagram of FDD and
Subframe
number

Uplink

Downlink

#0

U

D

#1

U

#2

TDD carrier

#0

D

D

#1

S

U

D
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D
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D
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D
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D
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D
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1ms
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S
Guard
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UpPTS
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1ms

(b) TDD (UL/DL configuration #2)

Figure 1

Small cell: A general term for cells that transmit
with power that is low compared to that of a
macro cell transmitting at higher power.
CA: A technology that achieves high-speed communications through wider bandwidth while maintaining backward compatibility with existing LTE
by performing simultaneous transmission and
reception using multiple component carriers.
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Frequency

Time
(a) FDD

*4

Subframe
number
Frequency

Time

*3

subframe*9

*5

*6

*7

Frame structures for FDD and TDD

FDD: A scheme for transmitting signals using
different carrier frequencies and bands in the
uplink and downlink.
TDD: A scheme for transmitting signals using
the same carrier frequencies and bands in the
uplink and downlink. It switches time slots for
uplink and downlink.
eNB: A base station for the LTE radio access

*8
*9

system.
CC: Term denoting each of the carriers used in
CA.
Subframe: A unit of radio resources in the time
domain consisting of multiple OFDM symbols
(typically 14 OFDM symbols).
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link Control CHannel (PUCCH)*15 of

frames can be used for UL in the PCell.

signal specified for TDD-FDD CA is

the PCell. With an FDD carrier (or CA

Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b),

described using an example below.

among FDD carriers), the HARQ feed-

one or more HARQ feedback signals are

back signal for data received on the DL

sent in a particular PCell UL subframe

In the case that the PCell is an

is sent uniformly 4 ms later in the PCell

at least 4 ms after the DL data is received.

FDD carrier (FDD PCell) and con-

UL subframe (Figure 2(a)). In contrast,

Thus, the HARQ feedback timing is

ventional TDD HARQ feedback tim-

with a TDD carrier (or CA among TDD

uniquely determined based on the re-

ing applies for a TDD carrier added

carriers), the HARQ feedback timing

spective FDD and TDD frame structures.

as an SCell (TDD SCell), HARQ

depends on the DL subframe in which the

2) TDD-FDD CA

feedback delay will be the same as
for conventional TDD, even though

The timing of the HARQ feedback

data was received, since only certain sub-

Table 1 TDD UL/DL configurations specified in LTE

Subframe #

Uplink-downlink
configuration

Downlink-to-Uplink
switch-point periodicity
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(b) TDD (UL/DL configuration #2)

Figure 2

*10 HARQ: A technology that combines Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and error correcting codes
to improve error-correcting performance on a
retransmission and reduce the number of retransmissions. A packet retransmission method that
improves reception quality and achieves efficient
transmission by combining the retransmitted
data with previously received data.
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(1) PCell is FDD carrier

DL HARQ-ACK transmission timing for FDD and TDD

*11 PDSCH: A shared channel used in DL data
transmission in LTE.
*12 ACK: An acknowledgement feedback from the
receiving node to the transmitting node when a
data frame has been received successfully.
*13 PCell: A cell that maintains the connection between UE and network in CA.
*14 SCell: A cell that provides radio resources in

addition to a PCell.
*15 PUCCH: Physical channel used for sending
and receiving control signals in the UL.
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the FDD has the advantage that there

response signals are sent with the

tional TDD applies; UL transmission

is opportunity for UL transmission

same timing as for FDD and CA

can be performed only in a limited

in every subframe. To take the ad-

among FDD carriers, HARQ feed-

number of PCell UL subframes. Ac-

vantage of the FDD frame structure,

back delay for TDD SCells is com-

cordingly, there are cases when there

HARQ feedback signals for the TDD

parable to that for FDD. In other

is no UL subframe 4 ms after DL data

SCell can be sent utilizing the same

words, HARQ transmission control

is received on an FDD carrier added

timing as for the FDD carrier. Spe-

can be applied to TDD SCells, as if

as an SCell (FDD SCell). In order to

cifically, HARQ feedback signals

the SCells were FDD carriers.

be able to schedule all DL subframes

corresponding to DL received data

(2) PCell is TDD carrier

on FDD SCells, a new DL HARQ

on a TDD SCell are sent 4 ms after

On the other hand, in the case that

feedback timing was specified for

the subframe, as with an FDD PCell

PCell is a TDD carrier (TDD PCell),

FDD SCells (Fig. 3(b)). The timing

(Figure 3(a)). Thus, since HARQ

the same constraint as with conven-

for transmitting HARQ feedback
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signals for FDD SCells is determined

such higher throughput due to CA in the

based on the UL/DL configuration

UL as well. Up to Release 11, the re-

of the TDD PCell. Thus, with a TDD

quirements for CA band combinations

PCell, HARQ transmission control

consisting of only two CCs in the same

for the TDD carrier can be applied

frequency band had been specified. In

How each of these issues was re-

to FDD SCells, as if the SCells were

Release 12, those for CA band combi-

solved to specify DC is described below.

TDD carriers.

nations consisting of two different fre-

chronous networks

3. DC

As specified in the Release 10, up

As mentioned in the first article [2]

to five LTE CC can be aggregated in

of this special feature, a new technology

eNBs

CA to realize 100 MHz bandwidth com-

called DC has been specified. This fea-

DC in Release 12 utilizes the radio

munication. However, the RF require-

ture increases user throughput by aggre-

resources*21 from two eNBs, called

ments for CA operation (e.g., reference

gating multiple CCs from different eNBs

MeNB and SeNB. To achieve throughput

sensitivity requirements, spurious emis-

connected by a

backhaul*17

1) U-plane Data Routing to the Different

with non-

comparable to that with CA, the user

etc.) are quite dif-

negligible delay, considering that such

data from one bearer*22 needs to be trans-

ferent and diverse depending on frequen-

backhauls can be provided with relative-

mitted from two eNBs. There are two

cy band, number of CCs and bandwidth

ly lower cost and are used in many coun-

architecture options defined in DC. In

of CCs. For this reason, to develop UE

tries and regions. Compared with con-

the first architecture, the MeNB acts as

that supports specific CA band combi-

ventional CA, which aggregates CCs

an anchor point for splitting user data,

nations, it is first necessary to specify

from a single eNB, the following issues

and the DL data delivered via an S1 in-

corresponding RF requirements in 3GPP

had to be studied in order to aggregate

terface*23 from the Serving Gateway

specifications. 3GPP specifies such RF

carriers from different eNBs.

(S-GW)*24 is transmitted on the MeNB

requirements according to demand from

(1) Network architecture for aggregating

carrier or forwarded via X2 interface*25

sion

requirements*16,

operators and in Release 10 and 11, requirements for CA band combinations
consisting of two CCs were specified.
In Release 12, to achieve even higher

carriers from different eNBs

to the SeNB and then transmitted on the

• U-plane data routing to the different
eNBs

SeNB carrier (Figure 4(a)). The second
architecture is defined for deployments

• Termination point of Control Plane

throughput using more CCs, new RF

(C-plane)*18

requirements for CA band combinations

plane)*19

and User Plane (U-

emphasizing the off-loading effects rather than the throughput enhancement,
which is the first architecture’s main

protocols

consisting of three CCs on the DL were

• Coordination between Master eNB

focus. In this architecture the user data

specified. This will enable development

(MeNB) and Secondary eNB (SeNB)

from the bearer is transmitted on only

of UE which can serve higher throughput

(2) Physical layer functions for simulta-

the SeNB carrier (Fig. 4(b)). In this case,

thanks to a total of 60 MHz aggregated
bandwidth.
Moreover, 3GPP is working to achieve

*16 Spurious emission requirement: Requirement to avoid interference from unnecessary radio emissions.
*17 Backhaul: Indicates the route connecting a
wireless base station to the core network.
*18 C-plane: The protocol used for transmitting
control signals for connection establishment and
other procedures.

40

(3) Supporting synchronous and asyn-

3.1 Network Architecture for
Aggregating Carriers from
Different eNBs

quency bands are specified.

2.2 RF Requirements for CA
Supporting More Carriers

simultaneous transmission

neous connection to different eNBs

the DL data arrives at the SeNB directly
from the S-GW without going through

• Transmission of control signals
for

the MeNB. Note that for both architec-

*19 U-plane: The protocol used for transmitting
user data.
*20 Toransmission power control: A technique
of controlling transmission power such that the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver
exceed the required values.
*21 Radio resource: General term for resources

needed to allocate radio channels (frequencies).
*22 Bearer: A logical user-data packet transmission path established along P-GW, S-GW, eNB,
and UE.
*23 S1 Interface: An interface connecting an MME
or S-GW to eNB.

• Transmission power

control*20
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MeNB

S1-U

MME

S-GW

S1-C

X2-C

SeNB

MeNB

X2-U

S1-U

S1-U

X2-C

SeNB

User data arriving via
S1 is not forwarded to
the other eNB.

User data from one
bearer arriving via S1
is delivered also to
SeNB by MeNB.

UE

UE

(a) DC architecture to realize throughput
comparable to CA

(b) DC architecture emphasizing
offloading effects

Figure 4

DC architectures

tures, only the MeNB establishes a con-

DC, this conventional RRC connection

radation of mobility performance caused

nection with the Mobility Management

concept is utilized, an RRC connection

by handover can be avoided with RRC

Entity (MME).

is established with the MeNB only, and

control, using SeNB Addition, SeNB

In this article, we focus on the first

the SeNB connection is controlled through

Release and Change of SeNB.

architecture, which emphasizes user

the MeNB. Several procedures are spec-

3) Terminating U-plane Protocols

throughput enhancement. Note that in

ified specifically for DC, such as SeNB

Conventional LTE uses a protocol

Release 12, such throughput enhance-

Addition, to configure the UE for a car-

stack on eNB and UE as shown in

ment by utilizing the radio resources of

rier provided by a SeNB, and SeNB

Figure 5, consisting of, from higher to

two eNBs is supported only for the DL,

Release or Change of SeNB, to remove

lower, a Packet Data Convergence Pro-

and for the UL, user data transmission

a carrier.

tocol (PDCP)*28 layer, a Radio Link

With DC, it is assumed that the macro

Control (RLC)*29 layer, a Medium Ac-

cell is covered by the MeNB and the

cess Control (MAC)*30 layer and a phys-

In LTE networks, a UE first establish-

small cells are covered by SeNBs. In

ical layer. In contrast, with DC, since

(RRC)*26

such a configuration, the add-on cell con-

multiple eNBs communicate with the UE,

connection with an eNB, and then uses

cept can be applied, even when aggre-

the protocol stacks split below the PDCP

this connection to receive radio resource

gating multiple CCs from different eNBs

layer in the MeNB on the network side,

configuration and measurement config-

that are connected by a backhaul with

such that both MeNB and SeNB have

from the eNB

non-negligible delay. Even if the user

their own protocol stacks that are the

and transmit measurement reports. For

moves across multiple SeNBs, the deg-

same as the conventional stack from the

*24 S-GW: A packet switch that processes user
data in an LTE network.
*25 X2 Interface: An interface for connecting
between eNBs.
*26 RRC: A protocol for controlling radio resources
on a radio network.
*27 Handover: The technique of switching from
one base station to another without interrupting

communication when a terminal moves between
base stations.
*28 PDCP: One of the sublayers in Layer 2 of the
radio interface in LTE that provides protocols
for ciphering, integrity protection, header compression and the like.
*29 RLC: One of the sublayers in Layer 2 of the
radio interface in LTE that provides protocols

for retransmission control, duplicate detection,
reordering and the like.
*30 MAC: One of the sublayers of layer 2 of the
radio interface in LTE, providing protocols for
radio resource allocation, mapping data to TBs,
and performing HARQ retransmission control.

is handled by only one of the eNBs.
2) Terminating C-plane Protocols
es a Radio Resource Control

uration for

handover*27
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Conventional LTE

DC

eNB

MeNB

For RLC and below,
the conventional protocol stack is placed
in each eNB.

SeNB

PDCP

PDCP

RLC

RLC

RLC

MAC

MAC

MAC

PHY

PHY

PHY

PHY

PHY

MAC

MAC

MAC

RLC

RLC

RLC

PDCP

PDCP

UE

UE

PHY

Figure 5

Protocol stacks for conventional LTE and DC

RLC layer down. The UE side has the

defined. The SeNB Addition procedure

the SeNB and sends a radio resource

corresponding protocol layers.

for DC is shown in Figure 6. The UE

configuration signal (RRC connec-

4) Coordination Between MeNB and

first connects to the eNB acting as the

tion reconfiguration) to the UE.

SeNB

MeNB and reports to the MeNB when

(4) The UE sends the MeNB a RRC

When splitting the data as described

the quality of the cells under a neigh-

connection reconfiguration complete

in 1), the MeNB needs to split the user

bour eNB is good. If the reported qual-

message, and starts the random access

data appropriately between its own car-

ity satisfies a certain threshold, then the

procedure for the SeNB. Upon the

rier and the SeNB carrier. A flow control

MeNB configures DC with the rele-

completion of the procedure, the con-

function is defined for this purpose, en-

vant neighbor eNB (which is refered to

nection with the SeNB is established.

abling the SeNB to feedback acknowl-

SeNB) with the following procedure.

edgement of data transmitted from the

(1) MeNB sends SeNB a request to con-

pletion message from the UE, it in-

SeNB to the UE and to notify the MeNB

figure DC (SeNB Addition Request).

forms SeNB of the completion (SeNB

(2) SeNB responds to the DC configura-

reconfiguration complete), complet-

Also, to enable configuration of ra-

tion request, sending MeNB a SeNB

ing the DC configuration procedure.

dio resources for the UE as mentioned

Addition Request Acknowledgement

Thereafter, the MeNB starts forward-

in 2), procedures for sending information

containing radio parameter infor-

ing DL user data arriving from the

on radio resources allocated by the SeNB

mation for the SeNB cell.

S-GW to the SeNB.

of available buffer size in the SeNB.

to the MeNB via the X2 interface are

42

Protocol stack is split
below PDCP.

(5) When the MeNB receives the com-

(3) MeNB receives the response from
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UE

MeNB

SeNB

Measurement report
(1) SeNB Addition Request
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(2) SeNB Addition Request Acknowledge
(3) RRC connection reconfiguration

(4) RRC connection reconfiguration complete
(5) SeNB reconfiguration complete

Random Access procedure

Figure 6

SeNB addition procedure

3.2 Physical Layer Mechanism
for Simultaneous Connection
to Different eNB

ical channel*31 functions in Release 8,

one carrier under the SeNB is used as

while SCells only support some of them.

the Primary SCell (PSCell) supporting

For example, PUCCH and Contention

PUCCH transmission and CBRA, and

For CA, aggregated carriers are man-

Based Random Access (CBRA) are not

UCI and scheduling requests for carriers

aged and scheduled by a single eNB. For

supported on SCells, and transmission

under the SeNB are sent directly from

this reason, information regarding each

of UL Control Information (UCI), such

the UE to the SeNB (Figure 7). This

of the carriers is known in real time by

as HARQ feedback signals, channel qual-

allows communication with multiple

that eNB. On the other hand, since carri-

ity information feedback, and UL sched-

eNBs to be implemented without being

ers aggregated with DC are managed

uling requests to the eNB, are basically

affected by delay between the eNBs.

and scheduled by two eNBs that could

handled by the PCell.

The PSCell also provides functionality

be connected by a backhaul with non-

With DC, there can be non-negligi-

such as Radio Link Monitoring, which

negligible delay, it is difficult for the

ble delay between the eNBs of the ag-

was only supported by the PCell earlier.

eNBs to share information about each

gregated carriers, making it difficult for

DC UEs can be configured with CA

carrier in real time. To solve this issue,

eNBs to share information such as UCI

within MeNB and/or SeNB to increase

advanced physical layer mechanisms

and scheduling requests through the back-

throughput. In this case, the UE trans-

were introduced.

haul in real-time, so that scheduling can

mits the UCI of the carriers under the

1) Transmission of Control Signals

be carried out taking them into account.

MeNB in the PUCCH of the PCell and

Thus, in DC, in addition to the PCell,

the UCI of the carriers under an SeNB

The PCell for CA supports all phys-

*31 Physical channel: A generic term for channels
that are mapped onto physical resources such as
frequency or time, and transmit control information and other higher layer data.
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MeNB
UE

SCell

SCG

SCell

PSCell

SeNB

Figure 7

PUCCH, CBRA

Cell-Groups in DC

in the PUCCH of the PSCell. In this way,

transmit power in this article). The trans-

with DC, power control was introduced

each carrier configured for the UE is

mit power can be controlled dynamical-

that guarantees a minimum transmission

associated with a PCell or PSCell, form-

ly in Transmission Time Interval

(TTI)*32

power for each CG, to maintain mini-

ing a Cell-Group (CG). For this reason,

units. However, with DC, it is difficult

mum UL coverage with each eNB and

the CG under the MeNB is called a Mas-

for each eNB to know and control the

prevent important UL signals from being

ter Cell-Group (MCG) and a CG under

transmission power of each carrier in

scaled. Specifically, the UE allocates

an SeNB is called a Secondary Cell-

real time, and it is inevitable that the

certain transmission power for each CG

Group (SCG). MAC layer and physical

total UE transmit power, the sum of UL

to guarantee a minimum transmission

layer control, such as scheduling, is per-

transmit power for all the carriers over

power, according to the Maximum Guar-

formed per CG.

the two eNB, will at times exceed the

anteed Power (MGP) configured by the

2) Transmission Power Control for

maximum transmit power per UE. If the

eNB. If the total required transmission

Simultaneous Transmission

UE has UL transmission which will re-

power of both CGs exceeds the maxi-

Conventionally, when multiple UL

sult in excessive transmission power, the

mum transmit power per UE, the UE

carriers are configured for a UE, the

UE itself reduces (scales) the power of

allocates transmit power to the UL signals

eNB manages the transmission power

the UL signal to keep the transmit power

for each CG at least until the MGP value

for the UE, allocating resources of each

within the allowable range. However, if

for the CG.

carrier and adjusting transmission power

scaling of control information and other

Since DC supports both synchronous

so that the transmit power does not ex-

important UL signals occurs often, user

and asynchronous operation as mentioned

ceed a certain value (called maximum

throughput could be degraded. Thus,

in section 3.3, two power control modes

*32 TTI: The time interval at which signals are transmitted.
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were specified. With synchronous DC

nous DC operation (mode 2), MCG and

operation (mode 1), MCG and SCG

SCG subframe boundaries can differ sig-

3.3 Supporting Synchronous
and Asynchronous Networks

subframe boundaries coincide closely

nificantly (Fig. 8(b)). Therefore, the

Since all CCs configured for CA are

(Figure 8(a)). Therefore, the UE can

transmission power to be allocated for

accommodated in the single eNB and

calculate transmission power allocated

each CG is determined based on the

these CCs are synchronized to each oth-

for each CG at the same time. Thus, if

transmission timing. For this reason, the

er, UE supporting conventional CA are

the maximum transmission power per

transmission power not guaranteed by

implemented under assumption of syn-

UE is expected to be exceeded, the UE

MGP is allocated sequentially, in the

chronization among CCs. However, CCs

re-calculates the transmission power for

order UL transmission is performed. If

accommodated in different eNB are not

each CG so that the transmission power

the maximum transmit power is expected

always synchronized even if they are on

not guaranteed by MGP is allocated for

to be exceeded, the transmission power

the same network. For this reason, a UE

UL transmission based on channel type.

for the UL transmission of the CG hav-

implemented assuming the CCs are syn-

Then, transmission power scaling is ap-

ing later transmission is restricted, re-

chronized may not be able to operate DC

plied starting with lower priority chan-

gardless of the channel type. Since it is

in an unsynchronized network, which

nels as for CA. This can avoid scaling of

not necessary to compute the transmit

will limit where DC can be deployed.

high-priority signals, even if the power

power of the UL transmission between

Thus, to implement more flexible DC

allocated is not being guaranteed by

MCG and SCG having large timing dif-

operation, in addition to DC operation

MGP.

ference at the same time, the UE compu-

assuming synchronization between eNBs,

tational complexity can be alleviated.

an asynchronous DC operation, which

On the other hand, with asynchro1ms

Transmission power is allocated
to both CGs at the same time.

MCG
SCG

Time
(a) Power control mode 1

1ms

Transmission power is allocated sequentially to CGs
prioritizing the CG with earlier UL transmission.

MCG
SCG

(b) Power control mode 2

Figure 8

Time

Power control modes for synchronous and asynchronous DC operation
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does not assume synchronization be-

between eNBs and flexible deployment

CA utilizing bandwidths exceeding 100

tween CCs, has been specified. Thus,

can be achieved.

MHz and enhancement of DC which

UE supporting DC is implemented as-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

suming these two types of operations.
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4. Conclusion

increases user throughput in the UL as
well.

For synchronous DC operation, CCs

In this article, we have described the

are assumed to be synchronized as those

functional characteristics and basic oper-

for CA. This means that although it can

ations of TDD-FDD CA, RF require-

be operated only on synchronized net-

ments for CA using more CCs, as well

works, UE supporting DC can be imple-

as DC as specified in 3GPP Release 12.

tecture for LTE-Advanced,” Feb. 2013.

mented reusing the CA implementation.

With these functions, higher throughput

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/info/news_

On the other hand, for asynchronous DC

can be served in a larger expanded area

operation, although UEs need to be able

by more flexible add-on cell deployment.

to handle signals of different carriers

To further accommodate traffic as it

arriving with a large delay, operators

continues to increase, in Release 13 we

can apply DC without synchronization

are studying further enhancement of
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high density, interference from the neighboring cells increases
dramatically and it becomes difficult to obtain the desired
improvement in capacity. In this article, we describe related
new technologies introduced in LTE Release 12, including
higher order modulation, small cell discovery, and techniques to suppress and cancel interference from the neighboring cells.

and particularly the number of small

is increased to further boost network

cells*1

with low transmission power.

capacity, the amount of interference from

Recently, with the spread of smartphones

Small cell environments have different

neighboring cells rises as well. Thus, it

and tablets as well as the expansion of

characteristics from conventional macro

has become more difficult to achieve the

high-resolution video services and video

cell*2

environments: fewer users per cell,

desired capacity. Another issue is in the

telephony, mobile data traffic has been

extremely good radio quality due to re-

spatial domain, where Multiple-Input

increasing radically. In order to deal with

ceiving signals directly from nearby base

Multiple-Output (MIMO)*3 with spatial

this increase, there has been intensive

stations (called line-of-sight environ-

multiplexing is being used to achieve

study of technologies that improve net-

ments), and ability to accommodate users

high-speed transmission. However, this

work capacity by increasing cell density,

with low mobility only. As cell density

can result in interference between trans-

1. Introduction

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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*1

*2

Small cell: A general term for the transmission
area covered by base station transmitting at low
power compared to a macro cell base station.
Macro cell: An area in which communication
is possible, covered by a single base station, and
with a radius from several hundred meters to
several tens of kilometers.
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(2) Scenario #2a (different frequency/

mission streams within the cell. Consid-

outdoor environment)

ering the interference situations above,

• Small cells are deployed on top

methods to reduce interference between
cells and macro cells, and also within

• Outdoors

macro cells are being studied.

• Use a different carrier frequency
from the macro cell

In this article, we describe new tech-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

cell on/off control, and small cell discovery.

of an overlaid macro cell

individual small cells, between small

(3) Scenario #2b (different frequency/

nologies introduced in the 3GPP LTE

indoor environment)

Release 12 specifications (hereinafter re-

• Small cells are deployed on top

ferred to as “Rel. 12”), including higher

of an overlaid macro cell

order modulation, small cell discovery,
and inter-cell interference suppression.

2. SCE Technologies

In Rel. 8 to 11 specifications, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)*6,
16QAM, and 64QAM were supported as
modulation schemes. Modulation schemes
with larger modulation multiplicity*7
(number of bits that can be sent with one

• Use a different carrier frequency

symbol*8), can be used under conditions

(4) Scenario #3 (isolated cell environment/indoor environment)

LTE Advanced Rel. 12 specifies re-

2.2 Advanced Modulation
Schemes

• Indoors
from the macro cell

2.1 SCE Scenarios

with higher received Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR)*9. The
received SINR is high for indoor environ-

quirements for small cells [1], and a basic

• No overlaid macro cell

ments and outdoor environments with

Study Item (SI) regarding Small Cell

• Indoors

Line-Of-Sight (LOS) conditions, so modulation schemes with high multiplicity

Enhancements (SCE) was initiated in
Technologies for small cells in the

are more likely to be usable than in con-

Working Group 1 (WG1). Dur-

above identified evaluation scenarios were

ventional macro cell environments. Thus,

ing the SI phase, discussions were held

proposed by various operators and ven-

a new modulation scheme that is able

and consensus was reached among oper-

dors. Meanwhile, simulations for eval-

to send up to 8 bits per symbol, called

ators regarding hypothetical scenarios

uation were also conducted on specific

256QAM, was introduced in Rel. 12 to

for the evaluation of SCE, and as a re-

techniques such as higher order modu-

increase the downlink peak data rate.

sult a co-signed document was success-

lation and suppression of interference

Specifically, the base station decides

fully submitted [2]. According to this

between small cells. The results of these

on a Modulation and Coding Scheme

document, the following four scenarios

evaluations were summarized in a tech-

(MCS)*10, which is a combination of a

were agreed upon:

nical report [3], recognizing their effects

modulation scheme and an error correc-

on increasing peak data rate and capacity

tion coding scheme*11, based on the

in the small cell scenarios. In the Work

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)*12 re-

Item (WI) phase, in which the specifica-

ceived from the UE, which is related to

tions of LTE Advanced Rel.12 were

the value of SINR. In order to avoid

• Outdoors

completed, the aforementioned simula-

increases in the amount of uplink CQI

• Use the same carrier frequency

tion results led to and helped in specify-

feedback as well as the amount of down-

ing the techniques of 256 Quadrature

link control information on the MCS due

QAM: A type of digital modulation in which
carrier amplitude and phase correspond to a bit
array. There are various types, according to the
number of patterns defined, such as 16QAM and
64QAM.
QPSK: A digital modulation method that uses
a combination of signals with four different phases to enable the simultaneous transmission of
two bits of data.
Modulation multiplicity: The number of sig-

nal phase points in data modulation. For example,
four with QPSK, and 16 with 16QAM.
*8 Symbol: A unit of data for transmission. In
OFDM, it comprises multiple subcarriers.
*9 Received SINR: The ratio of desired-signal
power to the sum of all other interference-signal
power and noise power.
*10 MCS: Combinations of modulation scheme and
coding rate decided on beforehand when performing AMC.

January 2013, in Radio Access Network
(RAN)*4

(1) Scenario #1 (same frequency/
outdoor environment)
• Small cells are deployed on top
of an overlaid macro cell

as the macro cell

*3

*4

MIMO: A signal transmission technology that
improves communications quality and spectral
efficiency by using multiple transmitter and receiver antennas for transmitting signals at the
same time and same frequency.
RAN: The network consisting of radio base stations and radio-circuit control equipment situated
between the core network and mobile terminals.

*5

*6

*7
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Amplitude Modulation (QAM)*5, small
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to the introduction of 256QAM, some of

256QAM can be used to achieve higher

centrate in only some of the small cells

the existing CQI and MCS values were

downlink peak throughput [4].

in certain areas at times, as shown in
Figure 2. Even through some small cells

replaced by new CQI and MCS values

have no traffic, control information such

a result, both the conventional CQI/MCS

2.3 Small Cell ON/OFF Switching
and Discovery Technologies

tables without 256QAM values and the

1) Issues

Cell-specific Reference Signal (CRS)*14

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

for 256QAM, as shown in Figure 1. As

as the Synchronization Signal (SS) and

new CQI/MCS tables with 256QAM val-

For SCE in Rel. 12, it is assumed

continue to be sent in these conditions,

ues are supported in Rel.12. Higher layer

that small cells are deployed in scenarios

to ensure UEs can discover the cells and

signaling is used to switch between the

with much higher density than the Het-

perform measurement on the channel

conventional tables and the new tables.

erogeneous Networks

in

quality at any time. In particular, the

For example, if the results of User Equip-

Rel. 10 and 11. Correpondingly, technol-

CRS sent in each subframe can result in

ment (UE) reception quality measure-

ogies to facilitate efficient operation of

significant interference to downlink trans-

ments are better than pre-determined

such high-density small cells were stud-

mission in neighboring cells. The inter-

threshold values, the CQI and MCS ta-

ied. In high-density small cell environ-

ference due to CRS transmission will

bles including 256QAM values are used.

ments, each cell has a smaller coverage

continuously increase with the density

In indoor and LOS environments with

area than in conventional macro cell en-

of the small cells, and will contradict the

good quality reception, for instance,

vironments. Therefore, traffic tends to con-

original intention of introducing more

(HetNets)*13

Table switched according to upper-layer signaling
Existing CQI table
CQI index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Modulation
format

QPSK
QPSK
QPSK
QPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16QAM
16QAM
16QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM

Coding rate
(×1024)
Out of range
78
120
193
308
449
602
378
490
616
466
567
666
772
873
948

Figure 1

*11 Coding scheme: The proportion of data bits
to the number of coded bits after channel coding.
For example, if the code rate is 3/4, for every 3
data bits, 4 coded bits are generated by channel
coding.
*12 CQI: An index of reception quality measured at
the mobile station expressing propagation conditions on the downlink.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

CQI table specified in Rel. 12
Frequency
utilization
(bps/Hz)
0.1523
0.2344
0.3770
0.6016
0.8770
1.1758
1.4766
1.9141
2.4063
2.7305
3.3223
3.9023
4.5234
5.1152
5.5547

CQI index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Modulation
format

Coding rate
(×1024)
Out of range
78
193
449
378
490
616
466
567
666
772
873
711
797
885
948

QPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16QAM
16QAM
16QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
64QAM
256QAM
256QAM
256QAM
256QAM

Frequency
utilization
(bps/Hz)
0.1523
0.3770
0.8770
1.4766
1.9141
2.4063
2.7305
3.3223
3.9023
4.5234
5.1152
5.5547
6.2266
6.9141
7.4063

Change of CQI tables when introducing 256QAM

*13 HetNet: A network deployment that overlays
nodes of different power. It typically mixes-in,
links and integrates base stations of lower transmission power than conventional base stations.

*14 CRS: A reference signal specific to each cell
for measuring received quality in the downlink.
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small cells, i.e. to increase the system

stops completely when a small cell is in

be detected efficiently, a small cell dis-

capacity.

the OFF state, UEs will not be able to

covery technology that uses a new cell

2) Small Cell ON/OFF Switching and

detect the OFF state cell and make meas-

discovery signal was also specified. An

Discovery Technologies

urements on the channel quality by us-

overview of small cell ON/OFF switch-

In order to solve this issue, Rel. 12

ing the legacy cell detection procedure.

ing using the discovery signal is shown

SCE specifies a small-cell ON/OFF switch-

Therefore, the cell cannot quickly return

in Figure 4.

ing technology [5]. As shown in Figure 3,

to the ON state and establish communi-

Small cells with ON/OFF switching

a small cell stops transmitting reference

cation with an active UE when UE ap-

transmit a discovery signal periodically

signals when it has no traffic (OFF state)

proaches the OFF state cell and cannot

at intervals of 40 ms or greater. The

to decrease interference to neighboring

detect and measure the cell. Consequent-

discovery signal is sent even if a cell is

cells that are transmitting data to UEs,

ly, a long transition time before commu-

OFF, to ensure that a UE approaching the

thereby improving the throughput. How-

nication can start will be required. In

cell in the OFF state can detect the cell

ever, if the transmission of SS and CRS

order to enable ON/OFF small cells to

and report it to the network. After receiv-

Cells with no traffic also send
reference signals

There is interference with
connected UEs in neighboring cells

Macro cell
base station
Small cell
base station

Transmit data and reference signals

Figure 2

Traffic tendencies in dense small-cell environments

(1) Transmission of reference signals
from cells without traffic is stopped.

Macro cell
base station
(2) Interference from neighboring cells
decreases, so throughput increases.

Figure 3

Small cell
base station

Small cell ON/OFF
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Transmit data, L1/L2 control signals
and reference signals (SS/CRS, etc.)
ON

When OFF, only transmit
discovery signal

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

Small cell base station #1

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Small cell base station #2
ON

OFF

OFF

Small cell base station #3
Time

40~160 ms
Discovery signal
・Synchronized among densely placed
small cells, sending SS and CRS (and
possibly CSI-RS) at long intervals
・Assisted by transmit timing and other
information sent from network to UE

Figure 4

Transition time
・Delay to transition to ON, resume sending reference signal, and begin data transmission
with UE
・ By transmitting the discovery signal, UE can
detect and report the cell before it transitions
to ON, minimizing the delay

Small cell ON/OFF using a discovery signal

ing the report, the cell can transit to the

time of the discovery signal. This infor-

the CRS of specific small cells and the

ON state at an appropriate time, to min-

mation helps UEs to receive discovery

data signals in neighboring cells, so

imize the transition time before starting

signals from multiple surrounding small

CRS interference can be avoided. Mean-

communication with the UE. Compared

cells simultaneously without significant

while, UEs do not need to detect and

to small cells without ON/OFF switching

power consumption or loading. The Chan-

measure each small cell based on the

and discovery signals (i.e., using legacy

nel State Information-Reference Signal

SS and CRS, since they can identify in-

CRS in every subframe), cells sending

(CSI-RS)*15

can also be included in the

dividual small cells and make corre-

discovery signals at long intervals in the

discovery signal with long-interval trans-

sponding measurements based on the

OFF state cause much less interference

mission in addition to the SS and CRS

CSI-RS in the discovery signal [6].

to neighboring cells.

to support efficient shared-cell-ID oper-

3. Interference Cancellation
Technologies for Mobile
Terminals

The discovery signal is composed of

ation (i.e., the same cell ID*16 for mul-

SS and CRS which are synchronized

tiple small cells). With this design of

with neighboring small cells and sent at

discovery signal, the same SS and CRS

long intervals. The UEs are notified by

are used among small cells with the same

As shown in Figure 5, the interfer-

their connected cells (e.g., the macro

cell ID, which is correlated to the trans-

ence between macro cells has increased

cell) with assistance information consist-

mission resources of the CRS. Therefore,

due to denser deployment. Moreover, in

ing of transmission interval and starting

there is no resource collision between

SCE scenario #1 as explained in Section

*15 CSI-RS: A reference signal transmitted from
each antenna to measure the state of the radio
channel.
*16 Cell ID: Identifying information assigned to
each cell.
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Neighboring-cell interference

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Transmission stream interference
(when using MIMO spatial multiplexing)
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Macro cell
base station

Small cell
base station
Desired signal

Figure 5

Interference from neighboring cells and transmission streams

2.1, interference between macro cells and

assuming a Minimum Mean Squared
(MMSE)*17

cell edges [9]. Another benefit is that

small cells is also expected to become

Error

receiver. But the stand-

the MMSE-IRC receiver can be used

more serious. Although interference from

ard MMSE receiver cannot suppress

on Rel. 8 LTE based systems, so the

neighboring cells is smaller for UEs near

interference signals from neighboring

interference suppression capability can

the connected base station, as also shown

cells because they are generally assumed

be obtained on Rel. 8 LTE networks that

in Fig. 5, interference between transmis-

to be equivalent to white Gaussian noise

have already begun commercial services.

sion streams will still be an issue, as-

in the reception process of the MMSE

2) NAICS Receiver Features

suming MIMO spatial multiplexing is

receiver. Consequently, the UE through-

In the Rel.12 specification, more

applied to improve throughput.

put could be limited due to inter-cell

advanced interference cancellation tech-

In Rel. 12, both Network Assisted

interference, especially in areas with

nologies were studied for NAICS re-

Interference Cancellation and Suppres-

high interference, such as at cell edges.

ceivers, to further improve cell edge UE

sion (NAICS) and Single User-MIMO

In order to reduce this interference, the

throughput. Specifically, application of

(SU-MIMO) receivers were studied to

MMSE Interference Rejection Combin-

Successive Interference Cancellation

reduce the interference from neighboring

ing

receiver was studied [7],

(SIC)*21 [10] and Maximum Likelihood

cells and between transmission streams

and UE performance requirements based

Detection (MLD)*22 [11] were investi-

in the receiver as described above.

on this MMSE-IRC receiver were spec-

gated, which are reception technologies

ified [8] in the Rel. 11 specifications.

that generally promise much better in-

The MMSE-IRC receiver uses multiple

terference cancelling effect than MMSE-

receiving antennas to suppress interfer-

IRC receivers. However, in order to

gain*19

apply these reception technologies, the

3.1 NAICS Receiver Reducing
Neighboring-cell Interference
1) Conventional MMSE/MMSE-IRC

(IRC)*18

ence signals by creating antenna

Receivers

and

points in their arrival direc-

interference signal must be demodulated

In the Rel. 8 specifications, UE per-

tion. By using this receiver, UE through-

to the transmission symbol level on the

formance requirements were specified

put could be improved especially near

UE side. For example, SIC is able to

*17 MMSE: A method for demodulating a signal that
minimizes mean square error.
*18 IRC: A method for rejecting an interference signal by creating an antenna-gain drop point with
respect to the arrival direction of that signal.
*19 Antenna gain: The power emitted by an antenna relative to an ideal antenna.
*20 Null: A direction in the beam pattern for which
the antenna gain is very small.
*21 SIC: A MIMO signal separation method in which

multiple signals combined in a received signal
are successively detected and cancelled out of
the signal one at a time. It usually yields better
performance than Zero Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE).
*22 MLD: A method for separating MIMO multiplexed signals by comparing all sequences of
received signals with those that could possibly
be received and finding the combination nearest
the received pattern.

null*20
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cancel the interference signal effectively

in Figure 6. Here, we simulated a case

processing to further reduce the afore-

by subtracting a replica of the interfer-

with a macro cell and two neighboring

mentioned interference between trans-

ence, which is generated from the re-

cells with sufficiently large Interference-

mission streams was studied, to yield

ceived signal by demodulating the inter-

to-Noise power Ratio (INR). For the de-

improvements in throughput for the UEs

ference in symbol level and using an

sired signal, MIMO transmission diver-

near the base station. Specifically, UE

sity*26

was applied assuming the UE

performance requirements were speci-

near the cell edge and the MCS scheme

fied, assuming that the inter-stream in-

con-

was QPSK (coding ratio of 1/3). MIMO

terference when assuming MIMO spatial

taining control information from neigh-

spatial multiplexing and 64QAM was

multiplexing would be cancelled using

boring cells, which is needed to demod-

assumed for the interference signal. The

MLD [8]. It is noted that, similar to the

ulate the interference signals. Therefore,

results showed that, compared to the ex-

MMSE-IRC receiver, if the network is

it is difficult to perform the interference

isting MMSE-IRC receiver, the NAICS

based on Rel. 8, the SU-MIMO receiver

subtraction process as described above.

receiver can achieve approximately 1.0

can be used without any particular con-

Accordingly, the NAICS technology sup-

dB improvement in the reception SINR

figuration on base stations. Moreover,

ports a new function which provides

required to achieve 70% of the maxi-

different from the NAICS receiver, the

signaling from the connected base station

mum throughput (approx. 10% on the

SU-MIMO receiver does not require any

to the UE with control information for

throughput characteristic).

new signaling to be specified, so the in-

estimated channel

matrix*23.

However,

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

base stations under Rel. 8 to 11 specifications do not provide

signaling*24

terference cancellation capability can be

neighboring cells, so they can demodulate

signaling overhead, only some of the

3.2 SU-MIMO Receiver Reducing
Interference Between
Transmission Streams

control information from neighboring

1) Features of Conventional MMSE/

the interfering signals to the transmit
symbol

level*25 [12].

In order to reduce

obtained on Rel. 8 LTE based networks.
2) Throughput Improvements due to
SU-MIMO Receivers
Throughput improvements due to

cells needs to be sent (physical cell ID,

SU-MIMO Receiver

the SU-MIMO receiver are shown in

CRS data, etc.), and any other remaining

In the Rel. 8 specifications, UE per-

Figure 7. Here, MIMO spatial multi-

information is blindly estimated by the

formance requirements for MIMO spatial

plexing was applied assuming the UE

UE itself. Thus, the control information

multiplexing were specified assuming

was near the connected base station, and

obtained through both signaling and

the MMSE receiver. As mentioned in

16QAM (coding rate 1/2) was assumed

blind estimation can be used to when

section 3.1, the MMSE receiver is unable

for the MCS scheme for the desired sig-

applying SIC or MLD to the interfer-

to suppress interference from neighbor-

nal. All interference from neighboring

ence signal. As a result, interference

ing cells. However, when MIMO spatial

cells was also assumed to be equivalent

signals from neighboring cells can be

multiplexing is applied, the MMSE re-

to white Gaussian noise in this evalua-

greatly reduced.

ceiver is able to suppress interference

tion. It is shown that, the SU-MIMO

3) Throughput Improvement due to

between transmission streams by using

receiver can improve SINR by approxi-

multiple receiver antennas.

mately 1.7 dB (approximately a 30%

NAICS Receiver
Results of throughput improvement by

For the SU-MIMO receiver in the

improvement in throughput characteris-

using the NAICS technique are shown

Rel. 12 specification, advanced reception

tic) compared to the existing MMSE

*23 Channel matrix: A matrix composed of the
changes in amplitude and phase on the channels
between each transmit and receive antenna pair.
*24 Signaling: The sharing of information necessary for communication between base station and
mobile terminals before such communication can
begin (e.g. frequency band, coding and modulation formats, etc.).
*25 Transmit symbol level: A digitally modulated
signal (symbol). Here, this refers to decoding a

received signal to a digitally modulated signal.
*26 Transmission diversity: Technology which
utilizes the differences in channel fluctuation between transmission antenna channels to obtain
diversity gain.
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technologies to increase user throughput

User throughput (Mbps)

4

and system capacity.

1 dB improvement in SINR
(approx. 10% throughput)
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Public safety radio systems are communications methods
radio systems are being considered to reduce network deployment and operational costs, and to convert these radio systems
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to support broadband. For this reason, Direct communication
functions that bypass eNB were introduced in 3GPP Release
12 LTE for public safety radio systems so that communications can be provided even if an eNB is down due to a situation such as a large-scale disaster. Also, Device discovery
functions that enable commercial D2D for functions such as
distributing information to terminals in proximity were also
introduced. This article describes the D2D Direct communication and Device discovery functions in Release 12 LTE.

an eNodeB (eNB)*1 isn’t operational

pass core networks*2 [1]-[3]. Also, be-

due to a situation such as a large-scale

cause commercial D2D usage is also

Public safety radio systems are com-

disaster, or in areas outside of eNB cov-

under consideration to provide “Device

munication methods used in emergency

erage such as mountainous regions. There-

to Device Proximity Services (ProSe)”

situations. Currently, LTE-based public

fore, since the United States government

to terminals in proximity, specifications

safety radio systems are being considered

and other administrations have demand-

were designed for technologies for De-

to reduce network deployment and oper-

ed that “Device to Device (D2D)” direct

vice discovery between terminals in

ational costs, and to provide broadband

communications be supported in LTE,

proximity. Thus, as shown in Figure 1,

communications with these systems.

the 3rd Generation Partnership Project

D2D communications in LTE consist of

Public safety radio systems should ideally

(3GPP) has designed specifications for

two functions: Direct communication and

be able to provide communications when

D2D communications functions that by-

Device discovery.

1. Introduction

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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used during emergencies. Currently, LTE-based public safety

*1
*2

eNB: A base station for the LTE radio access
system.
Core network: A network consisting of switching equipment and subscriber information management equipment etc. A mobile terminal communicates with the core network via a radio
access network.
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D2D communications in LTE are as-

introduced in 3GPP LTE Release 12 for

since it offers the following advantages:

sumed to include two scenarios, the first

D2D communications that bypass the

• Lower network and terminal costs

being autonomous D2D communications

core network.

outside eNB coverage areas, and the
second being D2D communications with
eNB assistance in eNB coverage areas.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

In the latter scenario, eNB assistance

with the LTE economy of scale
• Lower costs through sharing of com-

2. Background of D2D
Communications

mercial LTE network facilities
• Interoperability ensured by standard-

2.1 Public Safety LTE

ized specifications
• Broadband communications

enables more efficient communications

Currently, there are various commu-

[4]. However, even if eNB assistance is

nication methods for public safety com-

available, in D2D communications data

munication systems in use around the

In 2012, in response to the September

is transmitted and received directly be-

world, such as Project25 (e.g. North

11 terrorist attacks, the United States made

tween terminals without going through

America, Australia) and TETRA (e.g.

a decision to build a nation-wide LTE-

the core network. Furthermore, for effec-

Europe). Many countries have systems

based public safety network (FirstNet)

tive frequency use and to minimize addi-

deployed independently by their organ-

to enable communications between re-

tional implementation required for ex-

izations (e.g. fire and police services),

sponders and first responders during

isting terminals, D2D communications

which means there are challenges for

emergencies such as terror incidents or

in LTE will use a subset of uplink radio

network deployment, reducing network

natural disasters, and then in 2013 the

resources*3.

Therefore, co-existing while

operating costs and improving interop-

US Department of Commerce presented

protecting the uplink is one of the major

erability between government agencies

use cases and requirements etc. to 3GPP

challenges for D2D communications in

and their emergency services. Thus,

[5] [6]. These requirements include sup-

LTE with frequency sharing between

many countries (e.g. The U.S., U.K.

port for Direct communications outside

D2D and the cellular uplink.

and Korea) are considering switching

network coverage areas, group call and

existing public safety network to LTE

Push To Talk (PTT)*4, which are being

This article describes the functions

Direct communication

Device discovery
…

…

!

Data and voice communications
among terminals in proximity to
each other
Figure 1

*3

Radio resource: Unit of time or frequency
range allocated to each user for communication
purposes.
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Discovery of terminals and service
detection in proximity

Direct communication and Device discovery

*4

PTT: A half-duplex voice communications method in which only one party can transmit at one
time. A communications method that enables
group communications and that is generally used
with transceivers.
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standardized by 3GPP. As described

tion in recent years include various De-

vertising distribution to terminals in the

above, it is expected that in many cases

vice discovery and communications func-

area, local guidance for tourists and re-

D2D communications, especially Direct

tions such as the Bluetooth Low Ener-

communication will be used in addition

gy*7

(BLE)-enabled

iBeacon®*8

TM 9
* —functions

mote pet monitoring.

and

These LTE-based Direct Discovery

to cellular communications in public safe-

Wi-Fi Aware

that support

services can provide stable communica-

ty LTE systems.

beacon (ID data transmitted over the

tions in a wide range of communications

Frequency spectra for the public safety

air) transmission for discovering devices

areas as well as telecommunication carrier-

LTE systems are being discussed by the

in the vicinity. Generally, this type of

grade security (e.g. countermeasures for

International Telecommunication Union-

Device discovery entails user ID and

spoofing attacks).

Radiocommunication sector (ITU-R)

*5

the ID associated with user interest infor-

as broadband public safety and Public Pro-

mation embedded in the beacon to enable

tection and Disaster Relief (PPDR). The

various services. For example, this tech-

700 MHz frequency band with Frequen-

nology could be applied to the sharing

cy Division Duplex

(FDD)*6

economy*10

is planned

3. Network Architecture
3.1 Overview
Figure 2 shows an example of LTE

gaining attention in recent

D2D architecture [7]. A terminal in the

years to achieve services to share and

coverage area (User Equipment (UE))

exchange services, products or monetary

interacts with ProSe Function [8], which

funds based on the location of the user

is a logical function in Evolved Packet

D2D communications for commercial

or their interests. These systems could

Core (EPC)*11 for D2D. ProSe Function

purposes that have been attracting atten-

also enable services such as local ad-

authenticates the terminal using Home

for use in both the U.S. and Korea.

2.2 Commercial D2D

PC1
EPC

Red lines indicate
connections for D2D.

ProSe
application

MME

S1
LTE-Uu

ProSe
application

LTE-Uu

S/PGW

S6a

E-UTRAN

PC5

PC3

HSS
PC4a

SLP

PC4b

ProSe
Function

PC3

PC2
ProSe Application Server

Logical network functions required for ProSe

PC1
Figure 2

*5

*6
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®

ITU-R: A department of ITU, an organization
that specializes in the field of telecommunications. It manages and coordinates international
matters related to radio communication, such as
radio regulations and spectrum use in various
countries.
FDD: A method for implementing simultaneous
transmission and reception with radio communications etc, in which transmission and reception are done using different frequencies.

*7

*8

LTE D2D Architecture

BLE: An extension function of Bluetooth®, and
a standard defined for low powered devices as
part of the Bluetooth 4.0 standard. Bluetooth is
a short-range wireless communication specification for radio connection of mobile terminals,
and is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIB
Inc. in the United States.
iBeacon®: A short-range BLE wireless communication technology developed by Apple. The
transmitter (the beacon terminal) broadcasts a

*9

unique ID, and the beacon ID is utilized for short
data distribution and positioning by estimating
distance between terminals based on signal
strength. A registered trademark of Apple. Inc.
Wi-Fi AwareTM: A standard for detecting terminals in the vicinity using Wi-Fi. The Wi-Fi
Alliance industry association set down this specification and published a draft specification in
March 2015.
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Subscriber Server (HSS)*12, while SLP

configurations transferred from the ProSe

terest information (ProSe Application ID)

(Secure User Plane Location (SUPL)

Function, D2D radio parameters are in-

and metadata such as telephone numbers

Location Platform)* is used to distrib-

dicated from eNB. Furthermore, EPC

and URLs in ProSe Function (fig. 3 A

ute suitable communications settings ac-

ProSe user IDs and ProSe Function IDs

(1)), a 184 bit ID (ProSe Application

cording to the terminal location.

are stored in the ProSe Application Server

Code) embedded in the actual transmitted

The ProSe Function enables config-

which also associates the user ID in the

beacon (called the LTE Discovery Mes-

urations necessary for communications

application layer with the EPC ProSe

sage) is assigned (fig. 3 A (2)). Then, a

outside coverage areas. Settings for com-

user ID [10].

reception filter for interest information

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

13

munications outside coverage areas are

Terminals are enabled for Direct com-

registered at the receiver side (fig. 3 B

associated with the region, which pro-

munication and Device discovery after

(1)) is assigned (fig. 3 B (2)). The ProSe

hibits transmission (and reception) in

setting these out-of-coverage parameters

Application Code assigned to the send-

areas where regulation does not permit

or configuration from eNB in cover-

ing user is notified to the other terminal

it. Also, by managing security keys with

age areas. However, Device discovery

(fig. 3 A (3), B (3)), and the results of

the network, high levels of security re-

outside coverage areas is not supported

matching to the reception filter of the

quired for services such as group calling

in Release 12 although discussions of it

receiving user’s ProSe Application Code

can be ensured [9]. Apart from this con-

are ongoing for Release 13.

is reported to ProSe Function (fig. 3 B
(4)), which enables the metadata regis-

figuration via the network, there are also
methods to pre-configure settings in terminals or Subscriber Identity Module
(SIM)*14

3.2 Network Processing Example
for Device Discovery

tered by the sending terminal to be ac-

As shown in Figure 3, when the

(5)). Additionally, ProSe Application

sending user registers the user ID or in-

Code assigns namespace (an area availa-

cards.

In coverage areas, in addition to the

quired via the ProSe Function (fig. 3 B

ProSe Function

Restaurant.Italian…

Restaurant…

Sending
user

Receiving
user

A (3) Discovery
Message sending

Discovery Message
(includes ProSe Application Code)

Figure 3

*10 Sharing economy: An economy created by
sharing or exchanging goods and services or by
money lending. In a narrow sense, the sharing
economy usually entails individuals offering
their unused products or assets, or their services
to others.
*11 EPC: A core network that can accommodate
diverse radio access systems including LTE.
*12 HSS: A subscriber information database in a
3GPP mobile communication network that man-
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B (3) Discovery
Message reception

Network role in Device Discovery

ages authentication information and network
visiting information.
*13 SLP: A location information server in SUPL,
which is a method of measuring location that
entails sending and receiving location information
between terminals and a server.
*14 SIM: An IC card which stores mobile phone
subscriber information.
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ble for a bit string) to each operator (a

a subset of the uplink radio resources of

Primary/Secondary Sidelink Syn-

which prevents ID conflicts on shared

cellular communications are used for

chronization Signals (PSSS/SSSS)*22

networks or with inter-operator Device

D2D communications, while physical

transmitted by UE inside and outside

discovery.

channels*19

are structured as shown in

coverage areas are prescribed as sig-

Figure 4. The following describes the

nals for synchronization between D2D

various signals, channels and their uses.

terminals outside eNB coverage ar-

3.3 EPC Level Discovery

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

(2) Outside eNB coverage areas

Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)*

15),

eas. Similar to PSS/SSS, PSSS/SSSS

Apart from Device discovery that

uses Zadoff-Chu sequences*23 and M

there are also provisions for EPC Level

4.1 Synchronization and Radio
Parameter Settings

Discovery that notifies terminals about

1) Synchronization Method

sent at 40 ms intervals using the cen-

directly sends radio signals from UE,

other terminals detected in the vicinity

(1) In eNB coverage areas

sequences*24 respectively which are
ter of the system bandwidth. As shown

based on user interest information and

In eNB coverage areas, D2D trans-

in Figure 5, when UE in a coverage

UE location information registered by

mission and reception are performed

area sends PSSS/SSSS based on the

terminals in ProSe Function. A practical

in synchronization with Primary/

eNB sync timing, UE outside the cov-

example of this function would be setting

Secondary Synchronization Signal

erage area can also perform Direct

(PSS/SSS)*20,

which is the synchro-

communication with eNB sync tim-

nization signal* transmitted by eNB.

ing. In Direct communication, D2D

Apart from some exceptions, D2D

frame number, system bandwidth,

transmission timing is PSS/SSS re-

and Time Division Duplex (TDD)*25

ception timing, and Timing Advance

UL/DL subframe*26 configuration

(TA) used with transmission on cellu-

etc. are transferred through Physical

lar uplink is not applied.

Sidelink Broadcast Control CHannel

up and initiating Wi-Fi

Direct*16

com-

munication with EPC assistance.

21

4. Layers 1 and 2 Basic
Structures
The following describes basic struc17)

ture of the physical layer (layer 1*

and

(PSBCH)*27 as well as PSSS/SSSS.

the Media Access Control (MAC) layer

Figure 4

*15 PLMN: Operators are identified in various countries by country codes or IDs assigned to them.
*16 Wi-Fi Direct: Specifications for D2D communications using Wi-Fi. The Wi-Fi Alliance industry association defines these specifications and
certifies compatible equipment.
*17 Layer 1: The first layer (physical layer) in the
OSI reference model.
*18 Layer 2: The second layer (data link layer) in
the OSI reference model.
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(layer 2*18). As described in Chapter 1,

D2D channel structure example

*19 Physical channel: Channels separated by
physical resources such as frequency and time
in radio interfaces.
*20 PSS/SSS: A synchronization signal sent by a
base station in LTE.
*21 Synchronization signal: A physical signal
that enables detection of the synchronization
source identifier (cell ID etc.), and frequency
and reception timing required by the mobile terminal to start communications.

*22 PSSS/SSSS: A synchronization signal sent by
a terminal in LTE. This is a new specification for
D2D communications in Release 12.
*23 Zadoff-Chu sequence: A type of orthogonal
spreading sequence (number sequence) that uses
cyclic shifting and that has superior autocorrelation and cross-correlation characteristics as well
as constant amplitude and low PAPR in the areas
of time and frequency.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

Even with Device discovery only

Sidelink Discovery CHannel (PSDCH)*31

cycle, sending single control data in

supported in coverage areas, PSSS/

and so forth. As described in Chapter 3,

PSCCH enables multiple MAC PDU

SSSS can be used for synchronization

UE outside coverage areas uses pre-

transmissions, which reduces the over-

between UE in different cells.

configured parameters for D2D.

head due to control signaling especially
with voice communications.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

In addition to

relays*28

of the above

4.2 Direct Communication

The address IDs attached to the layer

synchronization timing, there are also

PSCCH and PSSCH defined with

2 header are defined for Unicast/Group-

plans to study network coverage exten-

the ProSe Communication cycle (e.g. 40

cast/Broadcast respectively. Differing from

sion to transfer UE data outside coverage

ms cycle) are used in Direct communi-

conventional cellular communications,

areas enabled by UE relaying in layer

cation. Similar to uplinks, to achieve low

this achieves reception filtering in layer

(PAPR)*32

2. Also, Direct communication does not

in both channels, a signal structure based

support a feedback channel defined in the

on Physical Uplink Shared CHannel

physical layer while many functions such

(PUSCH)*33

is used. PSCCH is a con-

as ACKnowledgement (ACK)/ Negative

in coverage areas. For example, these

trol channel that notifies scheduling for

ACK (NACK) *35 transmission are kept

notices include PSSS/SSSS configura-

data sent with PSSCH and part of the lay-

in the upper layers.

tions, candidate time and frequency re-

er 2 destination IDs. PSSCH is a shared

sources (a resource pool) used for send-

data channel for Direct communication.

ing and receiving Physical Sidelink Con-

By sending multiple Media Access Con-

Device discovery uses PSDCH de-

trol CHannel (PSCCH), Physical Sidelink

trol Protocol Data Units (MAC

PDU)*34

fined with the ProSe discovery cycle (e.g.

Shared CHannel (PSSCH) and Physical

in series in the ProSe Communication

320 ms cycle), while UE sends Discov-

3*29

in coverage areas in Release 13.

2) Radio Parameters
D2D radio parameters are notified
in broadcast

information*30

from eNB

Peak to Average Power Ratio

4.3 Device Discovery

If the sync signal from the base
station cannot be received, the
sync signal from the terminal is
referenced.

In coverage area
(Direct communication/
Device discovery)

Figure 5

Outside coverage area
(Direct communication only)

Sync timing relay with communications between terminals in and out of coverage areas

*24 M sequence: The maximum length shift register sequence. A type of pseudo-random number
with sharp autocorrelation properties that consists of only two values, 0 (-1) and 1.
*25 TDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive system. It
achieves bidirectional communication by allocating different time slots to uplink and downlink
transmissions that use the same frequency band.
*26 Subframe: A unit of radio resources in the time
domain consisting of multiple OFDM symbols

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

(typically 14 OFDM symbols).
*27 PSBCH: A broadcast channel transmitted by
terminals in LTE D2D communications. This is
a new specification for D2D communications
in Release 12.
*28 Relay: Technology for repeating communications to transfer them.
*29 Layer 3: The third layer (the network layer) in
the OSI reference model.
*30 Broadcast information: Information simulta-

neously broadcast to each cell that includes a location registration area number which is required
to determine whether location registration is
needed for a mobile terminal, surrounding cell
data, info on radio wave quality of service etc.
in those cells, and call restriction information.
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ery Messages periodically. The signal

head and terminal power consumption

structure is based on PUSCH in the same

reduction.

way as PSCCH/PSSCH. Differing from

sion and receiving use half duplex*37
with shared bands, there is the additional

vice discovery, but the receiving UE

The major issues in the physical layer

receive D2D messages simultaneously

directly detects the Discovery Message

with D2D are caused by radio resources

as shown in fig. 6 (b). Also, if D2D com-

in the PSDCH resource pool and per-

sharing with the cellular uplink as dis-

munications use multiple carrier frequen-

forms reception filtering in the applica-

cussed earlier. The most serious issue is

cies, carrier frequency switching is re-

tion layer based on the user interest infor-

to reduce interference impact on cellular

quired which complicates terminal con-

mation it contains. In general, since the

communications (mainly uplink inter-

trol. Release 12 offers the following so-

content of Discovery Messages are not

ference). There is a risk of unexpected

lutions to these issues.

changed frequently, the ProSe discovery

interference because eNB cannot directly

1) Resource Assignment

cycle is set comparatively long, ranging

control D2D communication outside

There are two resource assignment

from 320 ms to 10.24 s. Discovery Mes-

coverage areas, and even with UE in

methods used with D2D—either eNB

sage transmission and reception is per-

coverage areas and orthogonal multi-

assigns transmission resources or the UE

formed for all UE in sync within the cell

plexing of radio resources for cellular

autonomously selects transmission re-

for PSS/SSS sent by eNB in the coverage

communications and D2D communica-

sources. With the former, orthogonal re-

area, which enables a low duty ratio

tions, there is a danger of high-level in-

sources can be assigned to terminals in

(Discovery Message transmission time

terference in adjacent frequency resources

coverage areas, and efficient resource

mation like PSCCH is not sent with De-
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As well as that, since D2D transmis-

5. Issues and Solutions
with D2D

Direct communication, control infor-

ratio) that achieves effects such as over-

due to in-band

emissions*36,

as shown

limitation that UE cannot transmit and

sharing between cellular and D2D is

Cellular UL
(Transmit power control)
D2D
(Fixed transmission power)
eNB reception
level

D2D
Tx/Rx

Interference

f

D2D

or

UL

f
(a) Impact of in-band emission

Figure 6

*31 PSDCH: A physical channel for sending Discovery Messages in LTE D2D communications so
that terminals can discover other terminals in the
vicinity. This is a new specification for D2D
communications in Release 12.
*32 PAPR: The ratio of the maximum power to the
average power. If this value is large, the amplifier power back-off has to be large to avoid
signal distortion, which is particularly problematic for mobile terminals.
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in Figure 6 (a).

Tx

Rx

(b) Half duplex constraint

Physical layer issues in D2D

*33 PUSCH: A physical shard channel for transmitting uplink data in LTE. Low-PAPR Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Access (SCFDMA) is used as the radio access method.
*34 MAC PDU: A protocol data unit on the MAC
layer. PDU expresses protocol data including
the header and payload.
*35 ACK/NACK: Request signals for retransmission.
*36 In-band emissions: Unwanted radiation in a

band that can interfere with resources on adjacent frequencies.
*37 Half duplex: A method of alternating signal
sending and receiving using the same carrier
frequency and frequency band.
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possible. In Direct communication, eNB

3) Transmission Power Control

resource assignment is signaled dynam-

and Frequency Hopping

ically using downlink L1/L2 control sig-

PSCCH, PSSCH and PSDCH trans-

control in D2D is to balance between the

nals (Physical Downlink Control CHan-

mission support repetition transmission

interference level on the cellular uplink

while eNB

of the same signal and time/frequency

and D2D coverage without controlling

resource assignment in Device discov-

hopping with transmission. Having each

transmission power depending on D2D

ery is done by Radio Resource Control

piece of UE using a different time hop-

link quality. For this reason, as shown

nel
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2) Repetition Transmission and Time

(PDCCH)*38/EPDCCH),

ping

pattern*41

The aim of the transmission power

with repetition transmis-

in Figure 7, D2D transmission power

UE autonomous selection of trans-

sion reduces the impacts of conflicts and

is decided based on propagation loss

mission resources is available both inside

half-duplex constraint. Also, because it

from eNB using open loop transmit pow-

and outside of coverage areas, while the

is possible to obtain combining gain or

er control*43 similar to uplinks in both

transmitting UE can send using any re-

time and frequency diversity gain*42 with

Direct communication and Device dis-

sources available in the resource pool

repetition transmission and time/frequen-

covery in D2D. Because this type of

discussed above. For this reason, trans-

cy hopping, these systems can provide

power control is not feasible outside

mission resource conflicts can occur in

sufficient coverage for public safety

coverage areas, the fixed-level pre-con-

D2D.

usage.

figured transmission power in UE is used.

(RRC)*39

signaling*40.

With open loop transmit power control, the
closer UE gets to eNB, the narrower the
D2D communications area available to the
UE becomes.

Low
interference

Device discovery
Path loss-based open
loop transmit power
control

Fixed transmit power
(preset value)

Outside coverage area

High
interference

Switching with TPC
command from eNB

Max. transmit power
In coverage area

Direct
communication

TPC commands from eNB to switch
to transmission to maximum power
in situations such as emergencies in
Direct communication

Figure 7

*38 PDCCH: A physical channel for transmitting
downlink control information in LTE, using a
maximum of three symbols at the front of each
subframe.
*39 RRC: A Layer 3 protocol for controlling radio
resources.
*40 Signaling: Control signals necessary for a terminal to communicate with radio control and
exchange equipment.
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Transmit power control in D2D

*41 Hopping pattern: A pattern of determining
time and frequency resources for sending signals
using discontinuous radio resources.
*42 Time/frequency diversity gain: Communications quality improvement attained by using
radio quality variation with time and frequency.

*43 Open loop transmit power control: Transmit power control that does not involve feedback.
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With open loop transmit power con-

broadcast by other operators, and (2)

trol, the closer UE gets to eNB, the nar-

receives Discovery Messages on other

rower the area in which D2D commu-

operators’ frequencies. So that UE’s own

nications from the UE are possible be-

cellular communications are not hindered,

comes, thus, a Transmit Power Control

a delay to detecting UE of other opera-

(TPC) command is sent from eNB to

tors is predicted due to the limited op-

switch to transmission with maximum

portunities for this reception frequency

power to provide maximum coverage

switching. For these reasons, improve-

for Direct communication during emer-

ments to Device discovery between op-

gency incidents. Moreover, with the 700

erators and carrier frequencies are to be

MHz band planned for use with Ameri-

considered for Release 13.

can public safety LTE, UE capable of
transmitting at a max. 31 dBm*44 has

6. Conclusion
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Fast market penetration of smartphones has caused not only
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rapid growth of mobile data traffic, but also changes to communications types (e.g., human to human, human to server/
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machine and machine to machine). These have brought de-
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mands for access control technologies to ensure robust and
reliable communications in situations where networks are
highly congested such as disasters. The importance of access
controls to secure communications during disasters has increased, especially since the Great East Japan Earthquake.
Thus, mechanisms to control mobile data traffic for different
scenarios and needs have been specified and standardized
in 3GPP in recent years. This article describes and explains
the motivation for developing and the behaviors of these
standardized access control mechanisms.

ly exchange signals with servers. In

munications systems need mechanisms

high-speed, high capacity mobile com-

to prevent such unanticipated high traffic

The advances of the smartphone and

munications systems, traffic congestion

before it occurs. Moreover, to ensure

its rapid market penetration in recent years

controls are crucial for maintaining ser-

successful communications for emergen-

have brought about massive amounts of

vice stability in different situations. Fur-

cy calls (e.g. emergency numbers 110,

mobile data traffic on mobile communi-

thermore, during major disasters such as

118, 119 in Japan) and/or disaster mes-

cations networks as well as dramatic

the Great East Japan Earthquake, mobile

sage boards, traffic congestion control

changes to the types of communications

data traffic can increase to unanticipated

mechanisms must reduce non-critical/

traffic, ranging from traditional peer to

levels and cause the network to mal-

non-high priority calls to make sure that

peer communications to communica-

function, which is a major cause for con-

network resources for critical/high-pri-

tions in which applications autonomous-

cern (Figure 1). Therefore, mobile com-

ority and emergency calls are available
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Earthquake occurs
Mar. 11, 14:46

Communications
control

Calculated from the communications restriction rate,
traffic* during peak calling is estimated to be more
than 50 to 60 times normal.

No. of calls

No. of calls from Tohoku (Mar. 11-12)
No. of calls to Tohoku (Mar. 11-12)
No. of calls from Tohoku (Mar. 4-5)

7.9x

No. of calls to Tohoku (Mar. 4-5)

9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
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12.6x
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Communications control

Mar. 11 (Fri), 2011

Mar. 12 (Sat)

＊Because 80% of communications were restricted between 15:00 and 16:00,
the traffic increase can be estimated to be approx. 60x (12.6 ÷ (1 - 0.8) = 60).

Figure 1

Example of mobile phone congestion and communication restrictions in the Tohoku region

to as many users as possible. In addition,

identifier data stored in terminals. Re-

TION REQUEST) from mobile termi-

under the law in Japan, mobile terminals

sponding to the development of termi-

nals to base stations. Radio access bar-

must be equipped with access control

nals and communications services of re-

ring control can be categorized as the

functions (Telecommunications Business

cent years and the dramatic changes to

following two methods:

Law, Terminal Equipment Regulations,

the types of traffic, these controls offer

• Access Class control method

Article 28 stipulates that, in order to

more detailed traffic control. This article

(control in mobile terminals)

secure critical communications, in case

describes an overview of the trends and

Before a mobile terminal sends

of receiving call restriction request sig-

mechanisms of access class control in

the connection request to the base

nal transmitted from a mobile commu-

LTE/LTE-Advanced systems.

station, the mobile terminal identi-

nications facility, a mobile telephone
terminals must be equipped with functions to refrain from sending a call).
3GPP has been standardizing a series

2. Overview of Access
Class Control in Traffic
Congestion Control

fies the type of call and determines
whether a connection request for the
call should be barred.
• RRC CONNECTION REJECT

of traffic congestion mechanisms to con-

2.1 Radio Access Barring Control

trol mobile communication access to the

Radio access barring control refers to

The base station identifies the

network. One access control mechanism

a traffic congestion control technology

type of signals that triggers the con-

standardized as part of 3G (UMTS) spec-

whose main purpose is to secure and en-

nection request sent from mobile ter-

ification and widely used in LTE is called

sure the success of critical communica-

minals, and decides whether this re-

“Access Class (AC)” control, which is

tions such as emergency calls, by restrict-

quest should be rejected (by sending

a control technology that uses priority

ing connection request (RRC CONNEC-

RRC CONNECTION REJECT) or

method (control in the base station)
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NECTION REJECT method performed

(2) Service Specific Access Control

by base stations, since Access Class con-

(SSAC) and ACB for Circuit Switch

Mobile network operators may use

trol is performed by identifying the types

FallBack (CSFB)

one or both of the above two radio access

of calls or services to be restricted in the

SSAC was standardized to handle

barring controls depending on network

mobile terminals, the control of radio

communications during large scale

congestion and traffic conditions. This

access restriction for different type of

disasters, because people tend to use

article focuses on the former method, i.e.,

call (e.g. voice, applications) can be done

voice services to confirm the safety

the Access Class control. Access Class

much more precisely and with better

of family and friends since voice ser-

control enables controlling traffic from

flexibility. Thus, in 3GPP standards, Ac-

vices are known to have higher re-

all terminals simultaneously in a given

cess Class controls have been gradually

liability than other packet services.

area by setting barring information for

enhanced in different 3GPP Releases to

This tendency results in sudden in-

each AC in the system broadcast infor-

meet the needs of network operators and

creases in voice traffic. Thus, to sat-

mation

sent continuously by base sta-

the market. These enhancements are de-

isfy the above service requirements,

tions. Also, this method does not cause

scribed in Figure 2 and explained as

voice services in these circumstances

network processing load because con-

follows.

need to be restricted. For this pur-

nection request are restricted/barred, i.e.,

(1) Access Class Barring (ACB)

pose, SSAC access class control for

*1

are not being sent to the base station, by

Firstly, because all services in

Voice over LTE (VoLTE) services

each terminal. Therefore, this control is

LTE/LTE-Advanced network archi-

and ACB for CSFB access class con-

suitable for application in overload sce-

tecture including voice utilize the

trol for CSFB voice services were

narios such as spikes in signal processing

Packet Switch (PS)

that occur in base stations, since this

was defined in 3GPP Release 8 as a

control can be implemented quickly over

basic access class control mecha-

(3) Smart Congestion Mitigation (SCM)

a wide area.

nism for all packet transmissions

In addition to the data communi-

Also, compared to the RRC CON-

Connection
request
trigger

Packet

defined in Releases 9 and 10 respec-

ACB

tively (see Section 4.1).

cations done intentionally by users,

Voice
(VoLTE)

Voice
(CSFB)

Location
Emergency registration
call

MTC UE

Certain
applications

ACB
(Rel-8)
SSAC
(Rel-9)
ACB for
CSFB
(Rel-10)
EAB
(Rel-11)
SCM
(Rel-12)
ACDC
(TBD, Rel13 or later)

Figure 2

*1

domain*2,

(see Chapter 3).
Type of call

UE based access control mechanisms and
specification release

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

accepted.

Broadcast information: Information necessary for a mobile terminal to connect to a cell,
which includes call restriction and barring information. This information is unique to each cell.
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*2

PS domain: A network domain that provides
services based on packet switching.
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terminals and typical smartphone

priority users such as the users in public

applications that regularly send con-

terminals on the same network, the

institutions or authorities such as police,

nection request to the network for

network needs to ensure that access

fire departments and users/terminals be-

exchanging data with application

from M2M terminals does not im-

longing to network operators for mainte-

servers. For these reasons, in public

pede access from typical smartphone

nance purposes [1].

festivity scenarios such as fireworks

terminals. To achieve this, EAB ac-

In access class control, the base sta-

displays or concerts where many us-

cess control that enables differentia-

tion sends broadcast information contain-

ers come together in the same place,

tion between the two types of termi-

ing control data (e.g. barring rate) set for

smartphone data communications can

nal was defined in Release 11 (see

each AC so that all terminals in its cov-

Section 5.3).

erage area can receive the information

trigger network

congestion*3.

The

ACB controls mentioned above pre-

(5) Access Control for general Data
Connectivity (ACDC)

vent network congestion caused by

simultaneously and promptly perform the
access control (Figure 3). Thus, this

smartphones by restricting all packet

There are also discussions about

mechanism is effective in reducing the

data transmissions including voice

requirements for emergency situations

amount of traffic accessing the network

calls, which lowers the success rate of

such as natural disasters, where pack-

shortly after the broadcast (Figure 4).

voice services. Therefore, there have

et data for “disaster message boards”

Appropriate adjustment of these control

been demands to enable prioritizing

(message board services where peo-

data settings enables optimized access

voice data above packet data (non-

ple can post whether they are safe so

restriction for different levels of network

voice data). To satisfy these demands,

that relatives and friends can confirm

congestion. For example, when the net-

SCM, an access control for prioritiz-

that information via the Internet)

work congestion level is high, the broad-

ing voice services (VoLTE) while

should be given priority compared

cast information can be updated to in-

restricting other packet data services,

to other smartphone applications. To

crease the barring rate (meaning reduce

was defined in Release 12 (see Sec-

satisfy these requirements, new ac-

the successful call establishment rate).

tion 4.2). Combinations of SCM and

cess class controls are being consid-

When a terminal attempts to perform a

other access class controls such as

ered for Release 13 called “Access

connection request, it reads the control

ACB and SSAC enable independent

Control for general Data Connectiv-

data set in the broadcast information.

control of packet and voice data.

ity (ACDC)” (see Section 5.1).

Then, if the terminal’s AC is subject to
barring, based on the set parameter in

(4) Extended Access Barring (EAB)

*3
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most smartphones run background

There has also been ongoing study

2.2 Access Class Control Features

the control data, the terminal will refrain

and implementation of Machine-to-

AC is an identifier assigned by oper-

from sending the connection request for

Machine (M2M) communications

ator to each user to indicate its access

technologies and services in recent

priority and is stored in the Subscriber

a certain period of time.
In general, the purpose of applying

years. There are a range of business-

Identity Module

As standard-

access class control to AC 0 to 9 is to

es that could utilize M2M terminals

ized in 3GPP, AC 0 to 9 is assigned to

protect network equipment and to opti-

such as automatic vending machines

general users, AC 10 is assigned for

mize communications traffic, while ap-

and smart meters, hence a huge num-

emergency calls (e.g., emergency num-

plying access class control to AC 10 and

ber of access from these terminals is

bers 110, 118, 119 in Japan), while AC

11 to 15 such that no barring is applied,

foreseen. To accommodate both M2M

11 to 15 are assigned for special or high

is to achieve secure communication for

Congestion: A state in which the load (e.g.,
processing capabilities, resources, etc.) on a network entity exceeds a certain threshold per unit
time due to traffic burst. This state can degrade
services provided by the mobile network operator.

*4

(SIM)*4.

SIM: An IC card which stores mobile phone subscriber information.
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Terminal

Base station
Broadcast information
(AC restriction information)

voice service and the PS domain that
provides packet data service - Domain
Specific Access Control (DSAC) was
defined [1] to enable separate evaluation

Connection request

of access class control to each domain

Barring
Evaluation

Connection request

fic control for voice/packet services.
Figure 5 describes how ACB is achieved

NG

for the different LTE and 3G architecTransmission of connection request
is barred for a certain period of time

tures.
ACB is performed in the terminal
RRC layer [2]. Based on the barring rate
information broadcasted by the network,

Figure 3

Access class control flow

the terminal determines whether the connection request is allowed to be transmitted based on its AC. Furthermore,
there are two types of packet data trans-

Traffic

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

to enable independent and separate trafOK

System limit

missions controllable with ACB - transmission of the connection request for
general packet calls and emergency calls.
For emergency calls, AC 10 is used.

Access class control

3.2 Mobile Terminating Access
Permission
Time

Traffic changes without access class control
Traffic changes with access class control

When access control in 3G was first
studied, connection requests for both “mobile-originating calls” from terminals
and “mobile-terminating calls” as re-

Figure 4

Traffic changes with and without access class control

sponses to paging sent from the network
to terminals, were seen by the network

emergency and high priority communi-

LTE terminal traffic including VoLTE,

as the same type of signal and thus han-

cations.

because in LTE/LTE-Advanced network

dled in the same way, which meant that

architecture, all packet data communica-

barring controls were applied to those

tions including voice services (VoLTE)

signals in the same way.

3. Access Class Control
(ACB)
3.1 Packet Data Barring

are enabled by the PS domain.

During disasters, there are cases such

In 3G, because 3G network architec-

that public authorities (police or fire de-

As discussed above, ACB is applied

ture consists of two domains - the Circuit

partment) call back victims who have al-

to all packet data traffic originating in the

Switching (CS) domain that processes

ready called an authority in an emergen-
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minals could send location registration

Internet

Internet

IMS

signals simultaneously when crossing the
PS domain

PS domain

CS domain

border of a location registration area,
which can lead to network congestion.
For this reason, a barring parameter of

RNC

location registration signaling (ac-Bar-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ring For MO-Signaling) separate from
eNB

eNB
ACB

eNB

BTS

ACB

BTS
ACB

Traffic burst!

BTS

BTS

ACB

the barring parameter for ordinary data
signaling (ac-Barring For MO-Data) is

Traffic burst!

defined for ACB in LTE [1] [3]. Barring
control for location registration signaling
is performed in the same way as for bar-

(a) LTE network

(b) 3G Network

ring evaluation performed by packet data
connection establishment signaling de-

Figure 5

Different ACB mechanism for LTE and 3G architectures

scribed in Section 3.1 above. This function enables control of location registra-

cy to confirm their safety. In this case,

cation registration in a service area) is

tion traffic in different kinds of opera-

the mobile-terminating call as a response

required by terminals to receive incom-

tional scenarios. For example, restricting

to paging should not be barred. If the

ing calls (paging) as described in Sec-

packet data but allowing location regis-

network decides to minimize the mobile-

tion 3.2. However, because it was not

tration means terminals can receive in-

terminating call, the network will refrain

possible to separately set barring infor-

coming calls during a disaster. The func-

from sending paging messages to UE.

mation for location registration signaling

tion can also prevent network congestion

This mechanism was considered for LTE,

separate from packet data and voice data

due to mobile terminals sending simulta-

and mobile-terminating access permis-

in 3G, connection requests for location

neous location registration signals when

sion was standardized as part of the ACB

registration were also barred in terminals.

buses or trains pass through location reg-

functions. This is because paging re-

Therefore, if terminals move into new

istration border areas during situations

sponse for voice services are also con-

location registration areas, location reg-

such as rush hour.

sidered to be part of critical communica-

istration cannot be performed because

As mentioned, separate restriction

tions [3].

connection request to perform location

functions for location registration have

In 3G, this mechanism realized by

registration is barred. In this case, the

been standardized in 3G since Release

defining a function called Paging Per-

network cannot send paging to such a

8 [1] as a part of PPAC.

mission Access Control (PPAC), which

terminal because the network does not

was standardized in 3GPP Release 8 [1].

recognize where the terminal is camping
and incoming calls cannot be received.

3.3 Access Control for Location
Registration (Mobile
Originating Signal)
Tracking Area Update

*5
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eNB

(TAU)*5

(lo-

To solve this issue, an AC to allow location registration was required. Barring
of location registration signals is required for scenarios in which many ter-

4. Enhancements of
Access Class Controls
for Voice Services
4.1 Voice Service Restriction
Controls
In large-scale disasters, traffic bursts

TAU: A procedure for updating location registration in LTE.
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occur due to signaling generated by peo-

vices were not possible in LTE. There-

video calls applicable to terminals

ple trying to contact friends and family

fore, SSAC was defined to enable

in the RRC connected state called

to check their safety. When a traffic burst

access restriction for IMS-based voice

“SSAC in connected” was defined

causes congestion on a network, simul-

and video [1]. SSAC has also been

in 3GPP Release 12 [1]. Basically,

taneously providing access for all types

designed to enable independent re-

SSAC is similar in functionality to

of communications and for all traffic is

striction of Video over LTE (ViLTE).

ACB, but in SSAC, the barring con-

problematic. Generally in such cases,

NTT DOCOMO considers this func-

trol/evaluation is performed in the

network resources for critical commu-

tionality critical to ensure successful

IMS layer instead of the RCC layer

nications are secured by restricting traf-

critical/emergency communications

as it is in ACB. Here, AC barring

fic such as voice and video that use large

during disasters, and has provided it

information for SSAC broadcast by

amounts of resources while giving prior-

since the VoLTE service rollout in

the network is used by the terminal

ity to services such as email and disaster

June 2014.

to determine whether a VoLTE call

message boards so that services are avail-

(2) SSAC in connected

is allowed or barred.
2) Access Control for CSFB Call

able to the largest number of users pos-

Typically, smartphones applica-

sible. The needs for these kinds of con-

tions have settings to regularly syn-

(ACB for CSFB)

trols have become even more pronounced

chronize with servers. This results

For LTE terminals that do not sup-

with the increase in communications

into frequent connection to the net-

port the aforementioned VoLTE func-

with the various applications such as

work and increasingly more time

tions, voice services are provided with

social networking accompanying the

spent in the RRC connected state

a mechanism called CSFB. CSFB is a

recent popularization of smartphones.

(the state in which a terminal is con-

mechanism that allows the network to

For this reason, mechanisms to restrict

nected to the network, not in the

transition an LTE terminal firstly con-

voice services are specified in 3GPP, and

IDLE state). Since the main purpose

necting to an LTE network to a 3G CS

described below. Emergency calls can

of access class control is to restrict

domain to provide voice services on the

be set so such that they are not subject

the transmission of connection re-

3G network. With CSFB, regardless of

to barring with any of these controls.

quests to the network, restrictions

whether access class control is applied

1) VoLTE Access Barring Controls

do not apply to terminals in the RRC

in LTE, terminals that have successfully

(SSAC, SSAC in Connected)

connected state, because they are

transitioned to 3G from LTE apply access

already connected. Due to concerns

class controls broadcast by the 3G net-

In LTE, real time voice and video

that traffic burst (generated by both

work. This means after successful CSFB

call services are provided in the

background synchronization traffic

transition, terminals making connection

PS domain as VoLTE using the IP

or the foreground actual traffic) dur-

requests to the CS domain apply the 3G

ing disasters may impact the core

access class controls such as DSAC and

3G, independent access restrictions

network*7

equipment such as IMS

PPAC, as described in Chapter 3. On the

known as DSAC are available for

nodes as well as base stations, SSAC

other hand, ACB for CSFB was defined

each CS domain that provides voice

should ideally be similarly applicable

to restrict connection request for CSFB

service and PS domain that provides

to terminals in the RRC connected

calls when the terminal is still camping

packet data services. Unlike 3G, ac-

state. For this reason, an access con-

on the LTE network [1]. ACB for CSFB

cess restrictions only for voice ser-

trol function for IMS-based voice and

access class control works in similar man-

(1) SSAC

Multimedia Subsystem

*6

(IMS)*6.

In

IMS: A subsystem that provides IP multimedia
services (e.g., VoIP, messaging, presence) on a
3GPP mobile communications network. SIP is
used for the calling control protocol.
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*7

Core network: A network consisting of switching equipment and subscriber information management equipment, etc. A mobile terminal communicates with the core network via a radio
access network.
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ner as the ACB restriction control. In

be prioritized over other traffic. There-

prioritization by allowing access (not

this case, whether CSFB call is barred is

fore, a mechanism that enables prioriti-

applying barring mechanisms) to a par-

determined by the ACB for CSFB access

zation of voice services was defined and

ticular service was not possible, because

class control information broadcast by

standardized in 3GPP. The following de-

the modem part of terminal where access

the network.

scribes this priority control mechanism

control evaluation is performed cannot

for voice services (Figure 6).

distinguish different kind of service

1) VoLTE Priority Control (SCM)

types - i.e. whether it is a VoLTE call or

4.2 VoLTE Prioritization
Mechanism

SCM is a mechanism newly defined

some other packet data call. However,

As explained in previous chapters,

in 3GPP Release 12 for UE to prioritize

as part of SCM standardization, a func-

background data from applications in

voice service so that even when ACB

tion to notify the type of service of a

smartphones result in frequent attempts

has been invoked by the network, ACB

packet (whether the packet is VoLTE,

to connect to the network. In addition to

is not applied to VoLTE calls [1]. In oth-

ViLTE or SMS) from the terminal IMS

that, there may be situations in which

er words, ACB evaluation is skipped for

layer to the modem has been defined.

many users occupy the same coverage

VoLTE calls. Service types to which

This enables the modem to identify the

area (such as public events) or are sim-

ACB need not be applied are included

type of service of a packet, and enables

ultaneously moving from one coverage

in broadcast information. In addition to

the terminal to skip ACB and allow the

area to another (such as on trains or bus-

VoLTE, ViLTE and SMS are also de-

transmission of connection requests for

ses). In these situations, since traffic burst

fined as services that can be prioritized

VoLTE calls even when ACB is applied,

due burst to smartphone application back-

with SCM. The terminal decides which

thus enabling priority handling (Fig. 6 (a)

ground and foreground date and also due

services to prioritize based on the broad-

bottom). Furthermore, SCM is designed

to location registration can be expected,

cast information from the network indi-

so that it can be combined with SSAC

services such as VoLTE calls that are de-

cating the service types for which ACB

described in Section 4.1. Hence, the

liberately generated by the user should

is to be skipped. In previous releases,

combination of SSAC, ACB and SCM

LTE

VoLTE

LTE
ACB

VoLTE call  NG

3G

(Conventional action)

CSFB call  OK

VoLTE
withSCM

LTE
ACB

ACB skip for
VoLTE
VoLTE call  OK

(Action after SCM specification)

VoLTE
withCSFB

LTE
ACB
VoLTE call  NG

3G
CSFB call  OK

(a) VoLTE priority with SCM

Figure 6
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CSFB

ACB

(b) VoLTE priority with CSFB

VoLTE priority control using SCM and CSFB
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enables separate and independent access

after moving from LTE to 3G, access

opment, discussion on Access Control for

class controls for voice data and packet

controls such as DSAC can be applied

general Data Connectivity (ACDC) is

data. In other words, barring evaluation

to handle 3G network congestions, as

ongoing as part of 3GPP Release 13. The

for voice calls will be governed only by

described in Section 4.1.

purpose of ACDC is to allow priority

SSAC, while in previous releases voice

In contrast, bearing in mind that all

handling for individual applications [1].

calls are always barred again by ACB

packet data is subject to access control

In ACDC, data for categorizing applica-

after SSAC barring evaluation. These

by ACB, voice calls from terminals that

tions is stored in terminals, and the net-

mechanisms enable LTE access barring

support VoLTE cannot be prioritized if

work broadcasts barring information for

capabilities comparable with 3G, since

the terminal or network does not support

the application categories subject to ac-

separate restriction controls for CS and

SCM described in Section 4.2 (Fig. 6 (a)

cess control. Then, when a call from a

PS domains are also available in 3G.

top). Thus, from the user experience per-

certain application is generated, the ter-

2) CSFB Priority Control (CSFB behavior

spective, non-VoLTE CSFB terminals

minal determines whether to allow the

when ACB is applied)

could access voice services more easily

connection request for the call by ref-

When ACB is applied in LTE, all mo-

than VoLTE terminals if the LTE network

erencing the barring information for

bile-originating calls are subject to ACB

is more congested than the 3G network,

the relevant application category in the

including CSFB calls. However, the stand-

which is an issue in terms of the fairness

broadcast. If ACDC standardization is

ard specifies that if a CSFB call is barred

of radio access barring controls. To pre-

completed and implemented in terminals

as a result of ACB barring evaluation,

vent this situation, when VoLTE call is

and networks, application-based access

the connection request for CSFB call

subject to ACB restrictions, standard

control (i.e., allowing or barring connec-

not be transmitted in LTE, the terminal

specifications allow those terminals to

tion requests for certain applications) will

autonomously switch to the 3G network

switch to CSFB call autonomously to

be possible. As a result, more precise ac-

(by means of cell selection), and the CS

make a call request on the relevant voice

cess class control tailored to particular

connection request be sent in 3G [3]

service [4]. Hence, with this mechanism,

services will also be possible (Figure 7).

(Fig. 6 (b) top). In other words, in prac-

voice services using VoLTE can be pro-

tice this action enables priority control

vided with behavior and performance

of voice services by enabling CS calls

comparable to CSFB when ACB is in-

in 3G even when CSFB calls are barred

voked. NTT DOCOMO has enabled this

Network sharing is technology that

by ACB. The reasons for this specifica-

function since the VoLTE service roll-

allows two or more telecommunication

tion are as follows: (1) a connection re-

out in June 2014.

carriers to share the same network equip-

quest for a CSFB call does not necessarily have to be sent to the LTE network because the main purpose of CSFB
is to enable connection to the 3G CS
domain, and (2) based on the concept
of access class control, ideally a radio
access network (in this case LTE) should
not control the access barring of another
system (in this case 3G). This is because

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

5. Further Enhancement
of Radio Access
Barring Control and
Future Developments
5.1 Access Class Control for
Individual Applications
(ACDC)
As a future access class control devel-

5.2 Network Sharing Support
for Access Class Controls

ment. Different mobile network operators have different policies about the
Quality of Experience (QoE) of the services they provide and set different values for their ACB restriction rates for
the level of congestion on shared network equipment based on their own policies. Also, when networks are shared,
access class controls by a telecommuni-
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of Internet communications between de-

Network

vices such as automatic vending machines, home appliances and smart me-

○

ters. These communications could be

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

used to address different kinds of busiBroadcast
information
- ACB XX%
- List 1: Restrictions
not applied

XX%

X
Disaster Telephone
app
app

X

X

SNS
app

Web
browser

Video
app

module-equipped vending machine, stock
control, electricity usage management with
smart meters, management of public
transport with IoT terminal-equipped
buses displaying the exact time buses

App category list

will arrive at bus stops, etc.
To realize these systems using mobile

Category List
1: Disaster app
2: Telephone app
3: SNS app &
Web browser
4: Video app

communications networks, studies of
M2M communications and Machine Type
Communications (MTC) between devices and servers are ongoing [5]. However, as these businesses expand and applications of these technologies become
more common and varied, the number

Figure 7

Access controls with ACDC

of MTC (IoT) modules and communications traffic will increase dramatically,

cation carrier due to their traffic must be

the network broadcasts access control

which could seriously affect the mobile

prevented if it can dramatically affect

parameters for a specific PLMN, the ter-

communications networks.

the quality of another telecommunication

minals that are registered to that PLMN

In particular, there are concerns about

carrier’s services. For this reason, suita-

apply and evaluate restrictions using the

traffic bursts triggered by MTC termi-

ble methods for each mobile network

relevant parameters in the broadcast. If

nals sending connection requests all at

operator to apply access class controls

a broadcast does not contain any PLMN

once because they become disconnected

must be implemented in shared network

access restriction parameters, but con-

from the network in the case of a server

environments.

tains common access restriction param-

failure. Thus, Releases 10 and 11 included

eters, those common restriction param-

studies of access controls specifically for

eters are applied.

MTC terminals (Figure 8). Similar to

Support of access control functionality for network sharing is defined for

normal traffic (non-MTC) control meth-

LTE in 3GPP Release 12 [1], and is

5.3 Radio Access Barring
Controls for M2M and MTC

ods described in Chapter 2.1, access bar-

ID

In recent years, there have been ex-

performed using (1) terminal-based ac-

that identifies the mobile network opera-

tensive and popular studies on the so-

cess control mechanisms (EAB) that op-

tor sharing the network equipment. When

called Internet of Things (IoT), a form

erate with the same concepts as the Ac-

achieved by allowing separate access control parameters to be set for each Public
Land Mobile Network

*8
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ness needs and purposes, such as IoT

X

(PLMN)*8

ring control for MTC terminals can be

PLMN: An operator that provides services using
a mobile communications system.
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Bus with M2M module

Reject

Reject

Connection request

Reject

Connection request

Connection request

Reject

Reject

Network
Connection request

Network

Reject

M2M server

Connection request

Connection request

Reject

Reject

Connection request

Reject

Connection request

Connection request
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M2M server

Smart electricity meter

Broadcast information: EAB restriction

x

x

x

x

x

Bus with M2M module

Vending machine with
M2M module

x

x

x

x

Smart electricity meter

Vending machine with
M2M module

(1) Reject control

(2) EAB restriction controls

Figure 8

Radio access restriction controls for MTC

cess Class control mechanisms and (2)

nection requests from different call types

MTC terminals in response to network

network-based controls, i.e., the RRC

(e.g., mobile originating calls (mo-Data),

congestion. Since most MTC communi-

CONNECTION REJECT control mech-

mobile terminating calls (mt-Access), and

cations are expected to be generated au-

anism. The network-based reject mech-

mobile originating signaling (mo-signal-

tonomously from ubiquitous devices, the

anism is performed using Delay Tolerant

ing) such as connection requests for lo-

requirements for connection latency and

Access identification received in the con-

cation registration, and emergency calls)

data speeds are not as demanding as con-

nection request. This section describes

included in the RRC CONNECTION

ventional packet data services typically

both mechanisms to provide a clear over-

REQUEST message. However, it is not

used by people such as Internet browsing

view of access restriction controls for

possible to distinguish MTC terminals

or online gaming. Therefore, the above

MTC.

using the above data identifiers.

reject mechanisms can be used to delay
MTC connection requests and spread out

1) Reject Controls for Connection Re-

For this reason, “Delay Tolerant Ac-

quests Performed by Base Stations

cess” was defined in Release 10 to iden-

an MTC access burst over time [5].

Using Delay Tolerant Access Iden-

tify MTC terminals in the RRC CON-

2) EAB

tification

NECTION REQUEST message. Network

On a network where MTC modules

In the mechanism defined in Release

equipment identifies MTC terminals us-

are used in different kinds of businesses,

8, depending on the network congestion

ing Delay Tolerant Access, and performs

traffic bursts due to many MTC terminals

level, network equipment can reject con-

controls such as rejecting access from

simultaneously sending connection re-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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quests can occur. Simultaneous connec-

whether terminals are subject to EAB

NTT DOCOMO will continue to research,

tion requests from MTC terminals could

based on terminal capabilities and sub-

develop and enhance these technologies.

happen during server outages or the sim-

scription data, etc.

ultaneous movement of large numbers of

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

MTC-equipped mobile terminals from
one coverage area to another. In such sce-

This article has described an over-

narios, access controls to stop terminals

view of access class control mechanisms

sending connection requests (such as

defined for LTE/LTE-Advanced systems.

ACB) are effective at reducing traffic

Progressing from LTE to LTE-Ad-

congestion. For this reason, EAB access

vanced and onwards to 5G, mobile com-

control that uses barring parameters for

munication systems will provide higher

MTC terminals sent in broadcast infor-

capacity and higher data speeds. At the

mation was defined in Release 11 [1].

same time, the need for dynamic, flexible

One of the differences between EAB

and precise traffic congestion controls

and ACB is how the terminal is differ-

that can be applied in a wide variety of

entiated/identified. In EAB, in addition

traffic situations will increase. R&D for
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Skin Acetone

NTT DOCOMO is progressing toward realizing the “biochip

Biochip

Research Laboratories

mobile phone”– a device that will enable advanced health
management and diagnosis by biochemical analysis of bio-

Health Management

Yuki Yamada
Satoshi Hiyama
Tsuguyoshi Toyooka

logical samples that are simple to collect. Among the health
management issues worthy of attention, obesity is one issue
that is known to cause a wide range of diseases, and hence
there are demands for technologies that can measure fat burning automatically, and thus relieve users from the need to
perform any operations. To meet these demands, we developed an easy-to-wear skin acetone analyzer to enable “visualization” of fat burning in daily life. To prevent and rectify
obesity, this analyzer makes it possible to provide health
advice tailored to the individual based on the individual’s
pattern of fat burning throughout the day.

1. Introduction
In the burgeoning cost of national

long as possible. The keys to achieve this

in smartphones or wearable devices that

are improving lifestyle habits and pre-

can connect to smartphones and deploy-

ventive

care*2

to prevent diseases before

healthcare, the medical expenses of the

they take hold and retard the advance of

late elderly have become particularly

existing ailments.

ing preventive care services linked to
these technologies.
NTT DOCOMO is leading the world

For preventive care to succeed, ide-

with its ongoing R&D of its world first

were 39.2 trillion yen

ally, analyzers that are easy to use and

concept of a “biochip mobile phone” that

and are projected to reach 52.3 trillion

that can be used every day to examine

will enable advanced preventive care and

by 2025 [1] [2]. Thus, urgent measures

and confirm the state of the user’s health

diagnostic services tailored to individuals

are needed to bring down these costs.

in detail so that suitable advice can be

by biochemical analysis of biological sam-

To bring down these costs, it is crucial

provided to the user are important. Here,

ples*3 such as the breath or skin gases*4

that the period that people can live inde-

because smartphones and mobile phones

that are easy to collect and analyze on

pendently and healthily without being

are now in wide use by 94.5% of the pop-

biochips*5 connected to smartphones [3]-

bed-ridden or requiring nursing care, i.e.

ulation [2], powerful healthcare tools can

[5].

healthy life-span, should be extended as

be enabled by including these analyzers

high. In 2012, the late elderly medical
expenditures*1

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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One of these technologies enables

*1

*2

Late elderly medical expenditure: The cost
of healthcare for those over 75 or those over 65
with certain disabilities.
Preventive care: Medical actions and services
that serve to prevent illnesses before they happen.
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measurement of the acetone*6 emitted

Operation guidance and measurement results display
(smartphone or tablet)

from the skin (skin acetone), which is a
chemical marker of body fat burning.
We have developed the world’s first compact and lightweight wearable skin acetone analyzer, which we exhibited at

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

CEATEC JAPAN*7 2014 [6]. This article
provides an overview of the analyzer
and introduces examples of its practical
applications in healthcare (Figure 1).

2. Significance and
Challenges of Skin
Acetone Measurement
Skin gas contains a range of constit-

Wearable skin acetone analyzer

uents that relate to the state of the body
(Table 1) [7]-[9]. Skin acetone is a metabolite emitted from the surface of the

Figure 1

CEATEC JAPAN 2014 reference exhibit

skin produced in the blood during exerTable 1

cise or hunger when body fat is broken

Examples of skin gas constituents and their body condition markers

down. For this reason, it is a useful indi-

Skin gas constituent

Body condition

cator of the dynamic state of fat metab-

Acetone

Fat burning

olism. Because obesity is said to cause

Ethanol

Alcohol intoxication

a range of diseases and thus raises the risk

Acetaldehyde

Hangover

of contracting a lifestyle-related illness,

Methane

Changes in intestinal environment, constipation

measuring the amount of acetone emit-

Nonenal

Progress of aging

Formaldehyde

Onset/progress of cancer

ted from the skin to monitor the state of
fat burning can play a pivotal role in daily health management. Acetone is con-

acetone emitted from the skin is ex-

stantly and unnoticeably emitted from the

tremely low (normally between 10-200

skin. Thus, measuring it with an easy-

pg/cm2･min*8). This meant that weara-

to-wear device such as a watch or in-

ble, compact and lightweight skin ace-

For this development, a compact,

nerwear-type device would make pre-

tone analyzers were not commercialized.

high-sensitivity, low-cost, long-life and

ventive care services more easily avail-

NTT DOCOMO planned a new gas

maintenance-free semiconductor-based

able to users. Conventionally, large ana-

analysis device to concentrate and meas-

gas sensor*9 is preferable as the gas sen-

lyzers (gas chromatography apparatus)

ure skin acetone (Figure 2) [10], and de-

sor to be implemented in the wearable

were normally used to measure skin ac-

veloped the world’s first analyzer small

device. However, measuring the low skin

etone emissions because the amount of

and light enough to wear.

acetone emission is difficult even with

*3
*4
*5
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Bluetooth
connection

Biological sample: A sample derived from a
living organism for analytical purposes.
Skin gas: A gas emitted from the surface of
the skin.
Biochip: A chip which has a built-in mechanism
to detect or analyze biological samples.

*6
*7

*8

Acetone: A highly volatile organic compound
- chemical formula C3H6O.
CEATEC JAPAN: The largest international
imaging, information and communications technology exhibition in Asia.
pg/cm2･min: The amount of acetone emitted

3. Overview of Device
Development

from 1 cm2 of skin per minute. 1 pg is 1 trillionth
of 1 g.
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Semiconductorbased gas sensor
Concentrated
skin acetone

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Skin
acetone
Skin
acetone

Functional material
Blood vessel

Heat

Functional
material pores

Skin

Figure 2

Concentration measurement mechanism

the world’s most sensitive semiconduc-

card - and at 13 mm thick can easily fit

ured from various parts of the body as

tor-based gas sensors [5], which means,

into a breast pocket. We have successful-

well as the arms, we measured skin ace-

for example, a method to concentrate the

ly prototyped a compact and lightweight

tone from the palms of multiple subjects

skin acetone so that it can be measured

device roughly 1/120 of the weight of the

and compared measurements taken with

is required [10]. Thus, the device in this

conventional apparatus and 1/380 of its

the device with measurements taken us-

development consists of a semiconduc-

volume. The results of skin acetone meas-

ing conventional large-sized measuring

tor-based gas sensor and a functional

urement can be sent by radio to a paired

equipment (gas chromatography appa-

Bluetooth®*11.

ratus). This test showed that the measure-

than the molecular size of acetone. The

To respond to the skin acetone meas-

ments taken by the device we developed

acetone molecules naturally emitted from

urements, we also developed an applica-

had a strong positive correlation with

the skin surface are collected for a certain

tion to visualize and display the user’s

those of the large-size apparatus (corre-

amount of time by using the functional

current state of fat burning and healthy

lation coefficient*13 R = 0.96) (Figure 4).

material to adsorb the skin acetone. Then,

diet advice on the Graphical User Inter-

This level of accuracy means that this

material*10

with pores slightly larger

smartphone or tablet by

by flash heating the functional material,

face

of the paired smartphone

device could make it easy users to know

the adsorbed acetone is released from the

or tablet that receives the data from the

their fat burning trends and targets. The

functional material all at once, which

device (Figure 3).

performance of this prototype remains

temporarily concentrates it so that it can
be measured by the semiconductor-based

(GUI)*12

4. Performance Testing

gas sensor (fig. 2). For the semiconduc-

To verify the principle of this devel-

tor-based gas sensor, we selected a tung-

opmental skin gas measurement mecha-

sten oxide sensor for its particularly high

nism, we tested the performance of the

sensitivity to acetone.

device. Because skin acetone is a con-

close to conventional large size apparatus,
but we have succeeded in drastically reducing size and weight.

5. Service Examples
1) Dietary Support

The device weighs 54 g, is 40 × 78

stituent of biological gas that originates

This system could be used to offer

mm in size - smaller around than a credit

in the blood and can therefore be meas-

services to users who are concerned about

Semiconductor-based gas sensor: Using
metallic oxide semiconductors as sensor elements,
these sensors enable gas concentrations to be
measured from the changes in electrical resistance
in the sensor element that occur due to oxidationreduction reactions with gas constituents in gas-

eous mixtures.
*10 Functional material: A material whose functions can be controlled externally. In this case,
these materials selectively adsorb molecules
which are then released by external stimulus
such as heat.

*11 Bluetooth®: A standardized short-range wireless
communication (IEEE 802.15.1) that operates
in the 2.4 GHz band, and does not require registration or licensing for use. Bluetooth and the
Bluetooth logo are registered trademarks of
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. in the United States.

*9
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Figure 3

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Examples of results displayed from measurement by the skin acetone analyzer

their diet or users who are troubled by
metabolic syndromes, and could be used
at work and at home on a daily basis.
Specifically, this opens the potential to
provide dietary support programs that include appropriate timing for meals and
exercise, recommendations for menus and
the size of meals, and exercise amount
and load tailored to the characteristics
of the user’s metabolism (Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows the results of measurement taken by the device being worn

開発装置による皮膚アセトン測定結果
Skin acetone measured from the
2 (pg/cm2･min)
prototyped(pg/cm
device
・min)

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Example 1

相関係数RR==0.96
0.96
Correlation coefficient

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

従来の大型装置による皮膚アセトン測定結果
Skin acetone measured from conventional
large apparatus
(pg/cm2･min)
(pg/cm2・min)

for one day. In fig. 6, it’s clear that the
amount of emitted acetone from the skin
changes throughout the day. For example,
when the amount of emitted skin acetone

Figure 4

Comparison of skin acetone measurements

is low before lunch, body fat is not being
burnt much, which suggests that there

is advised to beware of potentially ex-

there is not a marked change in the amount

is a high amount of sugar remaining in

cessive dieting with unreasonable die-

of emitted skin acetone before and after

the body. In this case, because eating can

tary restriction. In a different usage sce-

exercising, either the load was too low

lead to weight gain at this time, the user

nario, the user can compare the amount

or the session was too short. Thus, advice

is advised to eat only a light snack and

of emitted skin acetone before and after

can be given to adjust the amount of

avoid large amounts of carbohydrates. In

exercise to determine whether the exer-

time and load for exercise in stages.

contrast, when the amount of emitted

cise burnt fat effectively. Fig. 6 shows a

2) Monitoring Support for the Elderly

skin acetone is markedly high, the user

successful exercise session, however, if

*12 GUI: A superior type of interface that offers
visibility and intuitive operability by expressing
operations and objects visually on a screen.
*13 Correlation coefficient: An index used in statistics to indicate the degree of similarity between
two variables. The closer to 1 this value is, the

more similar the variables, while the closer to
0, the more dissimilar.

This system could be used for care
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Collection and analysis of measurements for each
user to check fat burning state. Lifestyle advice
tailored to individuals for easy fat burning through
diet and exercise
Skin acetone
measurement results

Network

Device

Partnering

Diet support
program

Measurement data
collected in cloud

User

Figure 5

High

Medical
institution

Service example with the wearable skin acetone analyzer
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Measuring skin acetone emissions and advising improvement to lifestyle

and dietary management for the elderly.

tone level regularly and sharing the data

often involves dietary changes. However,

When an elderly person dramatically re-

with families and carers to contribute to

if symptoms do not improve, treatments

duces the amount of food they consume

maintaining the safety and security of

include oral medication or insulin injec-

or forgets to eat they can unwittingly

the elderly.

tions. In any case, if treatments are not

fall into a state of malnutrition. In such

3) Support for Diabetics and Potential

effectively controlling symptoms, the

a case, the skin acetone levels will be

Diabetics

emitted skin acetone tends to rise and

very high. Thus, whether the elderly per-

Users who suffer from diabetes and

could therefore be used as an indicator

son is eating properly can be determined

potential diabetics could also use this

in diabetes diagnosis and follow-up. In

objectively by measuring the skin ace-

system. The first attempt to treat diabetes

particular, this system could be used to

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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take measurements in situations that have

developments will contribute to the cre-

as in the homes of outpatients or at the

ation of new value in the healthcare and

bedside of hospital inpatients.

medical fields by enabling preventive

http://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/

care services and thus help deal with the

media_center/pr/2014/0918_00.html

As an example of development to-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Breath Res., Vol.7, No.3, 036005, 2013.
[6] NTT DOCOMO Press Release: “DOCOMO

conventionally been problematic such

6. Conclusion
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constituents as well as acetone. These

social issue of increasing cost of national
health services.

wards the realization of the “biochip mobile phone,” this article has introduced

to Showcase Latest Technologies at
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Green Base Station

Electric Power Interchange

NTT DOCOMO continues to develop green base stations that

Power Production Forecast

Research Laboratories

are environmentally friendly and resilient to disasters to improve the availability of base stations during disasters and
reduce base station costs. Therefore, in view of the coming

Kazutoshi Nukada
Minoru Takahata
Hosei Matsuoka †
Takayuki Tamura

liberalization of the retail electricity market planned for 2016,
we devised technologies for predictive and linked control
between multiple base stations that have achieved significant efficiencies in green base station power usage, battery
cost reductions and that have secured backup time. This
research was conducted jointly with the Computer Aided
Electromagnetics Laboratory (Professor Shinji Wakao),
Graduate School of Advanced Science and Engineering,
Waseda University.

1. Introduction

of securing energy supplies during dis-

the social situation surrounding energy,

asters.

the managerial issues of energy and en-

Energy issues are in focus around

In addition, visible preparations are

vironment in terms of reducing costs and

the world. In Japan, vulnerabilities in

underway for the 2016 liberalization of

carbon dioxide emissions became even

energy supplies were exposed due to

the retail electricity market and utilities

more serious when electricity consump-

large-scale power outages caused by the

are beginning to offer a wide range of

tion by the NTT DOCOMO Group reached

Great East Japan Earthquake, with ap-

electricity fee plans designed for a varie-

2.9 billion kWh in FY 2013.

proximately 4.66 million households

ty of consumer lifestyle patterns. Also,

For these reasons, NTT DOCOMO

supplied by Tohoku Electric Power Co.,

as users find out that their use of expen-

is continuing research into disaster resil-

Inc. and 4.05 million households supplied

sive daytime electricity is high thanks

ient and environmentally friendly renew-

by Tokyo Electric Power Company, In-

to the recent installations of smart me-

able energy systems for its radio base

corporated suffering blackouts [1]. When

ters*1,

they are more than ever search-

stations. This approach involves green

the earthquake occurred, NTT DOCOMO

ing for ways to reduce their electricity

base stations equipped with large capacity

also suffered communications disruptions

fees by changing to more optimized fee

lithium-ion batteries (hereinafter referred

due to battery depletion in its base sta-

plans.

to as “batteries”) and photovoltaic panels

tions, which emphasized the importance

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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Thus, in addition to these changes to

† Currently, Service Innovation Department.

(hereinafter referred to as “PV”), that

*1

Smart meter: A device that enables real-time
measurement and visualization of electricity usage.
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are able to operate using only batteries

tricity generated by PV during the day

make the use of energy more effective

or only PV depending on the situation.

or cheap nighttime off-peak electricity

[2] [3]. Figure 2 describes an example

Figure 1 shows the configuration of

is stored in batteries, which can then be

of control using PV and nighttime off-

equipment in such a green base station.

discharged to reduce the high costs of

peak electricity and the relationship with

daytime commercial power and hence

the State Of Charge (SOC) of batteries.

Power
controller

Photovoltaic
panel (PV)

Commercial Rectifier
power source

Radio equipment
(the electrical load)

The device

PV power generated (kW)

Figure 1

％

Radio equipment
(the electronic load)

Battery

Green base station equipment configuration

kW
6
5
4
Load
3
2
1
PV
0
1:00 4:00

100

Surplus power
conventionally
discarded

7:00 10:00 13:00 16:00 19:00 22:00

Time

No control

80
60

With control
Charge using
surplus power

40
20

Battery

0
1:00

Figure 2
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High power efficiency
achieved with control

Photovoltaic
panel (PV)

SOC (%)
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In a green base station, surplus elec-

4:00

Charge using
nighttime offpeak power
7:00 10:00 13:00 16:00 19:00 22:00

Time

Example of control with PV and nighttime off-peak power, and SOC
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To confirm the effectiveness and re-

disaster resilience for the ongoing de-

issues, multi-objective optimization in-

liability of green base stations, ten test

ployment of green base stations. This

volves calculating multiple solutions

stations have been set up in the field in

article describes the power control tech-

called a “Pareto optimality” which ena-

the Kanto Koshinetu region, and based

nologies we have used to solve the above

bles selection of controls to suit objec-

on the performance of these test stations,

two issues.

tives.

commercial green base station deployment

This research was conducted jointly

As an example with a green base

has begun with 11 stations already set

with the Computer Aided Electromagnet-

station, Figure 3 shows a Pareto opti-

up around Japan.

ics Laboratory (Professor Shinji Wakao),

mality using the two evaluation func-

There are two main issues with im-

Graduate School of Advanced Science

tions of battery capacity and electricity

plementing this type of green base sta-

and Engineering, Waseda University. As

cost. As shown in fig. 3, increasing bat-

tion. The first issue is base station costs.

discussed later, our objective in this re-

tery capacity reduces the cost of electric-

Converting an existing base station to a

search was to establish predictive con-

ity, a running cost, but increases initial

green base station entails additional initial

trol technologies to estimate the amount

installation costs. In contrast, lowering

costs of installing batteries to provide

of sunlight, because predictive control

battery capacity increases electricity costs

backup power for six or more hours dur-

technologies have been shown to be ef-

but lowers installation costs. Hence,

ing the heavy traffic that directly follows

fective for solving the issues discussed

there is more than one solution (Pareto

a disaster, PV to generate sufficient elec-

in this article [4]. In this research, we

optimal solution) to this Pareto optimal-

tricity, and efficient power controllers.

used Japan Meteorological Agency Grid

ity – solutions for electricity cost reduc-

Therefore, in green base stations, power

Point Value (GPV)

control must be even more efficient and

Time (JIT) modeling*

outrank that of existing base stations in

amount estimation.

terms of running cost savings.
The second issue is base station disaster resilience. As discussed, the com-

data*2
3

and Just-In-

tion or battery cost reduction. Thus, the

for sunlight

optimality enables selection of a solution

2. Calculation for Optimizing
Power Control

to suit the situation. The following describes specific calculation criteria.

2.2 Evaluation Functions and
Design Variables

bination of PV and batteries in green

2.1 Multi-objective Optimization

base stations raises effectiveness in terms

To optimize power control, it’s nec-

To solve the two issues, we set the

of environmental considerations as well

essary to simultaneously solve both of

two evaluation functions of “electricity

as costs by enabling reduction of daytime

the aforementioned issues of cost and

costs” and “disaster resilience index.”

use of commercial power by using sur-

disaster resilience as these two issues are

Electricity costs are the product of the

plus PV power that was previously dis-

in a tradeoff relationship. In this research,

electricity unit price times the amount

carded and nighttime off-peak power to

we studied solving these issues by multi-

of power purchased, while the disaster

charge batteries. However, because dis-

objective optimization calculations.

resilience index was obtained by index-

charge reduces the backup time available

Generally in most cases, optimiza-

ing battery operational capability during

for disasters, battery capacity and dis-

tion implies optimizing for one objective.

a power outage. Because it’s necessary

charge must be calculated to keep dis-

However, in reality, many of the varied

to consider green base station battery ca-

charge to a required minimum.

issues in society entail simultaneous con-

pacity and radio equipment power con-

Accordingly, further improvements

sideration of multiple evaluation criteria.

sumption when making an evaluation,

must be made to both cost reduction and

As a method of handling these kinds of

we made our evaluations using a value

*2

*3

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

Japan Meteorological Agency GPV data:
Grid point value data for meteorological numerical simulation provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency.
JIT modeling: A type of black box modeling
for selecting neighborhood data in a database.
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Electricity cost

Focus on electricity cost reduction
Low
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High

Focus on battery cost reduction

Small

Figure 3

Example of a Pareto optimality

obtained by dividing the depth of dis-

backup power will always be available

nology to predict the amount of sunlight

charge* with the maximum backup

so that the period of high traffic directly

because the irregularity of PV power

time. In both evaluation functions, the

after a disaster will be covered. Also, for

generation must be taken into account.

lower the value, the better the control.

green base station equipment require-

Also, studies of discharge control have

Also, to calculate the optimum power

ments, we used the actual data for PV

confirmed the effectiveness of Prior Dis-

control techniques for both electricity

power generation of the three field test

charge Equivalent to Surplus PV power

costs and disaster resilience index, we

stations already set up, and based those

(PDESP) as a simple control method for

for changing the

requirements on the three test station

discharging the same amount from a bat-

amount of battery charge/discharge and

equipment specifications. Table 1 de-

tery right before generating surplus pow-

the amount of power for sending to other

scribes equipment requirements for each

er [5]. However, even though PDESP is

base stations. Specifically, these are an

station. We based electricity costs on the

an effective solution for both issues of

adjustment coefficient for estimating

unit prices of the low voltage power

cost reduction and disaster resilience,

power generation and an SOC threshold

supplied by the utilities serving the loca-

there can be estimation errors because

value for power transfer between base

tions of the three stations.

only the estimated amount of generation

4

set design

variables*5

stations. These variables are described
in detail later.

2.3 Other Prerequisites
The following describes the prereq-

3. Wide Area Linked Control
Using Prediction

is used for control. For this reason, we
studied optimization calculations to minimize the effects of errors using simulat-

3.1 Predictive Control

ed estimated values to take prediction

1) Overview

errors into account.
2) Handling Prediction Errors

uisites necessary for these calculations.

When using optimization calculations

Firstly, we set the range of charge/dis-

to actual power control, it’s necessary

If the amount surplus power is over-

charge such that at least six hours of

to estimate power generation using tech-

estimated, backup time for disasters would

*4
*5
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Large
Battery capacity

Depth of discharge: An index indicating what
percentage of a full charge has been discharged.
Design variables: Variable parameters used
for optimizing evaluation functions.
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Table 1

using the prices of the utilities servicing

Specifications for the three field test base stations

each base station location.

Ibaraki station

Nagano station

Niigata station

Load

1.2 kW

2.3 kW

1.0 kW

We also performed calculations using

Battery capacity

40 kWh

27 kWh

9.3 kWh

two patterns for cooperative control—

PV capacity

2.0 kW

3.0 kW

4.5 kW

from the perspective of a single base
station, and from the wide area perspec-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

be reduced because of a low SOC due

3.2 Cooperative Control

tive. The single base station perspective

to discharge greater than the actual avail-

Historically, NTT DOCOMO has

is a method that involves PDESP for a

able charge capacity. In contrast, if power

controlled power individually in its base

single base station irrespective of the

generation is underestimated, surplus

stations, but has studied cooperative con-

power generation conditions of other

power exceeding spare battery capacity

trols to transfer power between base sta-

base stations, which entails only trans-

will be generated, which would lead to

tions to further raise power control effi-

ferring surplus power that cannot be

avoidable extra costs due to surplus pow-

ciency. Cooperative control entails mov-

absorbed due to estimation errors. On

er being discarded. For these reasons,

ing power from base stations with sur-

the other hand, the wide area perspective

we devised ways to compensate for these

plus PV power generation to those lack-

involves power control that takes into

potential overestimations and underes-

ing PV power generation due to weather

account the power generation state of

timations.

conditions, and holds promise of reducing

other base stations. To achieve this wide

To handle overestimations, we im-

battery costs, improving battery lifespan

area control, we added SOC threshold

plemented a setting for an estimate ad-

and improving backup time because it

levels to the design variables for optimi-

justment coefficient in the design vari-

enables reductions in installed battery

zation calculations. To date, in the single

ables. Specifically, this entails applying

capacity and the frequency of battery

base station perspective, the single base

a reduction rate to the estimated amount

charging. In this development, we per-

station should give priority to fully charg-

of power generation to prevent batteries

formed optimization calculations for

ing itself, but by setting a threshold for

from falling into a low SOC. This meth-

power transfer control that take into ac-

SOC, once a base station has charged

od enables significant improvements to

count power sales and wheeling of elec-

up to its SOC threshold, power can then

power*6.

be prioritized for transfer to base stations

Considering that the liberalization of

that have low PV power generation or

the retail electricity market is a precon-

backup time. This prevents a base station

To handle underestimation, we im-

dition for wheeling of electric power,

from overcharging and being unable to

plemented settings for standard SOC val-

we set requirements so that more power

accept power from other base stations,

the disaster resilience index while having

tric

almost no adverse effect on cost reduction.

or overdischarging because it has used

ues. Here, we set an upper charge limit

than reverse power

(an SOC standard value) to prevent full

because excess supply to demand is not

charging from commercial power sources,

possible. Also, with buying and selling

which enables batteries to absorb the

power, due to the falling sales price of

difference from underestimated power

power in recent years, we assumed the

generation, which thus minimizes the sur-

selling and purchase price to be equal

Figure 4 shows the results of opti-

plus power that ends up being discarded.

to clarify the effectiveness of linked con-

mization calculations. The axes show the

trol. We calculated the total unit price

evaluation functions. The vertical axis

*6

*7

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2

flow*7

is purchased,

up its surplus power.

4. Power Control
Calculation Results

Wheeling of electric power: Supplying generated power to other locations via utility power
transmission and distribution networks.
Reverse power flow: Flowing generated electric power through a commercial power distribution network.
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Disaster resilience index
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2.5

2

(B) Single station perspective with interchange

1.5

0.5

(C) Wide area
perspective
with interchange

0
28.5
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No control

29.5

30

30.5

31

31.5

32

Electricity cost (JPY10,000)
(1) Cost reduction
(2) Cost reduction and disaster resilience improvement

Figure 4

Results of optimization calculations

is the disaster resilience index, while the

be seen that electricity cost reduction was

index of around 1.5 at which these three

horizontal axis is the electricity price.

achieved with predictive control. Further-

types of control (fig. 4 (A, B, C)) have

This graph shows results calculated for

more, in (B) and (C), it can be seen that

significant effects. The suppressed output

a total of eight months for the three base

power interchange enabled lower elec-

amount refers to the amount of surplus

stations described in Table 1. We per-

tricity costs (fig. 4 (1)), while wide area

power that could not be utilized, while

formed optimization calculations for the

perspective control with power inter-

the self-supplied rate refers to the per-

three types of control methods. The first

change improved both the disaster resil-

centage of power consumed covered by

involves power control for a single base

ience index and power cost reductions

the power generated. This combined

station (no power interchange) (fig. 4

(fig. 4 (2)).

These results indicate that

optimized usage of backup and surplus

(A)). The 0 disaster resilience index for

linked controls with the wide-area per-

power is the result of properly distrib-

(A) indicates that there was no charging

spective can further reduce costs and

uting power for charging and discharging

or discharging, and hence no control. The

improve disaster resilience compared to

to and from base stations with low bat-

second involves the single base station

conventional controls.

tery capacity and base stations with com-

perspective control with power inter-

Figure 5 describes the no control

paratively high battery capacity respec-

change (fig. 4 (B)), while the third in-

case compared to the three types of con-

tively. In other words, these results shows

volves wide area perspective control

trol in terms of the electricity price, the

that implementing power transfer in

with power interchange (fig. 4 (C)).

suppressed output amount, and the self-

operations with the wide area perspective

support rate for a disaster resilience

means surplus power that could not be

Firstly, from the result at (A), it can
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32.0

40
30

Approximately 6.0% improvement
29
28
25
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 Electricity cost approximately 8.8%
reduction
 Suppressed output amount
approximately 99.9 % reduction
 Self-supplied rate approximately 6.0%
improvement

10
0
運用なし
No
control

Figure 5

A

B

C

Comparison of results from the three base stations over eight months (with disaster resilience index around 1.5)

completely used by a single base station
can be used by other base stations. Com-

5. Conclusion

that will be indispensable to the mobile
communications systems of the future,

pared with no control over eight month

This article has described combined

as they have the potential to greatly re-

at the three stations, wide area linked

cost reduction and disaster resilience im-

duce battery capacity requirements com-

control enabled an 8.8% electricity cost

provements for green base stations ena-

pared to those of conventional systems.

reduction, a 99.9% reduction in the output

bled by power control through multi-

Thus, into the future, we plan to continue

suppression rate and a 6.0% percent im-

objective optimization calculations. Im-

R&D for the implementation of these

provement on the self-supplied rate. Low-

plementing this control technology prom-

technologies into a range of different

ering the overall depth of charge with

ises to not only reduce power costs and

types of base station.

the right controls also promises reduc-

raise self-supplied rates, but can also

tion in frequency of battery replacement

significantly improve the efficiency of

and hence costs by slowing down bat-

battery usage. Going forward, we will

tery deterioration. These systems can also

continue to research and develop control

reduce the amount of commercial power

methods that can respond to the diver-

ment Associated with the Tohoku-Pa-

consumed which also reduces environ-

sification of electricity pricing plans.

cific Ocean Earthquake,” TEPCO Web

mental load.

These control technologies must also be
adapted for the small-scale base stations

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 2
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